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CYRJC Annual Report 1999 

PREFACE 

In由istwentieth issue of血eCYRIC Annual Report, we summarize the activities for 

res伺 rchand development and results of町泊ningfor radioisotope safe－佐eattnentat Cyclotron 

and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University during the calendar year 1999. 

It is my gr1伺 tpleas町 eto report here血at由errs t acceleration of charged particles has 

successfully been performed on May 6, 2000, and血eOpening-Ceremony for由enew K=llO 

A VF-cyclotron was held with 100 distinguished guests on March 10, 2000 at CYRIC. 

百1ey伺 r1999 has been the second y伺 rwhen renewal of the A VF cyclotron組 d

construction of expぽimentalfacilities, toge由erwith related infrru写tructuressuchぉ electricity

and cooling water supplying system, etc., have been carried out. Construction of hard-and 

soft-ware for con甘olsystems of白ecyclo町on釦 d血ebeam-transport equipment have been the 

most crucial task in this year. These jobs were performed by staffs of CYRIC. 明1epresent 

sophisticated control・sys旬mwith PLC (Programmable Logic Con佐oiler)are expected to give 

us versatile utilities for the con住olof many devises. 

Design, construction加 dins凶lationof related experimen旬Ifacilities suchぉ neutron

time of flight analyzing system including the b伺 mswinger, automated synthesis sys飽mfor 

short-lived positron emitter labeled compounds, on-line el伐町omagneticmass separator with 

由reepairs of clover-type Ge detector system, and high-energy y-ray detector have been carried 

out in出isyear. 

Studies with PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray 白川ssion) technique have been 

continuously performed by using electrostatic accelerator, installed at FNL (FぉtNeutron 

Laboratory) in Graduate School of Technology, Tohoku University, under the scientific tie-up 

between CYRIC加 dFNL. Indeed, more than six groups紅erunning under this pr，吋ectusing 

a total of its 250 hours beam-time. 

Synthesis of radiopharmaceuticals for clinical research with PITT (Positron Emission 

Tomography) and other applications have been continuously carried out. The small size A VF 

cyclotron HM・12,installed under scientific and technical tie-up among IDAC, CYRIC and 

Sumitomo Heavy Indus佐yCo. Ltd, hぉ S胞adilybeen opera飽d. Positron emitting radio-

nuclides was provided with 281 hours exposure by 12・MeVproton beams, while those by 6・

MeV deuteron beams were done with 255 hrs exposure. 百1e amoun臼 of

radiopharmaceuticals，由usproduced in this year, are 137, 48, 15, 0.6, 6, 7, 4, and 4GBq, for 

18F-FOO, 11C-MET, 11C-OOX, 11C-YM, 150-H20, 150-02’150-C02 and 150-CO, 

respectively. Biomedical applications of CYRIC cyclo佐onhave been extended to cover m組 y

basic and clinical fields such as oncology, neuroscience, neurology, neuros町 gery,cardiology, 
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gastroenterology, orthopedics, op由thalmology,pediatrics,dentistry, pharmacology, sport 

science, rehabillitation, nuclear medicine and so on. 

During 1999 school year, 495 of staff members and students of Tohoku University 

were trained at this Center in the beginner' s course of safe handling of radiation and 

radioisotopes, while 235 staff members and students m由e"x句 raycourse”. In addition, 48 of 

staff members and students were回 inedin the course of safe handling of radiation from a SOR 

(Synchrotron Orbital Radiation). 

Prof. M. Fujioka is going to reach his retirement age by the end of出isMarch. He is 

the first scientific staff of CYRJC. Since 1977, he has been r回 ponsibleenough for 

operation, maintain and development of the accelerator as the head of division of accelerator. 

His activity involves，ぉ well,scientific research and education. His researches cover出e

following fields: by using an isotope separator on-line句uippedwith a回pe-transportand an 

ion-guide systems: (1) Discovery of出eheaviest two“mirror-decay”nuclei, 57Cu and 59Zn, 

(2) Implantation of radioactive isotopes to m紘egood-quality samples for precision 

measurement of conversion-electrons up to the atomic valence shells to derive the Mossbauer 

isomer-shift scales DR/R. Researches, using a perturbation magnet specifically equipped 

with a pair of“active”magnetic channels to compensate for beam position and bending, have 

performed for measurement of magnetic moments for fifteen nuclear isomeric states in order to 

clarify their nuclear s汀UC加re.

We are very grateful to Tohoku University and to出eMinistry of Education, Science, 

Sports and Culture for their continuous support. 

March, 2000 

Hikonojo OR/HARA 
Director 
Cyclotron and Rαdioisotope Center, Tohoku U孔iversity

Photograph pictures the new A VF cyclo町onand beam extraction ports in the cyclotron vault. 
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I. 1. Isovector Part of Optical Potentials Studied through Analog 
Transitions in the (p, n) Reaction at 20 MeV 

Jon G. C.，α抗araH.*, TerakawaA.へSuzukiH. *,Ishii K., * * and Ohnuma H. *** 

Ins ti仰teof Physics, Aca伽 iiaSinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 11529 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Cente.ηTohoku University* 

D宅par伽 entof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universiゲ＊
Depar加 entof Physics, Chiba Insti加teof Technology, Narashino-sh4 Chiba 275・0023,Japan*** 

百ieisospin impurity in nuclei hぉ beena long standing problem in nuclear physics. 

Studies of isospin symme仕yhave recently become again a popular subject of nuclear 

structure physics1・3），岱peciallydue to the development of experimental facilities for charge-

exchange reactions and those for radioactive beams. Spreading widths of the isobaric 

analog states (IAS) give us an important clue ω 出eunderstanding of血echarge圃

independence-breaking (CIB）釦dcharge-symme甘y-breaking(CSB) interactions in nuclei4-

Our recent meぉurementof the spreading widths of the IAS via the (p, nIAsP) reaction and their 

組 alysis1> have revealed that the coupling between the giant isovector monopole state and the 

IAS induced through白eisovector p訂tof the nucleon-nucleus potential is crucial to 

understand the mass number dependence of the spreading widths of the IAS. 

百1eisovector nucleon-nucleus potential can be derived from optical-model analyses 

of IAS transitions in the (p, n) reaction, in which transferred to凶 angularmomentum and 

parity Alπ訂 eo+ Such a transition is often called a Fermi-type仕組sitionor quぉi-elastic

scattering. However, since optical-model analyses suffer from well-known ambiguities in 

出ep紅白neters8¥it is nec岱 saryto accumulate data over a wide-range of target nuclei as well 

ぉ overa wide-range of incident energies and carry out systematic analyses. Carlson and his 

collaborators reported a systematic optical model analysis of quぉi-elastic(p, n) reactions at 

22.8 MeVon 29 nuclei ranging from 9Be to 208Pb9). They derived the isovector potential for 

each target nucleus, and gave a smooth parametrization of the best-fit p紅 白netersfor all the 

nuclei investigated. However, their data and analysis were limited by exper加ental

conditions and theoretical treatment of mixed analog transitions. 

We have reported10・11> the data and the analysis of isobar analog transitions剖EP= 
35 Me V in (p, n) reactions on thirteen target nuclei over a wide range of nuclear mぉses7 s A 

s208. 百iebest-fit parameters for the Lane-type isovector potential were obtained for each 

transition，加d白enthe mass-number dependence of each parameter wぉ expr岱 sedas a linear 

function of A 113. 百1estrengths of the real part of the Lane potential were determined within 

1 



±3 -±5% accuracy面白emas~ region studied. It was found that imaginary s甘eng白sof the 

凶 epotential were伽側indf戸時ntofthem錨 Snumber. 

In this report we discuss further s旬dyof (p, n) reactions瓜EP= 20 Me V leadingめ

IAS on seven target nuclei in the regions 54s A s 71 ; namely, 54・56Fe, 58・60・62・64Ni, 70Ztl, and 

71Ga. Analysis similar to our previous works has been made, and the best-fit p訂創netersfor 

僻凶epotential were ob帥edfor伽 enuclei. Combining由cpresent results wi由

p削 ousre叫 ts剖EP= 22.8却d35Me玖 thisset wぉ usedto discuss e悶 gydependence of 

A・dependentglobal parameters, of the Lane potential. 

唄1eexperiment was performed at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku 

University, with a 20・MeVprqtonbeam from an AVF-cyclotron and a beam swinger system. 

百時detailsof the experimentalisetup have been d凶 cribedpreviously12・13>. Neutron energies 

Wぽemeお uredby血etime－。ιflighttechniqueσOF). The neutron detectors, 23.2 liter in a 

to凶 sensitivevolume, were filled with organic liquid scintillator NE213, and located剖 44.3

m from the target. ’The absolute efficiencies of印刷ectorswere obtained from the 7Li(p, 

n)7Be activ剖ionanalyses with an e汀orless th釦 ±6%.Errors in the absolute magnitude of (p, 

n) cross蹴 tionswere剖 ma凶tobe less伽 12%. All由etarge包Wぽeen仙 edisotopes 

with enrichments better th釦 95%,and were self-supporting foil. Figures 1, illustrates the 

angular dis凶butionsof血e(p, n) reactions on 70Zn leading to the ground state of '0Ga as a 
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百1eLane-model optical potentiaI14> was used in the macroscopic distorted-wave 

Born叩proximationゆ1WBA）制ysesof the q附側tteringd剖a It isは附S仙 s;
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Ve is the is the spin-orbit potential, and 
~.....， 

where i ( T) is the projectile (target) isospin, U50 

~ー『’
百1eisospin dependent i ・ T 組 d九乙，

’The (p, n) quasi-

term yields ιZ，正 T+

co汀岱pondingto仇 n),(n, p) and 仇 p)or (n, n) reactions, respectively. 

scattering takes place through the term 

Coulomb potential. 

UpJ..r）＝（泊）市町）・ (2) 

τhe isovector potential U 1 was par組問:trizedin terms of standard Wooお・Saxonforms as 

U昨）＝竹取R）ー物川義J(x1)'
(3) 

where 

2 

J{x) = (1 + eうI’

x = (r -Ri)/ai , 



組 d

Ri = rjA.113. 

Here i = R or I. 百1ep釘ametersto be determined are the potential depths vl釦 dw1' 

geometrical p紅白netersfor the real part rR and Oit' and those for the imaginary partηand t1i・

To reduce the number of p訂ametersto be fitted, the real geometrical p紅白netersrR and "& 

were fixedね thoseby Becchetti組 dGreenlees 15>. 官tenwe伺汀iedout a parame旬rsearch 

wi由 theprogram IASEARCH16> to find the best-fit p訂ameterset to reproduce differential 

cross sections for each IAS transition. 

Table 1 lists the best-fit p紅白netersfor each. ’These best-fit p訂 ametersare plo枕ed

錨 afunction of A 113 in Figs. 2 and 3. Cuives in the figur岱釘ethose obtained for best-fit 

p紅白neters剖 35MeV. ’They displayed for the comp釘isonpurpose. 百1eradius of the 

imagin訂ypotential decre錨 esgradually, w bile the dif白senessp訂担neterincreases, as the 

mぉsnumber increぉesjust on the curves剖 35MeV. 百1ereal potential depth V1 also 

in ereぉeswith the m錨 Snumber. All of them seem to have linear dependence on A 113. 百1e

imaginary potential depth W1, on the other hand, is almost constant in the mass region studied. 

However, 

As discussed in Refs. [10・11],only凶norc首切包 Wぽeobseived for the feedback of 

the finally obtained po旬ntialto the microscopic D羽'BAcalculations and to the distorted 

waves in 出cen仕組ce釦 dexit channels in the maαoscopic DWBA analysis. These 

coηection terms are ± U 1 (N -Z) IA for the neu仕on組 dproton channels, respectively, and 

only a few % of the distorting potential s仕切g血sat most. Some of the data were reanalyzed 

by using the finally obtained optical pot印刷 parameters. Negligibly small con凶butions

from the correction旬rmswere found, and the results h由eprevious section are hardly 

changed. 

The present results a削 ngene凶 agreementwith those in Ref. [9］剖EP= 22.8 MeV. 
百iere訂esome differences, however, probably due partlyめ theincident-energy dependence 

of the potential and p佐世yto a different analysis method. 百1eimaginary depth of the 

isovector potential W 1 wお fixed剖 W/V 1 = 1/2 in Ref. [9], while it wぉ takenぉ afree 

paramet釘 inthe present analysis. As seen恒 Fig.3, W 1 shows a different mass-number 

dependence from vl・ Itis almost constant and about 6 Me V ovぽ thewhole mass region 

studied. Furthermore, the present values for the geometrical p訂ametersn釦 d句 show

weaker A 113 dependence. The mag凶旬desof vl obtained here訂eabout 20% smaller than 

those obtained by Carlson et al. 

To summariz.e, we have extended our previous studies of血e10・11>isovector part of 

the op制 potential剖 EP=20MeV. ’The best-fit parameters for the Lan叫 peisovector 

po旬ntial(Vυw1，らゆ wereobtained for each transition. ’The values of V 1 w釘e

determined by present parametrization wi由加 ±2-±4% accuracy in由cmぉsregion studied. 

O町 previousconclusion [10］白瓜 W1 is almost independent of A 113 was co凶 rmed. 
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Table 1. Best-fit paramete路 ofisovector potential for each nucleus. 

Reaction EexcofIAS ¥1 研＇1 η lit 

例.eV) 例.eV) 例.eV) (fin) (ftn) 

54Fe(p, n fCo 0.0 18.2±1.6 6.4±0.8 1.40±0.08 0.81±0.09 

56Fe(p, n 'f6Co 3.5 19.5±0.9 8.2±0.4 1.39±0.05 0.86±0.09 

ssNi(p, n )sscu 0.203 17.4±2.1 7.3±0.9 1.34±0.05 0.90±0.09 

62Ni(p, n }62Cu 2.54 18.9±1.7 6.9±0.8 1.42±0.06 0.80±0.07 

臼Ni(p,n )64Cu 4.63 19.0±1.2 8.6±1.2 1.41±0.05 0.81±0.08 

“Zn(p, n )68Ga 6.71 17.3±2.4 7.1±1.3 1.36±0.07 0.85±0.08 

加Zn(p,n )1°Ga 8.26 19.7±0.3 6.6±1.1 1.36±0.05 0.85±0.13 

71Ga仇 n)71Ge 8.96 19.0±0.6 7.7±1.2 1.36±0.10 0.81±0.14 
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Fig. 1. Differential cross sections for neutrons leading to血e3.5・MeVIAS加56Co. This is an ex担npleof a 
p町eIAS transition. The solid line shows the macroscopic DWBA calculation obtained with the best-fit 
parameters obtained for the isovector potential. 
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I. 2. Single-partiGle States in 69'71Ga Studied through (d,n) 
~eactions on 68'70Zn (II) 

Kikuchi Y.，α幼araHリ TerakawaA.,Suzuki H., Kuma,gai K., Fujお＇awaHリ Hosaka,M.,
JonG. 'C.汽IshiiK., * * and Ohnuma H. * * * 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Ins ti加teof Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 11529* 

De par的ientof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universiゲ＊
Depar加 entof Physics, Chiba lnsti加teof Technology, Narashino-shi, Chiba 275・0023,Japan*** 

’The (d, n) reaction at sufficiently higher incident energy出an-15 MeVmay provide 

a powerful spectroscopic tool for probing single-particle properties of nuclei since, being free 

from considering eff ec・包 ofcompound nucleus formation, theoretical甘eatmentfor this 

reaction is more straightforwarq th組 otherproton transfer reaction at lower energies1>. 

Several interesting problems are associated with the structure of A-70 nuclei. An 

ex創npleis evidence of a shape :transition around N = 40. Moreover, electron capture rates 

in these fp shell nuclei, most o~ which are so far parametl協 db蹴 don shell model, pl匂 m

important role in stellar collapse leading ω血eformation of a super nova2・3>. Such problems 

further include the topics in particle physics; double ~－decay in A = 76 nuclei and p-p solar 

neutrino obseivation by 71Ga (GA回日Xat恥 GranDぉso）.百ms,test for such shell-

model calculation by prop釘 probeis essential. Single-particle properties studied by ( d, n) 

reaction, for example, may provide a good place for aαucial test for these model 

calculations. 

百四singleparticle properties of states in 69・71Ga have so far been examined through 

the ( d, n) reaction剖 Ed=10 Mev4>, and by (3He, d) reactions剖 E3He= 15, 17 Mev5>. The 

previous ( d, n) and (3He, d) works might be suffer from the ambiguities for the choice of 

optical-model parameters for complex particles, and from contributions of the compound 

nucleus formation process, since their projectile energies were rather low. 百teprelimin訂y

results have been given in a previous issue of CYRIC Annual Report6>. In this second 

report, we present the results of further analysis for proton s甘eng白 distributionsover the 

higher excitation enぽgyregion in residual nuclei. Also given is comparison for summed 

spectroscopic factors (2j+ 1 )C2S with those by shell-model. 

官ieexperiments were performed using a 25・MeV deuteron beam from the K=50 

Me V A VF cyclotron at Cyclo甘onand Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku University. 

Neutron energies were measured by the time of flight technique. Twelve neu甘ondetectors 
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con泊iningto凶Iy23 litter of liquid-scintillator NE213 were set at a flight path of 44 m合om

血etarget, where the effective neutron detection solid組 glewぉ 0.23msr. An思tlar

distributions of neutrons were measured using a beam-swinger system. Detector efficiency 

for the most en略的neutronsw錨 3%, which was determined by the 7Li(p, n)7Be reaction 

through activation analysis. Details of the CYRIC TOF facility have been desαibed 

elsewhere7・3>. Metallic foils of zinc enriched to 99 %泊 68Znand 98%泊 70Znwith也eir

thicknesses of 4.83 and 4.04 mg/cm2, respectively, were used as targets. Overall energy 

resolution was 200 keV (FWH附 forthe most energetic neutrons leading to恥 lowlying 

stat岱加 theresidual nuclei. Gamma-ray even包 havebeen rejected by pulse-shape-

discrimination technique. Errors in the absolute magnitudes ofαoss section訂 eestimated to 

be less than 12 %, the dominant part of which is due to血euncertainty of the detector 

efficiency. Typical excitation neu仕onspectra訂eshown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the ( d, n) 

reactions on 68 Zn and 70Zn, respectively. Numbers on pe北scorrespond to those listed in 

Tables 1 and 2. 

Meぉuredangular distributions of emitted neutrons are shown in Figs. 1and2 along 

with theoretical predictions. The zero-range distorted-wave Born-approximation (DWBA) 

calculation for angular dis甘ibutionshぉ beenaccomplished with the code DWUCK49>. 

Observed cross sections have been interpreted successfully by adiabatic deuteron breakup 

approximation (ADBA)10> where s-wave deuteron breakup-effects訂etaken泊toaccounts. 

Adi伽 ticdeuteron potentials were derived from the sets of nucleon parame旬rsat巳＝ En=

1/2 Ed; those for protons have been given by Becchetti and Greenlees11>, while those for 

neu甘onsby Carlson et d引 Experimentalspectroscopic factors (S）包 extractedfrom the 

following equation: 

( da¥ (21rキnc2s ( da¥ .mh 

dlj) exp = 1.55ヤi+ 1) （勾＋ 1）同~DWUCK 門札 、
．．
． F
 

唱
EE

－
，sz
、

where Ji and le are spins of i凶tialand f泊alstates, respectively, and j is the spin of a 

transferred particle, while C is出eClebsh-Gordan coefficient for isospin coupling. 百ie

values of C室町e2β 組 dlβforthe T = T0・1/2組 dT。＋1/2 states, respectively, 'I。beingthe 

target isospm. 

Typical an忠tlardis凶butionsof emitted neutrons leading b白eisolated stat凶泊71Ga

are illustrated in Fig. 3 toge出erwith DWBA comparison, while those for neutrons leading to 

the unresolved sta・旬sare shown in Fig. 4 as the representative sample. Due to limited 

r岱 olutionto sep訂剖enear lying peaks，血eirangul訂 dis甘ibutionare fitted with incoherent 

sum of由ctheoretical calculation. & shown in Fig. 4, good agreements between the 

experiment加 dtheory have been obtained for the釦 gulardistribution shape. It is noticeable 

白瓜high釘 d仕組sferwith f and g waves are readily enhanced compar泊gwith the results at 

lower energy (d, n) and (3He, d) reactions. 

Transferred d組 dspectroscopic factors for levels of 69Ga組 d71Ga from首ie(d, n) 
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reactions on 68Zn and 70Zn are I listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. ’Those obtained for 

(3He, d) reactions are listed as well for comparison. ’The present (21r + 1）ぴSvalues for I = 
3 and 4 seem to be more reliable as seen in出etransitions leading to the 1.35, 1.69 and 1.99 

MeV peaks in 69Ga, to the 1.49 and 2.20 MeV peaks in 71Ga including those corresponding 

to highly excited states at Ex = 3.00, 3.25, 3. 73組 d4.02 MeV. In Fig. Summed 

spec甘oscopicfactors for each orbit obtained for 69Ga and 71Ga are illus凶 .ted. Dashed 

histogram in the figures are simple shell model comparison. As for the lg912 and 2d512 orbits, 

there should be experimental di£ficulties to find peaks in highly excited rigion. 

In a summary, we have observed proton single-p訂ticlestates in 69Ga and 71Ga by 

the (d, n) reaction with a sufficiently high deuteron beam. Adiabatic deuteron break up 

approximation has been success白llyapplied to expl厄nangular distributions of emitted 

ne凶 ons,and to reduce hole-s甘engthdis甘ibutionfor relevant orbital. ’The ( d, n) cross 

sections leading to出eunr岱 olvedpeaks have been analyzed with the summed prediction 

yielding comprehensive spec甘oscopicfactors up to Ex = 4Me V including the transition with 

higher transfer f. 
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Those for (3He, d) reactions Table 1. Spectro抑 piefactor for levels of 69Ga from山（d,n) reactions on 68Zn. 

at EaHe = 15 Me V are listed for comparison. 

“Zn(3He，の69GaReaction by悶αatoet al. 

EaHe = 15 MeV 

“Zn(d,n) 69Ga reaction. Present work 
~＝ 25MeV 

(2j+l)C習

1.55 

1.27 

4.47 

0:34 

0.14,(0.12) 

~0.65 

.r 

3;2-

1/2・
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(112・）， (3/2・）
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、E
F

1
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1

0

 

E冨

0.000 
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1.971 
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1.51 
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Ex 
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0.89 
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咽
A

今

L

弓

3

泊
守

Z
J
ζ
U

0.7 

3.58 

(0.18).(0.16) 

~0.05 
σ／2・），σ／2・） (1.36),(0.89) 

112+ 0.029 

σ／2ワ 0.14

(1/2・）， (3/2・） ρ.04),(0.035)

(9/2+) 1.32 

(1/2"), (3/2・） (q.13),(0.11) 

(1/2・）， (3/2・） (0.035),(0.03) 

(1/2・）， (3/2・） (0.042),(0.036) 

σρ＋） 0.15 

σ12+) 0.21 

(9/2+) 
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、‘．
F

4
1
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3
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2
1
4
1
1
1
2
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112+ 0.027 

112+ 0.016 

112+ 0.016 

112+ 0.042 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(0) 

(0) 

2.002 

2.021 

2.220 

2.476 

2.521 

2.564 

2.651 

2.740 

2.789 

2.916 

3.089 

3.218 

3.314 

3.358 

3.760 

3.803 

4.021 

4.115 

4.152 

4.190 

4.253 

4.321 

4.430 

4.533 

4.830 

0.30+1.72 

+2.19 

0.32+1.76 

+2.11 

0.13+1.65 

0.05+0.15 

0.09+0.09 

1/2・＋s12-
912+ 

1/2・＋5/2・

9/2+ 

1/2・＋9/2+

112・+s1z+ 
1/2・＋5/2+

3 

1+3 

+4 

1+4 

1+2 

1+2 

1.69 

1.99 

7 

8 

10 

11 

9 

0.15 

0.02+0.09 

0.18+0.95 

s12+ 

112++112-

1/2・＋5/2・

。；｝

(0+1) 

1+3 

12 

14 

13 

0.016 

0.028 
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Table 2. Spe伽 scopicfactor for levels of 71Ga from the付，伽actio邸 on70Zn. ’Those for (3He，伽actions

剖 EaHe= 17 Me V are listed for comparison. 

70Zn(d,n) 71Ga reaction. Frese副 WO北 70Zn(3He，の71GaReaction by Riαato et al. 

Ed =25 Me~ E;He = 17 MeV 

No Ex l :r (2j+l)C2S Ex l .r （勾＋l)C2S

1 0.00 1 3/2・ 1,86 0.000 1 3/2・ 1.88 

0.390 1 1/2・

2 0.48 1+3 3/2・＋5/2・ 0.56+330 0.487 3 5/2・ 3.18±0.5 

0.512 1 3/2・ 0.40±0.04 

0.912 3/2・

0.965 5/2・

3 1.10 1 1/2・ 1.51 1.109 1 112-,(3/2・） 1.41,(1.23) 

1.397 σ12－），σ／2・）
4 1.49 2+4 5/2++9/z+ 0.31+1.96 1.485 (2) σ／2+) 0.29 

4 912+ 2.90-3.60 

1.643 1 3/2-,(1/2・） 0.052,(0.061) 

5 1.78 0+1+3 112++3/2・ 0.04+0.12+ 1.713 。 112+ 0.10 

2.075 (1/2-),(3/2・）

2.147 (1) 壬0.055
2.206 3 σρ－），σ12-) (1.82),(1.14) 

6 2.20 1+3 1/2・＋5/2・ 0.42+1.45 2.260 112+ 
1/2・＋7/2・ 0.40+1.09 2.310 1 (1/2-),(3/2・） (0.22),(0.19) 

2.346 1 (1/2-),(3/2) (0.086),(0.073) 

7 2.50 1+4 1/2・＋－9/z+ 0.32+1.61 2.447 1 (1/2-),(3/2-) (0.086),(0.077) 

3/2・t9/2+ 0.36+1.56 2.516 1 (112-),(3/2・） (0.14),(0.12) 

2.769 

2.813 

2.852 

2.924 
8 3.00 1+3 1/2・＋5/2・ 0.25+1.23 2.967 (2) σ／2+) 0.18 

3/2・＋52・ 0.23+1.17 3.016 

3.153 2 σ12+) 0.11 
9 3.25 1+4 1/2・＋9β＋ 0.16+0.80 3.227 1 (1/2・），（3/2・） (0.093),(0.084) 

3/2・＋9/2+ 0.15+0.80 3.438 

3.506 

3.607 2 σ／2+) 0.16 

3.683 
10 3.73 (0+2) 1/2++5/2+ 0.02+0.25 3.749 2 σ／2+) 0.18 

3.813 。 112+ 0.052 
3.863 

11 4.02 (1+3) 1/2・＋5/2・ 0.31+1.00 4.060 
1/2・＋7/2・ 0.31+0.70 4.130 。 112+ 0.032 

4.211 。 112+ 0.030 

4.278 

4.382 

4.487 

4.644 。 112+ 0.026 

4.692 

4.813 (2) (1/2+) 0.091 

5.221 。 112+ 0.050 
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I. 3. An Empirical Rule for Preparation of min PAC Source by 
Thermal Methods 

HanadaR. 

Institute /or Ma旬ialsResearc九TohokuUniversity 

Introduction 

Preparation of the radioactive source is one of the most important steps for the 

application of PAC spec甘oscopyto various topics in various fields. In the application of the 

spectroscopy for topics in materials science as well as in solid state physics, the present 

au血orhas developed a melting method血atoriginally has been devised by a Krakow-

Gottingen group1). 明日 technical detail has already been reported in the 1998 issue of the 

CYRIC report by the present author). 

官tispaper reports組 empiricalrule for the 111 In source preparation . for PAC 

spectroscopy in metallic elements by the melting method as well as diffusion methods, namely, 

by thermal methods. ’These thermal methods are superior to the implantation method or the 

nuclear reaction method, since no accelerator is necessary and also the radioactivity yield has 

been found q凶tehigh. 

An Empirical Rule for 111 In PAC Source Preparation 

Fig.1 shows the maximum αsolid solubility of In in elementsぉ afunction of the 

atomic number for the period 3 (Na・S)to the period 6 (Cs-Bi）ぉ wellas for the r訂eearth 

group (La-Yb )3). 

Fig. l immediately reveals that there are two maximum in the solid solubility. 

Namely the first is centered at the IVB f細目yσ'i,Zr,Hf)and the second is at the VIII 

family(Ni,Pd,Pt). For those elements with a high solid solubility for In, several 

experimental trials have shown白瓜 min-PAC specimens can be prepared easily by a 

diffusion method. Namely, with applying min chloride solution on the surface and 

annealing them at temperatures of 0.5・0.7Tm σm: the melting point) in a vacuum or 

preferめlyin hydrogen atmosphere, a very high activity can be introduced in the specimen. 

As will be shown in several following papers，血cdi血isionmethod is also useful to rare earth 

metals (Gd,Dy，百，Er)which also have a high solid solubility for In. So one can conclude 

血剖theIn solid solubility in the element is a good measure whether min-PAC specimen C釦

be prepared by a diffusion method. 百1eonly exception experienced by the present author is 
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V, where吋nwas found not tq diffuse in despite of the relatively high鉛 lidsolubility. 

For those elements wi血 thenull or low solubility (Si,Fe, Co ... ), the diffusion 

method does not work with the negligible 111 In activity担 specimensafter the treatment. 

官iemelting method, however, does work for those elements with a reasonably high activity 

after血c甘ea加 entfor PAC spec・仕oscopy. Also the method has an advantage to prepare alloy 

specimens at the s担netime with the 111 In in甘oduction. So PAC spec・甘oscopyhas been 

performed in several binary alloys (Fe,Ni,Si-alloys) and have already been reported2). 

百tismelting method has been extended to Ni-C alloys, m組 ykind of Ni-

substitutional alloys, a Si-Cu 1 alloy with the Cu3Si composition, r訂eearth elements (Nd, 

Sm,Gd,1も，Dy,Ho, Er and Tm) and several. of their bin旬 alloys. Part of the results of PAC 

spectroscopy on these systems will be reported in several papers in this volume. 

百tough血edi血isionμiethod works for the elements with the high In solubility, the 

melting method has an advantage血atthe 吋nyield is much h詔h釘．’Thisenables us to 

study many sys飽mswi血 al加itedamount of 111ln solution (SmCi/ml specific activity) with 

the application of the mel也igmethod. Namely, only O.Olml of it is required for Ni or rare 

earth elements with the high enough 111 In activity for the PAC spectroscopy. 

During the alloy studies by the melting method, it was noticed白紙血e111 In activity 

yield depends on the combination of血celeme凶. The combination of a h泡hIn solubility 

host (HH) and a high solubilityl solute (HS) has shown a quite high yield. ’The combinations 

of HH and a low solubi均 solute(LS) or出 品Scombinations have shown a reasonably 

high yield. ’The LH-LS combinations have shown a low yield though the activity W錨 found

high enough for the PAC spectroscopy. 

Some Results on Low Melting Point Elements 

百temel也igmethod also works for elemen包 withthe low melting po泊t. Fig.2 

shows the PAC spec飢imfor Sn, Mg and Zn after the melting method. For Sn, the 

diffusion method hぉ alsobeen applied for comparison. Since these elements have crystal 

S加 cturesdifferent from the cubic (Mg, Zn: hexagonal, Sn：旬甘agonal),an EFG should be 

pr蹴 ntat the substitutional site. Indeed, precession signals have been observed in these 

elements as in Fig.2 when the specimens釘eprepared by the melting method. 百1ediffusion 

method seems not to work ぉ s~ownby the Sn result where only a flat spectrum is observed 

suggesting 111 In atoms remain on the surface. 

As will be shown in the following several reports, the melting method is quite useful 

to prep訂 Cthe PAC source with a reasonable cost, labor and short prep訂柑on白ne. With the 

application of el即位onbeam o町highpower laser, the method will be extended to elements 

叫th出e悩ghmel出g伊intsas fl or Ta. 
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I. 4. PAC Spectroscopy on Nickel-Carbon Alloys 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Researc，九TohokuUniversity 

Introduction 

Nickel hぉ aface centered cubic crystal structure (fee) and dissolves carbonぉ m

interstitial impurity. 百iecarbon atom occupies the octahedral site surrounded by血csix 

nearest neighbor Ni atoms with an equal distance of a/2 where a is the lattice constant. 

Different from carbon atom inα－Fe (body centered cubic), carbon in Ni fee oc凶 ed凶 site

does not give rise to the elぉticdipole. Namely, the magnitude of the outward displacement 

is the s創nefor all the six nearest neighbor Ni atoms and hence the lattice strain by the 

interstitial carbon has no asymme仕y. Because of this lack of the el錨 ticdipole, the an el錨 tic

methods，ぉ theinternal仕ictionor strain relaxation technique, c組 notbe used to study the 

basic properti岱 of泊terstitialatoms in fee lattice. So the basic properties of carbon atom in 

Ni have been less known comp訂edwith those of carbon atoms加 beeFe where many an 

elastic experimental results are available. 

In the present work, PAC spectroscopy hぉ beenapplied to study the properties of 

carbon in Ni. ’The S同dyhぉ qecomepo凶 blewith出eapplic剖ionof the melting method to 

prepare PAC source. 

日叫 Ni-Calloys wi由11 n probe were quenched from sever high tempe凶 uresto 

Rl司andPAC spectroscopy was performed to examine how the hyperfine field is modi白edby 

the加terstitialcarbon atoms. Next，組 組nealingstudy has been performed to exam泊c白e

precipitation process of carbon ~n Ni. This gives the diffusional property of ca巾onin Ni. 

Experimental 

Ahigh purity Ni foil was melted with a known amount of graphite powder together 

with 111 In chloride solution in Ar atmosphere. 百四 totalcarbon concentration was 3. 6at % 

slightly above the maximum solid solubility of carbon in Ni (2. 7at. %剖 1326C）・ Next,the 

specimen wぉ quenchedto an ice brine from the temperatures between 900C and 1300C for 

血cPAC spec甘oscopy. Wi出 varying白equenching temperature, the concentration of the 

interstitially dissolved carbon should v訂ybetween 1.0 and 2. 7乱%according to the phase 

diagram1＞.百ieextra carbon precipitates as graphite and hence should not affect the PAC 
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spectrum. Indeed, specimens with two different to凶 carbonconcentrations (0.5 and 1.1 

at.%) give essentially the same result as the present 3. 6 at.% alloy. 

PAC spectrum wぉ measuredat RT by three detectors set up with the 0.27T 

magnetic field vertical to the detector plane. As shown theoreticallyぉ wellぉ bythe 

spectroscopy on Ni2), the magnitude of the field is high enough to suppress血eooL term to 

obtain only the 2ooL term where ooL is Lam10r frequency. 百1isis to avoid the complexity in 

the spectrum due to the presence of the ooL term. 

For the annealing study, an isochronal (lOOC/lhr) annealing wぉ givento the 

specimen in a vacuum after the quenching from 1300C and PAC spectrum was measured at 

RT after each annealing between 200C and 800C. 

Result 

Fig. l(a) shows the time spec仕afor the Ni-C alloy quenched from three different 

temper剖ures. 百iespectra show the amplitude decay and the rate of it becomes larger with 

the increasing quenching temperature or出cincreぉingcarbon concen甘ation. Since no such 

decay is present for the spec仕umfor pure Ni, the decay must be caused by the presence of 

carbon atoms dissolved as an interstitial impurity. Indeed, with the increasing carbon 

concentration with the higher quenching temperature, the spec甘umshows larger rate of the 

amplitude decay. Fig. l(b) shows the corresponding Fourier spectra for Fig.1仲間ealing

the cause of the amplitude decay. Namely the spec甘ummainly consists of two components, 

the main剖 176Mrads-1and a satellite at about 140 Mrads・1. The main g封筒 6.lTas the 

magnitude of由ehyperfine field slightly smaller出an由剖forpure Ni (6.4T, S-component). 

The satellite yiel也 4.8 T. As seen in Fig.1 (b ), the relative popul剖ionof the satellite to由剖

of the main is found to increぉewith the increぉingcarbon concentration. So we can 

conclude that the satellite is due to the interstitial carbon, of which nature will be discussed in 

血cnext section. ’The main should be ascribed め thesubstitutional component without 

carbon atoms at the near neighbor sites. 百四 slightlowering of the hyperfine field in the S 

component upon alloying has been often observed in ferromagnetic alloys. 

Fig. 2 shows Fourier spec甘afor the NトCalloy during the annealing between 200C 

and 800C after由equenching from 1300C. ’The satellite剖 140Mrads-1 is present up to 

SOOC and then annealed out above 600C with growing population of the S component with a 

slight increぉein the hyperfine field. This shows血at出cquenched-in carbon becomes 

mobile and precipitates into graphite between SOOC and 600C. 

Discussion 

Fig. 3 shows a fee unit cell with octahedral sites (open circles). Around an 

octahedral site, six nearest neighbor Ni atoms form a regular octahedron. 百ieprobe m In in 

Nihぉ beenknown to occupy the substitutional site in Ni. So if the octahedral site is 
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occupied by a carbon atom, itおlikely血剖 thenearest neighbor Ni atoms (one of which is 

subs帥 tedby m In) are pushed toward ou凶de. If one looks at the m In atom, the dis凶 ce

to 8 Ni aめmsout of 12 ne紅白tneighbors is increased by the presence of carbon atom. 百ie

magni伽deof the hyperfine field is mainly determined by the overlap of d・b組 dwith the 

nearest neighbor atoms. ’This. overlap is reduced with the increasing distance and hence the 

magnitude of the hype me fielp伽帥ereduced when adding up恥∞削butionof 12 Ni 

atoms. Although theoretical I justification needed, this may explain the decrease of the 

hyperfine field at 111 In nucleus ~pon ca伽 nalloying. This is in analogy wi白山caseof Fe-

C martensite where two ne紅白~neighbor atoms are pushed toward outside thus giving rise to 

血ehyperfme field reduction2>. So it is concluded h出cpresent that the satellite component 

at 4.8T is due to 111 In at the nearest neighbor site to the octahedral site occupied by C atom. 

Next let us discuss the populations of the satellite and the S component with the 

presence of carbon. If 111 In atoms are distributed randomly without any interaction with 

C釘honatoms，由epercentage qf Ni atoms affected by the carbon at the octahedral site should 

be2.7×6=16.2%. Here we assume the maximum soluble carbon concentration of 2. 7al % 

and白紙 onlythe six n伺 restneighbor sites are affected by it. αi the other hand the 

experimental result in Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the satellite to S component is 80% after the 

1300C quenching, much higher than the expected. 百tissugges也出剖 111In distribution is 

not random in Ni-C alloy or 1111n atoms have an attractive interaction with carbon. Namely, 

111 In atoms preferentially occupy the nearest neighbor sites to carbon atoms. 

Next let us discuss the diffusion property of C in Ni. As has been discussed, no 

experimental result is available for the jump rate of a single carbon atom by anelastic methods. 

However, some results available for the carbon pair in Ni白atgives rise to an elastic dipole 

and hence internal台ictionpealc or strain relaxation3>. From these results, the activation 

energy for a carbon jun 

the value for the p泊ris世ies勾nefor a single carbon剖omin Ni, the jump rate at 600C is 

obtained錨 104/swi祉1an a悦emptfrequency of 1014/s. So it is reasonable that a carbon atom 

becomes mobile at 600C to meet with other carbon atoms for precipitation as obsetved in 

Fig.3. 

百1epresent results show PAC spec甘oscopyis quite useful to study the properties of 

interstitial impurities in feηomagnetic fee metals where an elastic methods or proper 

Mossbauer probes are not available. 
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I. 5. PAC Spectroscopy of Ni・SubstitutionalAlloys 

HanadiJR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

In a previous report on Ni-Cu alloy, a reduction of the hyperfine field at 111 In at the 

Ni substitutional site has been reported1＞.百iisis inte中retedas due to the substitution of one 

of the nearest neighbor 12 Ni atoms to m In by a non-magnetic Cu atom. Also the hyper白ne

field change upon alloying w錨 calculatedwith the assumptions th剖 thealloying element 

distributes I・andomlyin Ni lattice and the hyperfine field reduction is proportional to the 

number of the non-magnetic atoms in the nearest neighbor sites. 

In the present, a similar work has been extended to several Ni alloys. 

百iealloying elements were; 

Si(2.6,5.4,8勾，Cu(lム3ム7刈，Be(lム5.2),Al(l.Oふ5),Ti(3.l),Mn(0.53,1.9),Mo(l.5,3.2 

Ir(0.8’ 1.8),Nb(2ム5勾，Ge(3.~），B(4ム6.4),Ru(3.5),Fe(7. 7),Rh(5 .9),Re(3.4 ),Gd(2勾，Dy

1.1),Er(2.3),Sm(0.9), where the number in the parenthesis is the concen回 .tionsin atomic 

percent. The elements and the concentrations were chosen soぉ出atthey are solubleぉ mα

solid solution in Ni by consulting with ph蹴 diagrams2＞.百ieexceptions are B, Gd，防，Sm

and Er which are not soluble in Ni and form metallic compounds. 

Purposes of白eexperiment are; (1) to examine恥 randomdistribution model is 

valid or not in the Ni substitutiopal alloy. (2) how出ephase diagram features are reflected in 

the PAC spectrum釦 d(3) to demonstrate the usefulness of the melting method. 

Experimental 

Ahigh purity Ni foil (20x20x0. lmm3) wぉ meltedwith an appropriate amount of the 

alloying element (mostly in a powder form) with 1吋n-chrordesolution. 百iedetails of the 

melting method have already been reported in ref. (3 ). 10・15specimens have been prepared 

using one vial (lml, specific activity 5mCi/ml) of 111 In solution. 

τbe PAC spectrum wぉ meru写uredby a three detectors system剖 RTwith and 

without a magnetic field (0. 271) vertical to the detector plane. 百iemagnitude of血efield 

was high enough to suppress the ooL term to obtain 2ooL term only. 
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Results 

Fig.1 shows PAC Fourier spectra for several Ni alloys, where the spec甘um

measurements were performed with the vertical magnetic field on. As expected, the ooL term 

is suppressed and only the 2ooL term is present in由espectrum. The thin vertical lines show 

the positions of the ooL and 2ooL term for pure Ni for comparison. 

百leeffect of the alloying is particularly apparent for the cases of Si or Ti. Namely, 

血e2ooL terms are shifted to the lower side. Since the angular frequency is proportional to 

the magnitude of the hyperfine白eldas 2roL =2 g ~ H/h in the case of the magnetic interactions, 

the results show that the alloying reduces the hyperfine field. Similar but smaller reductions 

訂eobserved for Al and Cu and almost no reduction for Be and Mn. Also for Si,Ti,AI and 

Mn, the spec甘aare considerably broadened when comp訂 edwith th剖 ofpure Ni. 百lis

shows出atthe alloying causes the distribution in the hyperfine field. On the other hand for 

Be or Cu, almost no broadening is observed. 

To examine the effect of the heat treatment, the spec甘umwas measured in出C 錨

prep訂 edst縦（rightafter白emelting specimen preparation) or after the quenching from 970C 

or 1230C to show that it is almost independent on them. Namely the states of the solutes are 

almost the sameαsolid solution after these heat treatments. 

Fig. 2 shows similar Fourier spectra for Mo, Ir, Ge, Mn, B and Ru alloys. Here, the 

effec匂 ofthe vertical magnetic field and the annealing after the melting specimen preparation 

are ex出凶ned. First, for Ge, Mn, B and Ru alloys, the spec甘umwぉ measuredwith and 

without the magnetic field in the as prepared state. Without the field, both ooL and 2ooL terms 

are observed as expected. 百四shiftto the lower field side upon the alloying is found in both 

roL and 2ooL terms, of which magni知desare proportional to them. 百lisis reasonable since 

AooL and A2ooL terms訂eproportional to AH and A2H, respectively. 官lisconfirms血atthe 

shift upon the alloying is real. 

百四 spectraafter the annealing between 800 and lOOOC for several 10 hrs are the 

almost血eS創newith th瓜 of血eas prepared state. 百iisshows th剖 anequilibrium state has 

already be established during the cooling after the melting and only minor redistribution of the 

solutes take place in the annealing. 

Fig. 3 summarizes the results in Fig. l and Fig. 2 as well ぉ otheralloys not shown 

here. Here, the magnitudes and the width (FWHF) of the hyperfine field are plotted against 

the concentrations of血calloying elements. For most of alloys, reduction and broadening in 

出ehyperfine field are observed and yet for some alloys almost no reduction is present. In 

由cnext section, the concentration dependence will be discussed bぉedon a random 

distribution model. 

Discussion 

In a previous paper on Ni-Cu alloy, the hyperfine field in Ni alloys hぉ been

calculated with two simplified assumptions. 
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Namely, 

(1) The sol凶e剖omsdistribution in Ni is completely random in αphase. 

(2）百temagnitude of the hyperfine field剖 111lnnucleus is reduced by N/12 with the 

substitution of N sites by non－~a伊etic ions among 12 nearest neighbor Ni sites 

Wi出仕teぉsumption(1 ), the probability to occupy N sites is given by a binomial 

distribution. Wi白出cassumption (2) toge白erwith (1 ), the hyperfine distribution has been 

calculated as a function of the solute concentration. 百iecalculated results are shown by 

dotted lines泊 Fig.3, where the maximum of the distribution is shown to sh江tto the lower 

side and the width is broadened with the increasing solute concentration. 百iisis reasonable 

since the probability to occupy N sites inc印鑑eswith the concen甘ationto give the shift. 

Also the overlap of the fields due to different N's gives the broadening. 

Both of these predictions qualitatively show a good agreement with the experimen凶

results for most of alloys. However, quantitatively，由eexperimental results show 

deviations from the random splution model. With comparing the calculated results, the 

experimental hyperfine field shift for each solute may be summarized as follows. 

(1) Mo and Nb:much larger shift than the random solution model. 

(2) Al,Si,Be,Ru and Ti: Larger shift than the model. 

。）Cu, Ge and Re : Slightly l訂geror close to the model. 

(4) Mn,B,Rh,Fe,Gd and Er:Alμiost no shift. 

For出egroup (1）組d1(2), the hype me field shift and broadening are much larger 

由組曲eones expected企omthe random model. Namely, the solute concentration ne訂 the

probe 111 In is about 3-5 times higher than白eaverage. This suggests白atthese solut岱 have

an at甘activeinteraction with the probe 111 In. For the group (3), the experimen凶 r岱 ul句 訂C

close ね therandom model由。ugh血eshift is usually higher than the predicted. So the 

solutes have almost no interaction with阪 probeor the weak one if any. For血egroup (4), 

B, Gd and Er form metallic compounds and hence have no solubility in Ni. So出eprobe 

111 In just sees the hype出nefield of pure Ni giving no shift. Also出isshows血atthe probe 

has no interactions with the compound. 

Rh and Fe in group (4) do not give rise ω由chyperfme sh江talthough they form a 

complete solid solution with Ni. 百tissuggests either that they have a repulsive interaction 

with the probe or血eydo not gi;ve rise to the hyperfine field change even when血ey紅 eat the 

nearest neighbor site. 

百iepresent results give a quick survey of the effects of solutes on the hyperfine field 

of Ni. 11附 eticalstudy will re necess町 toexamine the reduction of恥 hyperfinefield 

upon alloying. 
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I. 6. PAC Spectroscopy of Cu Silicide 
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/nsti加tefor Materials Research, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

In a previous report by the present au出oron dilute Si-Cu alloys (Cu concentrations 

between 50at. ppm and 6. 5剖.%)1>, a simple PAC precession signal hぉ beenobserved. ’The 

angular frequency was determined as 183Mrads-1 for 0. 80at% alloy. With following the 

standard procedure of the aging study, namely, the quenching from high temperatures 

followed by successive annealing, the signal wぉ concludedas due to 111 In-multiple Cu atoms 

complex. 

As desαibed in the previous report, the concentration of the probe m In is much 

lower than the Cu concentration. 百1emaximum Cu solubility in Si is as low as 20at. ppm at 

1300C組 dyet the probe m In concentration is much lower to give the ratio Cu/m In as high 

as 106. N出nely,106 Cu atoms are available to precipitate around one m In atom. If such a 

clustering of Cu atoms takes place, m In should be considered as being in the precipitate 

rather than forming a complex with multiple Cu atoms as suggested in the previous paper. 

Since PAC method is rather near sighted, it is difficult to distinguish between them 

on the basis of由cspectrum analysis. In the present, therefore, a specimen with the 

composition Cu3Si was prep訂edand the PAC spectrum was meru写ured. 百1eCu-Si phase 

diagram shows that Cu precipitates into ηphase with the composition Cu3Si. So if白ePAC 

signal for the C~Si phase in the present is the same with those in the dilute alloys, we can 

conclude th剖 Cu3Siphase is formed around m In after the aging in these dilute alloys. 

Experimental 

Powder of high purity Si and Cu were weighted to give the composition Cu3Si and 

血eywere mixed well. 百1emixed powder was ~ressed to form a disk, part of which was 

melted with m In chloride solution to form PAC radioactive source. Two spec甘um

measuremen包 wereperformed, one after the specimen preparation (as melted) and after the 

annealing at 900C. 

Result 

Fig. 1 (a) shows the PAC spectrum for the present Cu-Si alloy with the composition 
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Cu3Si.τT 

single m忠il釘 frequencyof which mag凶tudeis 180附 ads-1for由c錨 prep訂 edstate組 d189 

Mrads-1 after the annealing at 900C. ’These values are very close to those observed in dilute 

Cu-Si alloys, for instance, 183 Mrads-1 for 0. 80at. % Si-Cu alloy after the precipitation 

procedure. So in the present light of the experimen凶 result,we can conclude that Cu3Si 

phase is formed in a dilute Si-Cu alloys after the precipitation procedure. As already stated, 

the number of Cu atoms is much higher白anth剖 of111 In probes even in the lowest 

concentration of Si-Cu dilute ~Uoy investigated. So an island of Cu3Si phase is formed 

around each 111 In probe even in a dilute Si-Cu alloy to give血eCu3Si signal. Because of the 

short range of 111 In probe sight, it can not distinguish whether it is in an island in a previous 

report or in the continent of Cu3Si phaseぉ h血epresent, where the phぉewas intentionally 

prepared to cover all the bulk. 

Next let us discuss the structure of the Cu3Si phase in relation with the PAC 

spectrum. 

Discussion 

Most of仕組sitionmetals form a metallic compound with Si, which are calledぉ TM

silicides2). For the case of Si-Cu case, three phasesη（859C-558C( 620C) ), 

ザ（（620C(520）・558C(467))and η”（ below 570C( 467)) have been repor旬dfor the Cu 

compositions between 75 and 76 at.%. Namely, the compound shows some width in the 

stoichiometry and the transition temperatures among them depend on it. 百1ecrystal 

S甘UC旬resof them are determined as rhombohedral(trigonal) for η，rhombohedral for γl’and 
orthrhombic for η刈. Si crys凶 S甘UC旬recan be viewed as two penetrating fee lattices and 

Cu atoms are known め occup~ the interstitial octahed1叫凶es. For血isarrangement, the Si 

and Cu site forms a bee struc旬re. Upon the formation of the Cu silicid凶， thebee structure 

is distorted along the 111 axis to give the rhombohedral (trigonal) symm向 3>. So if 吋n

substitut凶血eSi site in由csilicidesぉ usuallyassumed for Si lattice, an E.F. G. should be 

present to give the observed prec儲 sion. Here in the silicide, the crystal structure is different 

from the cubic structures where no EFG is present. 百1eslight v訂iationin the frequency in 

Fig. l (b) depending on the heat treatment or those from dilute alloys in Ref. (1) is probably 

due to the transformation among出reeηphぉeswhich give rise to a slightly different 

ma伊 itudeof EFG. 

De凶 edEFG calculation in Cu-slicides or the exact assignment of the angular 

企equencyto each phase will be subjects of further studies. 

So f：紅白 hyperfineipterac伽nstudy on TM silicides is H帥 don Fe silicide by 

Mossbauer spec甘oscopy4>. The present result shows that Cu silicides will be a good su吋ect

for further PAC study. 
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I. 7. Hyperfine Int町actionswith the Presence of Botl! .. Electric 
Field Gradient and Magnetic Field-An Application to皿 InPAC 

Spectroscopy 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Researc,九TohokuUniversity 

Introduction 

Hyperfine interactions, the interactions between an atomic nucleus and the external 

crystal fields, have two origins.αte is the magnetic interaction, namely the interactions 

between the nucleus magnetic moment and the external or internal magnetic白eld. 百四 other

is the electric interaction, the mteraction of the nuclear quadrupole moment and由celec凶c

field gradient (EFG). When an element has a crys凶 structuredifferent from the cubic, a 

finite EFG should take place at the atomic nuclei that is placed剖血csubstitutional site. 

Such examples are Zn, Cd，均l白剖havea closed packed hexagonal s甘ucture(hep) or Sn th剖

has a te甘agonals甘ucture. Indeed, PAC spec甘oscopyon them has shown precession 

signals of which origin is the electric. 

Some elements with the hcp structure transform to ferromagnetic phase at a cer阻M

temperature. Such examples are Co and heavy rare earth elemen岱 asGd, Th, Dy, Ho, Er 

and Tm. So in their ferromagnetic phase, both the magnetic and the electric interactions are 

present at the probe nucleus. 百tepurpose of the present work is to examine theoretically 

how this coexistence of出emagnetic and electric hyperfine interactions is reflected on the 

PAC spec甘um. Results of the calculation will be compared with the experimental results on 

rare earth elements and alloys in the following three papers. 

In the present, we will give a general expression for the eigenvalues for 1=5/2 

nuclear level, for 111 In, with the coexistence of the magnetic and electric terms. ’The solution 

of the equation gives the energy levels as a function of the ratio ooH/ooE( =y）， η，出easymmetry 

p訂ameterof EFG and由eangles，α，f3 and y which specify the relative orientation between the 

magnetic field and the EFG. Second, we also calculate the transition probability among 

these sublevels for a special case ofη＝0. 百四 resultsof the former calculation should be 

compared with the angular frequencies of PAC signals and the latter with the relative 

population of them. 百tewhole calculation is based on the fonnulation by Matthias1>. 

Matthias has calculated the energy levels for selected combinations of I, y，η，αand f¥ 

without the transition probability. Bostrom et al have also simulated PAC spectrum based 
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on白etheory although without any explicit expressions on the energy levels or the transition 

prob ab出ty2>.

Formulation 

百iema佐ixelemen包 forthe eigenvalue problem with both the elec佐icand magnetic 

interactions read1>: 

丸 m＝ーWn兎m+wペ 川内 ー1＋ηs仰 ω 州 m2一小1)), 

Hmm±l ＝ ~l'i!E昆叫（叫ヰ［（1 ± cos PJ e21"' 

一（I平cosPl e-"'"]) e的問1)[(I+ m）日＋帆（1)

Hmm±.2 =wE1&~ (sin2 P守山 cos{J)2 e2i.rx. 

+ (1平吋2e-2i勺） 仰 向m＋川 ±mi1)(1芋例）山z一1)

where w＂卸 d(J)E釘emagnetic組 delec甘icinteraction frequency, respectively. Explicitly, 

oou=g μ NH/h and roE=eqVzz /h 41(21・1）.α，~ and y are・ defined as泊 Fig.l(a）.百ie

diagonalization of the hermitian ma甘ixgives白eeigenvalues for 1=512 stateめgetherwith the 

eigenvectors u. 

The a悦.enuationfactor (the PAC spectrum) reads 3 ） ； 

G枕（t）＝夜~s"-•
N,ma• mb n.n’ 

x （らよ引 （~~ ム。 (2) 

×ル叫，mb'u:'.ma＇仰（－ ~ (E,.－叫
So one can calculate the transition probability among sublevels (En and En.) by 

calculating t恥 coefficientof the exponential term in eq.(2). 

Calculated results. 

Eigenvalues 

百iediagonali7ation of the matrix elements r岱 ultsin a characteristic equation shown 

in Fig. l(b) of which solution gives血6 6泡envaluesin terms of y( =wJooJ，η，αand ~ 

(independent on y when polyαystal). Note that this is a general solution and with it one can 

calculate the eigenvalues for 1=5/2 level with any combination of the parameters y， η， αand~ 

when bo白山m噂 ieticand electric interactions are present. Fig. 2（吟showsanは ampleof 

such a calcula姐onfor the cぉeof f3=90 andη＝0 (independent onαwhenη＝0) with y varying 
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between 0 and 20. At y=O, n~ely, for pure quadrupole inte附 iononly, we have血m

levels 10，・2and・8,the transitions among them give the well known quadrupole frequencies 

of oo1(=6ooJ, 2oo1 and3oo1・ However,each sublevel is doubly degenerated and hence split 

into two with the application of the magnetic field thus giving 6 magnetic sublevels as 

expected for 1=5/2 spin. Without the qua命upoleinteraction, namely for the pure magnetic 

interaction, the energy differen~es between the neighboring sublevels are出esame. So the 

transitions between two neighb~ring levels （白cto凶 numberof 5 for n’－n= 1) give only one 

frequency, ooH, l..armor frequency. 百ie1st harmonic of it, namely, 2oon is also possible for 

n’－n=2. So we have the well known two frequencies of oo" and 2wn for the pure magnetic 

mteract10ns 

With由cpresence of血equadrupole interaction, however, the differences become 

d叩endenton the magnetic quantum number as shown in Fig. 2（吟. So we should have 5 

different frequencies in the PAC spectrum when both the magnetic and the electric interaction 

are present. 

Transition Probabili.砂andPACFourier Spectrum 

百ietransition probability can be obta泊edby calculating白ecoe白cientof the 

expon印刷低m of eq.(2）.「Thisgives the relative population of each tr組 sition. The 

eigenvectors u 1 s are obtained μuring the process of the diagonalization of the hamilぬnian

matrix of eq.(1) 

The relative populations of each transition are shown by Fig. 2(b) for (nイ：；＝O),Fig, 

2(c) for（μイ＝l)and Fig. 2(d) for (nイ＝2)transition. Soぜtheseresults are applied to the 

PAC spec仕um,for instance, for the n-n’＝1 transition, we should have 5 different frequencies 

derived from the results in Fig. 1 (a), each of which has the different populations given by Fig. 

1( c). If these訂ccombined, one can simulate a PAC Fourier spec甘umfor the nイ＝1case 

when both the magnetic and the elec凶cinteractions coexist. Such組 exampleis shown in 

Fig. 3 for the n-n’＝1 case. ’These should be compared with the component near the basic 

frequency looH when both the magnetic組 dEFG with η＝0 are present. Although not 

shown here, the same applies to the unperturbed term ( nイ＝0)with those in Fig. 2ゆ）or the 

1st harmonic 2ooH (nイ＝2)with Fig. 2( d) 

ALimiting Case ofy>>20 

A limiting C蹴 oflarf e y, namely，批 C蹴 ofmuch larger magr凶 cfield than the 

EFG will be discussed in白enext paper on Th. 百iere,the PAC spectrum was measured剖

RT (paramagnetic with only the EFG to give付加d剖 77K(ferromagnetic with both the 

magnetic hyperfine field to give ooH and ooJ where ooH >> ooE wぉ found. In the limiting case 

of large y, one c姐 applya I simplified treatment of which relation to the present exact 

calculation will also be discussed. 
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Eigenvalues for均 riableParan倒的includingtheη¢0 case 

Fig. 4(a）血roughFig. 4(d) show the energy level of 1=5/2 spinぉ afunction of y 

for several set ofα，p，η．’The population of each transition can also be calculated by eq.(4), 

though the presentation of them is beyond the scope of the present paper. Also it is possible 

to simulate the PAC Fourier spectra as in Fig. 3 for the general C錨 Cofη¢0. 

Application to Experimental Results 

百1epresent results apply not only for the analysis of PAC spectrum but also for 

those of NMR/ON or 0・NMRon specimens with the EFG. ’These methods requireめ apply

the external magnetic field and hence the analysisぉ inthe present is inevitable. In these 

external magnetic field experiments, though, single αys凶smust be used to define the angles 

relation as shown in Fig. l(a）・ Forthe case of the internal field as the hyperfine field, the 

magnetization axis and the EFG axis have a definite angle relation in each grain of the 

polycrystal and hence the present analysis can apply even to the experimental results on 

poly crystals. 

(a) 
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I. 8. PAC Spectroscopy on Tb at 77K and RT 

HanadaR. 

Ins ti加tefa-Ma即 alsResearc,九TohokuUniversi砂

Introduction 

In a previous report in ;this volume1), we have shown calculated results of血enuclear 

energy levels and the transition! probability among them when both白emag鵬首cand elec凶c

terms are present. There, the1 cases where the magnetic and electronic interactions have a 

comparable magnitude were studied and hence an exact calculation was necessary. 

Here in this paper, we will report a r凶 ultof PAC spectroscopy on Th剖 RTand 

77K. Since’lb hぉ ahep structure, an EFG with η＝0 should be present剖血eprobe site at 

RT where it is paramagnetic. Also the V rz. axis in a hcp structure has been known to be 

parallel to the αys凶 c-axis.αtthe other hand, it is ferromagnetic at 77K with keeping the 

hcp structure. So we should have both the magnetic and electric interactions剖 77Kin Th. 

By measuring the PAC spectruip at both tempera知res,therefore, we C釦 studyhow these two 

interactions will be reflected瓜'PACspec加 m. Our main concern is to determine the angle 

between the V rz. axis and the magnetization direction, ~（see Fig. 1（吟泊Ref.(1)).

A5 will be shown later, the magnitude of the magnetic interaction at 77K was found 

much larger出組曲celec凶cforTh. So weぽeh白erange where y(=coH /co.;J>>20, which 

is a lir凶tingcase of the calculated ones in the previous paper where the C錨 esy<20 were 

studied. As will be shown later, the exact calculation results紅cfound to converge to the 

present limiting cぉeq凶te凶cely,of which details will be described in the present. 

Experimental 

PAC source of 111 Inヨbwas prep訂edeither by the melting or a diffusion method. 

Since almost the same results were obtained for the specimens prepared by the two methods, 

we will show that by the melting method. 

PAC spectrum ofTb at RT and 77K 

Fig. 1（吟 showsthe PAC spec加 mfor’lb measured at RT in出cparam棺netic

region and Fig. l(b) at 77K in ferromagnetic region. 百teRT spectrum is characterized by 

the low frequency component of which period is about 240ns.αt the other hand the 77K 

印刷rumis characterized by a high合equencycomponent of which period is 16.Sns，血ough
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the amplitude of由espec甘umshows a trend of a beating. 百iebeating indicates that the 

spectrum consis包 ofthe several signals of which frequencies are different by a small amount 

from each other. 

Fig. 2（吟組d(b) shows the corresponding Fourier spec甘ato show th瓜血eRT 

spectrum consists of 3 di鉦erentfrequencies of 27( roふ54(2ro

組 expectedr岱 ultfor the elec甘icinteraction for 1=5!2 spin in the EFG with η＝0.αi the 

o白erhand，由e77K Fourier spectrum shows two components剖 356and 408Mrad/s. 百1e

average of them, 382Mrad/s, gives the absolute magnitude of血chyperfine field for 1も瓜

77K as 27T. 

Most importantly in血cpresent,血csep訂 ationbetween the two components at 77K, 

52Mrad/s, is found very close to the value of 2ro1 =54Mrad/s of the spec甘umat RT. 百1is

observation will be discussed in terms of a simplified model of出emagnetic sublevels 

splitting due to白cquadrupole interactions and出etransition probabilities among them in the 

next section. 

No difference Wぉ observedin the spectrum with the applic剖ionof an external 

magnetic自eld(0.271), Fig. l(c) and Fig. 2(c), or after the removal of a血inoxide layer 

from the specimen surface, Fig. 1( d) and Fig. 2( d）.百1eformer indicates血at白efield 

S甘eng出 istoo weak to align the magnetization direction. ’The latter indicates that the 

spectrum is due to the m In in the bulk metallic phase. 

Discussion 

Rangeofy 

百1eratio of the observed ro to ro is about 15. Since ro =6ro . H 1 

the ratio ( ro8 /roi)=y is as high as 90 far above the range calculated in血cprevious paper, 

namely y<20. So we may use an approximation where it is valid when ro8>>roE. 

Analysis of the results on a simpl伊edmodel

In the limit ro8 > >roE , the eigenvalues for spin I in both a magnetic白eld組 dan EFG 

withη＝0 is given by eq.(1); 

Em＝ーro8hm + rorfz (1/2)(3 cos2~・1) (3m2-l{I+l)) (1) 

ro8 and wE are magnetic and electric interaction frequency, respectively. Explicitly, 

C.OH=g~H/h and roE=eqV zz /h 41(21圃 1). ~ is the angle between EFG principal axis and the 

magnetization direction and all other symbols have conventional meanings. 百1is

approximation is equivalent to neglect the off diagonal terms in血ehar凶Itonianmatrix 

elem en悩. (Eq.(1）泊 Ref.(1））.’Thenthe transition frequencies (Em-Em/h) for m-m' =1 

transitions are given by Eq.(2) 
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(m=5/2伶 3/2) ooa +6ooE(3 cos2f3・1)

(m=3/2日 1/2) ω日＋3ooE(3cos2f3・1)

(m=l/2＋＋・1/2) α3 H (2) 

(m＝・1/2＋＋・3/2) ooa -3ooE(3 cos2f3・1)

(m＝・3/2＋＋・5/2) (l)H ・6ooE(3cos2f3・1)

Next, in the limit y>>20, we assume that the transition probabiliti凶 amongthese 

sublevels are given by those for the pure magnetic transitions despite of the presence of the 

qua合upoleterm. 百ien,the仕組isitionprobabilities among the m毎neticsub-levels are given 

by者jsymbol for the pure magnetic interaction as eq.(3)2>. 

P(m伶 mヲ 。’一；；）
Substituting 1=5/2, k=2 ,m-m'9N=l for looa term, P(m→m’） is obtained as; 

Pσ／2日 3/2)=P（・3/2日・5/2)=0.0714279

P(3/2伶 1/2)=P（ー1/2＋＋・3/2)=0.0285715

P(l/2＋＋・1/2)=0

(3) 

(4) 

Summarizing these and using 001 =6ooE, we should have 4 different合equencies

(l)H主oo1 (3 cos2f3・1)with the relative population of approximately 0. 7 and ooa±l/2001 (3 cos2f3・1)

with 0.3. Note白瓜 theOOH旬rmcorresponding (112~・1/2) transition vanishes because of 

the selection rule in eqs.(4). 

Now we can apply the theoretical resul脂 tothe experimental result . According to 

白e白eory,we should have m司orcomponents sep訂atedby 2001 (3 cos2f3・1)which should be 

compared with the observed separation of 52Mrad/s. Since this value is almost the same 

wi白血cobserved quadrupole frequency剖 RT,2oo1=54Mrad/s, it is required th剖由eangular 

term (3 cos2f3・1)must be unity or f3 must be 90 deg. Since the V TL direction is directed along 

出cc axis面 白ecase of a hcp structure, the magnet包ationdirection inτもat77K should be 90 

deg to the c-axis or should lie iri. the basal plane. Indeed, this has been confirmed by several 

other measurements in 1もatlow temperatures3>. 

Unfortunately, the minor terms ooa主l/2001are not resolved in the Fourier spec甘umin 

the pr岱 entthough their pr凶 enceis suggested by the broadening of the main component in 

some of the spec甘umin Fig. 2. 百iepopul剖ionof them is about 1βof the main component 

and hence easily be merged to the major ones. 
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Comparison with the exact calcul.ation 

Finally we will compare血cpresent resul包 ofa high magnetic field limit with those 

of the exact calculation. 百1esix magnetic sublevels was found to increase almost linearly 

for y> 20 with恥 samequadrupole splitting錨 givenby Eq. (2). (see Fig. 1（のhRef.(1)) in 

the exact calculation). So血eEq.(2) in由epresent should be a good approx加ationfor the 

magnetic sublevels when y>20. 

Also the transition probability for m-m'=l (see Fig. 2(c) in ref.(1)) converges to the same 

valuesぉineq.(4) in血epr凶 entfor (5/2日 3/2),（・512＋＋ ・3/2)as wellぉ（3/2日 1/2),（・3/2日

帽 1/2)transitions with incre路 ingy. Also血cprobability for (1/2＋＋・1/2)transition tends to 

be null with the inαeasing y, which also shows a good agreement with the present 

approxim剖ion. So one c組 safelyuse the high magnetic field approximation if y> 20. 

For y<20, however, one can not use the approximations and must use the results of 

血cexact calculation, since the magnetic sublevelsぉ wellas血e甘叩sitionprobabilities are 

considerably different from those in the high field limit. (see Fig. 2-4 in Ref.l)). 
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Introduction 

Magnetism of heavy rare earth elements (Gd川，Dy,Ho,Er,Tm)is one of恥 most

interesting subjec匂 insolid state physics. ’They have mostly close packed hexagonal 

S佐UC旬reand paramagnetic at RT. However，出eytransform to a ferromagnetic phase at a 

cert泊ntempぽa知rebelow RT. In the ferromagnetic phases，血eyhave shown a variety of 

magnetic phases as ferro-, helix-, ferrocone-,.APD-cone ,CAM-and ferri-magnetism1>. We 

have performed PAC spectroscopy on these elemen包 between18K and RT using 111lnぉ the

probe. Here, in the present, a result on Gd will be reported. A result and an analysis on 

Th measured at 77K and RTha~e already been reported in one of the preceding paper2). 

Gd isお汀om徳n術 bflow293K and恥 magnetizationdirec 

the hcp structure between 243 and 293K. Below 243K, the direction varies with 

temper剖ure1）.百iepurpose of the present work is to examine how this variation will be 

reflected in the PAC spectrum. 

Experimental 

m In -Gd specimens were prepared either by a melting method or diffusion method. 

Since the results are almost the same for each other, the result on the specimen prep訂edbya 

diffusion method (lOOOCx 6hrs in a vacuum) will be reported. 

百四 specimen was set in a cryostat of which temper剖urewas regulated by O.OlK 

and PAC spectroscopy was performed at temperatures between 18K and 300K. 

Results 

Fig. 1 shows PAC spectrum for Gd between 18K and 300K. Below 70K the 

spec甘umis almost the same with th剖 of’Iも. Namely, very high台equencywith a trend of 

the beating showing the spectruμi consists of several components of which frequency is very 

close to each other. At 130K, the beating disappears and it seems to consist of almost one 

frequency. At 200 and 260K，血cspectra are not so well defined but several components are 

visible as will be shown later. At 300K, the spec加imchang郎副 to血eone with the very 

long period of 265 ns revealing that it transforms to a paramagnetic phase and the prec岱 sion
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is only due to the EFG of the hep structure of Gd. 百1eco町espondingFourier spectrum, Fig. 

2, rev切 lsquantitatively the features described above. Namely剖 18K，血cspectrum consis鱈

of two components, 468佃 d531Mrad/s, the separation between them 63Mrad/s. 百1e

仕equenciesof them gradually decrease with tempera知reand 458 and 507Mrad/s at 70K. At 

130K, we see almost one component of 435附 ad/sand血efrequency keep decreasing down 

to 350Mrad/s at 200K and possibly to 230Mrad/s剖 260K. At 300K we have a quadrupole 

frequency of 49Mrad/s which should be asαibed to the 1st harmonic (2ro1) among恥也ree

qua合upolefrequencies in血eel印刷cinteraction. 百tisis because that白espec甘umat 300K 

in Fig. 1 shows a large bulge at 130ns, half of the period of 260ns, which is the characteristic 

of the spectrum with the 1st harmonic as the main component.τbis indicates血at出epresent 

specimen is not a perfect poly-crystal but have such a prefe：汀edorientation to give the 1st 

harmonic as the main component. 

Summarizing these results; 

(1）百teseparation between the two componen白瓜 18K,63Mrad/s, is close to but de白鴎ly

higher than血atat 300K, 49Mrad/s. 百tisis a different result from Th, where these two 

values almost coincide. 百tisresult will be used to determine ~ for Gd at 18K, the angle 

between the crystal c-axis and the magnetization direction. 

(2) In some temper剖urerange, 130・200K，由espec甘umshows a trend th剖 itconsis脂 ofa 

single component. 百tiswill be discussed also in terms of ~ which have a tempera加re

dependence in the case of Gd. 

(3）’The avぽageof the two componen臼 at18K, 500陥 ad/s,yields 34.ST錨 thema伊加de

of the hyperfine field. ’The sign of the field h錨 beendetermined as minus3＞.百1egradual 

shift of the components to the lower. field w,ith. the increasing tempぽatureis just a 

manifestation of Curie-Weiss law in the hyperfine field and hence will not be discussed here. 

Discussion 

First let us compare the magnitude of the quadrupole to that of the magnetic 

frequency. This is to examine in which range of y(=ro日／roE）抑制 dealingwith, since the 

calculated results in Ref.(4) were given as a function of y. 百teratio ω山＞1訟 determined

from the results at 18K and 300K凶 about20. For the η＝0 case, 0>1=60>E 'holds. So we 

are in也erange y>lOO, far above the range where an approximation neglectmg the off-

diagonal terms in the hamiltonian is completely valid. Following白eprocedure applied for 

百（seeref.(2 )), we have a relation as eq.(l), 

2ro1 (3cos 2(3・l）＝企H 、‘，
F

噌
E
A，，．

1
 

where A H is the sep訂ationbetween the two components observed below70K. Substituting 

白eobserved values, 2ro1=49 at 300K and企H=63Mrad/s剖 18K,we obtain cos（~）＝O. 873 

or ~＝29 deg. N但nelydifferent from Tも where ~＝90deg was found, for Gd the 
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m毎ne・也ationdirection is foun9 inclined by 30 degr飽食omthe crystal c axis at 18K. 百世s

value of 帥 undin the present ~hows a good agreement with伽 tob凶 edby a maαoscopic 

magnet:凶 .tionmeasurement, narely, 28deg. below SOK1＞.’The eq. (1) also shows制剖the

angle, cos((l)= 1/f 3, namely制。＝54.4, A H becomes null. Namely, at this angle the 

qua合upolec宜ect・comp le・旬lyv'11ishes in the PAC spec甘umeven when both the qua合upole

and magnetic interactions are present. 百tisexp凶nsthe observed single line at 130K. 

Because of the peculiar magnetjc behavior of rare earth, the magnetization direction has been 

known to vary with the temperature. For the case of Gd, (3 stays at 28deg below SOK but 

gradually increases to 55 deg a~ 130K and reaches to由cmax加um65deg at 170K1>. So剖

130K where a single line spec仕umobserved, we are observing a spectrum with only the 

magnetic effect泊 Gdwithout tile EFG effect. 

’This situation can be S伐 nclearly in Fig. 3 in Ref.併）where恥 componen也泊 PAC

spectrum were calculated as a function of y with (3 as a parameter. At (3=45 or 60 deg, the 

splitting, A H, is found to becorμe much smaller th佃 that剖 0or 90 deg. 

The・ calculated resul包 hFig. (3) in Ref. ( 4) suggest several inter凶泊gexperiment 

for low value of y. Namely, if we apply an external m相 1eticfield to a single crystal of, say, 

Cd or Zn with由eEFG, we should have the PAC spec甘umof which componen包 aregiven as 

in Fig. 3（吟（の泊 Ref.(4)depending on (3. The magnitude of the magnetic field is estimated 

as about ST for y=6 in the case of Cd with knowing the quadrupole frequency. 
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Introduction 

As have been described in several repor包 hthis volume, heavy rare earth elements 

have peculiar magnetic properties as helix-or ferrocone-magnetism. 官ieseare interpretedぉ

a result of a RKKYtype interaction of conduction electrons1>. 

Adding to the basic research for the magnetism, alloy magnets for practical uses have 

been developed with a rare earth element as one of the constituent Such examples are Sm-Co 

or N d-Fe-B magnet. 

百iemotive of the pr岱 entwork is rather simple and intuitive. Namely, if two rare 

earth elements with the different easy axis of the magnetization are mixed together, which 

direction the axis will be directed? Although many alloys were studied, a result on a Gd!fb 

alloy will be described in the following. As has been desαibed in previous reports, Th hぉ

白eeぉyaxis in the basal plane.αl the other hand that of Gd is almost parallel to出ec・axis

below SOK 

Experimental 

Known amoun也 of1も andGd were melted in Ar剖mospheretogether with min-

chloride solution to prep紅ca PAC source.τもandGd form a complete solid solution and 

hence both atoms should be distributed randomly in the alloy. 

官iespecimen was set in a cryostat of which temper剖ureis regulated by O.OlK and 

the PAC spectroscopy was performed at temperatures between 18K and RT. 

Result and Discussion 

Fig. 1. shows the PAC spectrum for Gd-Th alloy (Th: 53. 3瓜.%) and the 

∞汀espondingFourier spec佐um泊 Fig.2. As in the C出 esof Gd or1も， aprecession signal 

with a trend of beating is observed between 18K and SOK although the amplitude is much 

more reduced. Although several componen包 areresolved in the Fourier spec甘um,the 

amplitudes are comparable with the noise level. Nevertheless, with assuming the hyperfine 

field in the alloy is comp訂ablewith those of the constituen包， wecan resolve four 

components near 400Mrad/s as in the cぉesof Gd or1もmarkedby arrows in Fig. 2. 
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百iisgiv岱 28Tぉ出emagni旬deof血chyperfine field in the alloy at 18K, which is comparble 

with that for1もat77K,27T. 

At the temperature of 52. SK, a broad bulge develops at about 60nsぉ shownin Fig. 

1, of which component is resolvedぉ lOOMrad/scomponent in Fig. 2.百tlscomponent 

develops with白einαeasing temperature and become the main component above 55K 

∞汀espondingto血cprecession signal with the 60ns period in Fig. 1. Since the magnitude 

of the frequency is almost temperature independent up to 300K, the origin must be of an 

electric type. 百tisshows that出ealloy transforms to the p釘amagneticphぉC 錨 lowas剖

53K despite of血atthe Curie temperature of Gd or Th is near RT. Namely, by alloying, 

Curie temperature of Gd or 1もisshifted to the lower旬mperatureof SOK・SSKfrom RT. 

百iisshifting of the Curie tempera知reupon alloying hぉ beenfound in most of r紅ee紅白

binary alloys or the alloys with 3d transition metals and seems to be a quite common 

phenomenon. Intuitively, the long range interaction to give rise to the magnetic ordering in 

pure rare earth metals seems to be destroyed upon alloying to give such a shift. 百iecause of 

the shifting should be examined based on the sohd st剖etheory of the rare earth magnetism. 

Next let us discuss the EFG in the alloy. Comparing with those加pureGdor1も，

the period of the prec岱 sionin the alloy is considerably reduced by a factor of four. N創nely,

the magni加deof由eEFG is about 4 times larger in the alloy than those in Th or Gd. 

Different from pure Gd or百 togive a symmetric EFG （η＝0) because of由chcp structure, 

the alloy should, in principle, give anぉymmetricEFG. 百世sis because th瓜 thelocal hcp 

symmetry is destroyed by血calloying element even when the alloy has kept the hep s加 C旬re.

官ieseas well as the cause of the increased EFG also should be treated theoretically. 

百1esite of 111In in the alloy is somewhat uncertain in the present However, it is 

specul剖ed血atit will occupy equally both Gd andτb site in the alloy, since the chemical 

properties are almost the same for these two elements. Nevertheless, we observe only one 

EFG frequency.τb包 indicatesth剖 themagnitude of the EFG for 111 In at Gd site is almost 

血csame with血at剖τbsite. 百iisis reasonable for the present 50:50 alloy, since the local 

environment is almost the S創nefor each site for such a high concentration alloy. 

Finally we discussed the direction of the magnetiz.ation axis in the alloy in the 

ferromagnetic state at 18K. Wi血 assumingthe faint four lines marked by arrows in Fig. 2 

are due to the qua伽 polesplitting, the same analysis as in pure百 orGd was done to give 

~＝90. Although tentatively at present because of the faint signal, the magnetiz.ation direction 

of the alloy is concluded to lie in the basal plane just as the c路 eof pure Tb. 

Summarizing these results on the Th-Gd alloy; 

(1）’The ma伊itudeof the hypeぽmefield is almost the same with those in pure Tb. 

(2）’The Curie temperat問 isconsiderably reduced upon alloying. 

。）百iemagnitude of the EFG is increased about 4 times upon alloying. 
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百ieapplication of the, mel出gmethod for the source prep訂ationand血esubsequent 

PAC spec仕oscopywill provider a useful mean for the development of new m裕neticmaterials. 

N但nely,once one finds a very high hyperfine field in the PAC spectrum, the material is likely 

to have a high macroscopic m~gnetization for the practical use. 百tisis so for the case of 3d 

transition metals as Fe or Ni although the sign of the field is reversed. ’The relation between 

白emicroscopic hypぽ白nefield and that of the macroscopic should be established both 

empirically and theoretically 
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INTRODUCTION 

Owing to a greater awareness of the problem of pollution, the composition of rain 

and surface w瓜erhas been studied for m釦 yyears with the analysis of such samples often 

being carried out by absorptiometry and atomic absorption spectrophotometry. In these 

analyses, water samples are filtered to remove insoluble componen箇 whichare then not 

analyzed. Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE）包 arapid and multielemental technique. 

明白旬ch凶quehas been used extensively for analyzing aerosol samples 1・2>, but it has not often 

been applied to water samples because of problems泊 targetpreparation3・4>. However, the 

use of PIXE analysis permits convenient determination of both soluble and insoluble materials 

in natural waters due to versatility in the form of specimens to be analyzed, providing for 

some useful information about chemical forms of elements in a water samples. 

百1ePIXE technique is conveniently applied to血eanalysis of thin samples and 

offers the possibility of a high absolu民 sensitivity(nano gram levels). In our previous 

S知dies5>, a combination of chelation by dibenzyldithiocarbamate (DBDTC) ions with 

s山sequentcondensation into dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol (DBS) gels has been developed for 

preconcen仕組onof trace amounts of heavy metals in water s担nples,in conjunction with rapid 

preparation of也inuniform targets containing zirconiumお組 internalstandard. We also 

have developed a simple prep釘ationmethod for thin polyc訂hon剖eftlm and used itぉ atarget 

backing in the PIXE analysis of anions such as sulfate, chromate and arsen瓜ein a wide 

concentration range (10・2000ppb). 

It is the purpose of由cpresent study to combine these techniques for S担nple

preparation with Nuclepore ti仕組onof insoluble constituen也， which results 泊 rapid 

determin組onof elemental concen甘ations泊 bothsoluble and insoluble fractions of river 

waters. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Target Preparation 

We collected 12 water~samples at 2-hour intervals on July 16, 1998瓜twolocations 

of the Hirose river, which is a clぉSA river flowing血roughSendai city.αie S但npling

po加tlocated at the beginning of our town and the o血erwas a 8・kmdownstream point on the 

outskirts of血etown.τbe S但npleswere stored in Nalgene linear polyethylene containers 

and processed into PIXE-targe包 within24 hours. After pH measurement, insoluble 

com po即時 in30凶 ofeach ~ample were filtered under suction with a Nuclepore filter of 

0.4・凶npores. 百1e tlter was mounted on a Mylar 旬rgetframe and kept in desiccator for 

several days. 百1em仕組onefficiency W錨 over98 % for colloids of ferric hydroxide and 

silver chloride in血crange of 20・2000ppb. 百1etarge包 forth岱 C colloids in a known 

amount (40釦 d400 ppb) were1 prepared in the same mann町制dusedお初externalstandard 

for normalization of PIXE spectra for the insoluble components. 

In the preparation of PIXE targets for heavy metals in the soluble合actionof river 

waters, 2. 5 ml of 0.1 % (w Iv) DBDTC solution and 25凶of1000 ppm 'h in lM HN03, 

respectively, were added to ~5 ml of each 印刷teぉ achelating agent andぉ aninternal 

standard, and then the pH of solution W錨 keptaround 5 for 4 minutes. 官1esolution gelled 

immediately after addition of 10 μI of 4 %(w Iv) of DBS solution, and由cDBS gels containing 

metal-DBDTC complex凶 were tltered on a Nuclepore filter of 0.4・凶1pores. In our 

previous study4¥ quantitative recoveries of 7 metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Cd, Hg, Pb) wぽ6

confirmed up to血econcentration of 1 ppm, and the coexistence of Mg, Ca and humic acid in 

40 ppm did not interfere with the recovery of the heavy metals. 

αi the other hand, alkali metals, alkaline earth metals and anionic species in the 

soluble fraction訂enot picked~ up in the preconcentration step described above. ’The targets 

for these elements were pr~pared by depositing 30 μI of filtrate on an user-made 

polycarbonate film; 10凶of:1000 ppm Ga in lM HN03 was added to 4凶 offiltrate 

beforehand. After drying剖 60°C,the procedure was rep伺 tedfour more t加esto give a to凶

of 150凶driedon the foil. As we have revealed in our previous study5>, a polycarbonate 

film of血inand uniform thickness is prep訂edby dropping a polycarbonate solution in 

chloroform-benzene mixture slowly on a wat町 surfacewithin a 20・mmaper知reof Mylar 

target frame floating on 50 i wt% suαose aqueous solution. The film offers a good 

combination of mech副首calstrength, chemical stability and low X-ray continuum background. 

PIXEAnalysis 

百1esamples were analyzed by in-air PIXE system剖TohokuUniversity and by a 

vacuumPIXE system at Nishina Memorial Cyclotron Center (NMCC) of Japan Radioisotope 

Association (apparent current of 3・MeVprotons: 10 nA; 5・minirradiation）.百iein-air PIXE 

system at Tohoku U凶versityhぉ avertical beam line and a beam exitぉsemblycomposed of a 
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Si(Li) det偲 tor組 da Si-PIN photodiode detector. The solid angle of Si-PIN photodiode 

detector is much larger th組 th剖 ofSi(Li) detector, but the maximum energy of X ;ay 

detection of Si-PIN photodiode detector is limited to 15 kev6・1>. In the PIXE system of 

NMCC, X;ays from targe・包 weremeasured with two Si(Li) detectors; one having 300・m
Mylar absorber and high geome甘icefficiency allows the detection of X-rays > 4 keV, and the 

other one with a low geometric efficiency is well suited for the detection of elements of the 

atomic number Z ~ 208>. 

For PIXE spec甘aanalysis, we used a le錨 t-squaresfitting computer progr自民 which 

has been developed in our laboratory based on a theoretical approach for the background 

con白mumin PIXE spectra9>. In this program, a background function for elements with 

atomic number Z=6-30 was obtained ぉ afunction of Z and X ;ay energy 台om

bremsstrahlung emission cross-sections derived by the theoretical formula based・ on PWBA 

and BEA 官ien，血cspec甘aof continuous and characteristic X-rays of elements were 

determined with the background functions and were used to leasトsqu訂岱 fitto a measured 

PIXE spec甘um. 百1edetector’s intrinsic efficiency and the transmission through absorbers 

were determined experimen凶lyin the X ;ay range of 1・60keV. ’The values for the total 

production cross-sections of X-rays of interest and the correction factors for the relative 

intensities of multiplets for each characteristic X-ray were obtained from the text book by 

Johansson and Campbe1I10>. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

百1emeasurements for 12 river-water samples collected at two locations over 10 

hours were done by PIXE, each sample being separated into soluble and insoluble合actions

by means of the procedure described before. ’The detection limits of the PIXE analysis were 

on the order of several tenths of ppb for elements producing X-rays >5 keV, while the large 

continuum background of血ebackings in PIXE spectra incurs an inferior limit,血atis, 

several tens of ppb for elements with atomic number Z < 20. 

百四K and L X-ray lin凶 wereobserved for 24 elemenお泊血cspectra of three kinds 

of targets. 百risindicates that the PIXE technique hぉ theadvantages of a甘uly

multielemental character and high speed of analysis with a small amount of samples. 百1eX-

ray lines of many heavy metals were clearly detected in the spec甘umof the泊rgetprepared 

with the DBDTC-DBS preconcentration. From this result, we can understand why the 

preconcen仕組onstep is indispensable to血cPIXE analysis for heavy metals in a low 

concentration of ng/ml level. In contrast to this, the spec甘aobtained合omthe deposit of 

tltered river-water allows us to determine the concentrations of soluble elemenu句 suchas 

alkali and alkaline earth metals, which cannot be picked up in the preconcen甘ationstep. An 

important result is血atthe PIXE analysis for the three kinds of targets reveals elemental 

distribution between the soluble and insoluble企actionsof river waters. 
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We now review time-variation in concentrations of major components in the soluble 

and insoluble金actions(Fig. 1）・明記e町orbars on the individual data points of Figure 1紅e

error白 血a陥企om恥 spec同日凶ngprogram. It is found from this自gure白瓜 the

elemenand insoluble fractions (Fig.1 ）.百1eerror bars on the individual data points of Fi忠ire

1 are tal concentrations appredably change with time in a di宜erentfashion between the 

soluble and insoluble fractions. 百ieconcentrations of soluble components increぉedlargely 

on出efour血samplecollected剖 thedownstream of the river.α1 the contrary, the increぉc

of concentrations in the insoluble fraction was observed on血clぉtsample collected at the 

ups佐eampoint. ’The details for these different observations cannot be discussed because of 

a short period of collecting the sampl岱. Here it should be noted th剖 PIXEanalysis with 

high sensitivity cl飽 rlydis白iguish白白echange of elemental concentrations in the wid凶 pread

range from 0.1 ppb to 20 ppm (in five orders of magnitude). 

百ieaveraged concentrations of the soluble and insoluble components for each six 

sampl岱 collected剖 twolocations are tabulated in Table 1, together with the deviations. 

Most of alkali metals, alkaline earth metals and anionic species for P, S and Cl are present as 

soluble componen包泊白erange of concentration from 0. 5 to 20 ppm. 百四 insoluble

fractions include a large amoun~ of Al, Si and Fe, which sugges白血at血ecompounds of these 

elements are insoluble minerals derived from soil. 百1econcentrations of Al and Si, however, 

紅emuch higher in the soluble fractions than in the insoluble ones, indicating very fine 

particles of clay and colloidal hydroxides of the elements in the river waters. Most of Ti, Mn, 

Hg, and Pb are included in the insoluble合action,and the significant portions of other heavy 

metals訂efound in both soluble and insoluble企actions.

百1eelemental concentrations in the soluble fractions are found to be rather 

independent of the location of collecting samples due to the large deviation with time.αt the 

other hand, concentrations of most elements detected in the insoluble合actionsare almost two 

times higher at the downs甘~point 白血剖血c ups甘e出none, while the composition of the 

insoluble materials does not differ between the two points. 百1isexperimental result 

naturally implies th剖clay-collo他 condensein the flow of river to form particles large enough 

to be filtered out with a filter of 0.4・凶npores. 

CONCLUSION 

In this study, a procedure has been developed and tested for the PIXE analysis of 

soluble and insoluble constituents in river waters. 百1etarget preparation and血ePIXE 

measurement紅Cnot time-consuming; the preconcentration step requires less than 10 minutes, 

and the samples訂canalyzed by PIXE in which targe包 areirradiated by a 3 MeV proton beam 

for 5 minutes. Many kinds of elements can be detected simultaneously in the widespread 

range of concentrations from ~everal tenths of ppb to a few tens of ppm. 百ieelemental 

concentrations l訂gelyvary with time, and the change in the soluble・ fraction is not coπelated 

to that of the insoluble fraction. Moreover, some heavy metals of importance as an 
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indication to water-pollution problem are predominant in the insoluble fraction of river w剖ers.

Hence, the methodology for preparing targe脂 ofboth soluble and insoluble components 

pro mot岱 thePIXE analysis to a truly effective means for monitoring a pollution problem of 

nvers. 
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Table 1. 仁:On白山ationof the Soluble and Insoluble白 mponentsof River Waters. 

Concentration of soluble components Concentration of insoluble components 
Element (ng I ml) (ng I ml) 

Upst町am Downst陀 am Upst陀 am Down st陀 am

Na 6900 ± 1200 8900 ± 3800 42±15 88±11 
Mg 2600 ±410 3800 ± 1200 54 ± 16 108 ± 12 
Al 990 ±220 1410 ± 600 140 ± 45 270 ±23 
Si 12600 ± 2000 17700 ±6000 610 ± 160 1250 ± 140 
p 780 ± 180 1100 ± 390 35 ± 5 69±9 
s 8400 ± 1500 11400 ±2800 34 ± 5 63 ±9 
Cl 490 ± 140 690 ± 330 25 ±4 41±5 
K 1580 ±250 2420 ± 560 26士6 57 ± 8 
Ca 14700 ± 2400 18200 ± 3700 38 ± 14 85±12 
Ti 0 ±0.1 0.2 ±0.3 4.2 ±2.6 6.5 ±0.6 
Cr 1.8 ± 0.4 2.0 ±0.8 0.4 ± 0.1 0.9 ±0.4 
Mn 0.7±0.1 1.1 ± 0.2 12 ± 0.3 32 ±4 
Fe 21 ±3 56±12 97 ±41 240 ± 15 
Ni 1.3 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.3 0.3 ±0.2 0.6 ± 0.1 
Cu 2.8 ± 0.4 3.0 ±0.2 0.3 ±0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 
Zn 5.4 ± 0.9 6.0 ±0.2 1.5 ± 0.5 2.9 ±0.4 
As 0.9 ±0.4 1.1士0.6 0.2 ±0.2 0.1 ± 0.1 
Br 29 ±2 31±18 0.1土0.1 0.6 ±0.5 
Rb 1.5 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.4 0.4土0.3 0.6 ±0.2 
Sr 38±9 55±17 0.2士0.1 0.3士0.1
Cd 1.3 ± 0.6 2.4士0.8 0.3士0.3 0.4 ±0.3 
Ag 2.9 ± 1.1 3.5 ± 1.3 0.2 ±0.1 0.3 ±0.3 
Hg 0.1±0.1 0.1士0.1 0.4 ±0.3 1.0 ± 0.5 
Pb 0.4 ±0.4 1.2 ±0.6 1.6 ± 1.2 3.5 ±0.7 

r~t ~：~~li~~~~r~~ the deviations in the concentrations were calculated for the six samples at 
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I. 12. An Open Experiment of a Submilli-PIXE Camera 

Matsuyama S., Ishii kリぬmazaldH., Iwasald S., Takai Y., Sugimoto A., 
Endo H., Ozawa T. rmdα幼araH.・

D弓par的rentof Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universi.砂
Cyclotron Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi砂．

Introduction 

Recent young Japanese generations tend to be not interested in science. One of the 

reasons is血剖 youngpeople like to take easier subjec包． To help understanding nuclear 

technology or radiation science, we have held an open exper加entof PIXE once a y伺 rsince 

1996. Among many scientific experiments, PIXE analysis is one of the most appropri剖e

experiment, because to know what elements訂econtained加 ourbelongings is出emost 

interesting thing for us and PIXE can eぉilyand quickly analyze them without their 

deterioration by beam irradiation. 

’The open experimen抱 ofPIXE analysis using a vertical h岨 PIXE(V1aP医E)

system1) were held at a Dynar凶甘onlaboratory of Tohoku U niversity2>. Lecture and 

inspection for the Dynamitron accelerator and the in-air PIXE system were performed in the 

open experiments. 百ieparticipants themselves went to the place of the ViaPIXE system and, 

on a target stage, set their sample which they brought from their houses or elsewhere and then, 

出esample wぉ irradiatedwith 3 MeV proton beams. Observing PIXE spec甘a,we made 

them to understand the X-ray peaks of the elements which were contained in the sample. 

百iefirst and second open experiments were held笛 anevent of an open school which has 

been held during the period of annual meetings of Atomic Energy Society of Japan. After 

these events, the open experiments were held during the period of an open campus aimed to 

introduce activities of Tohoku University to high school studen岱. Up to the present, more 

由加 270people joined the open expぽimentsof PIXE. Most of the participants were 

impressed into quick and eぉyelemental analysis by PIXE.τbis seems to result血atthe 

p紅白ipantsfelt interest in nuclear technology and radiation science. 

A submilli-PIXE camera w錨 recentlydeveloped in our laboratory1> and was 

卸甘oducedin the open experiment. 百iesubmilli-PIXE camera can me錨 uresp剖ial

distribution of elements. 百iissystem consists of a submilli-beam line with a high-speed 

beam scanning system and a spatial distribution imaging system of elements in由cregion of 3 

cmx3 cm. 官iesubmilli-beams are formed by using two slits and are always scanned on組

interes住宅 regionof血esample. When an X-ray is detected，血eX-ray energy and the beam 
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position ・are simultaneously measured for each event. 百1issystem can display the spatial 

distribution image of element even while the data are being collected. By comparing the 

measured elemental images with the shape of白Csample，也eparticipants may eぉilyconsider 

meanings of the distnbution of elements in the sample. In the submilli-PIXE camera, 

sampl岱 canbe analyzed in atmosphere. 百1isin－泊ranalysis is an加portantperformance for 

the open experiments, since we can analyze any sample which participants will bring. 

Open experiment 

百1e4由 openexperiment of PIXE was held on 29 and 30 July 1999 when the open 

campus of Tohoku University was held. We visited junior high schools in Sendai City to 

explain the aim of the open experiment of PIXE to science teachers. More than one 

thousand people participated in the open c出npusof Tohoku University. About 400 

・participan包 ofthem visited our department and were advised to participate in the open 

は perimentof PIXE. We had nine groups (sixty-nine persons). It took about one hour to 

perform the open experiment. 百1eparticip釦也 wereled to the Dynam伽onlaboratory in 

every one hour from the main hall of our department, at which our research activities are 

exhibited. We gave lectures to the participants for the Dynar凶甘onaccelerator, p白icipleof 

PIXE and the submilli-PIXE C担nerausing graphic p組 els. Easy sentenc岱 andfi忠1r岱 inthe 

graphic panels were very useful to help understanding of junior high school students. After 

an inspection of the submilli-PIXE camera, we received a sample from them and set it 

toge出erwith them. There were a few participants who offered a sample, since we did not 

request them to bring something want to analyze. We considered the belongings of 

p紅白ipan也 assamples, because the results of analysis might be left in their impr岱 sion

S甘ongly. In the case that白eydid not have釦 appropri剖csample, we made them choose 

one of the samples which were prepared by ourselves. Before irradiation of the sample, we 

showed the beams spots on the beam viewer at the ups甘C但nside of the S創npleposition. 

百1enwe pulled out the viewer and irradiated the sample. It is very important to visualize白e

beam spot to get their better understanding. 

We showed the elements contained h血eS担npleby observing the PIXE spectrum. 

At the previous experimen包， theparticipants had been su中risedat白cPIXE spectrum being 

formed in a moment. However, this time, the participants were not so impressed. Since 

we too much emph錨 izedspa制distributionof elemen包， theywere not i時間stedin the PIXE 

spectrum itself. 百iispoint should be reconsidered. We showed the elemental dis凶bution

images for major elemen包. Samples were school badges, a伺 nof Cola drinks, a magnetic 

card, a watch, a necklace, earrings, a sandstone and a ball-point pen. It took only a few 

minutes to get elemental images. 百1eparticipants were s甘onglyimpressed in白at組

elemental distribution wぉ displayed路 m image. 百1eparticip加 twho analyzed her school 

badgewas su中risedat the elemental image which corresponded to the shape of character on 

the badge. Figure 1 shows血cphotograph and the elemental images of Ni and Pb in the 
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school badge. ’The elemental image of Ni shows very cle訂lythe shape of character in the 

badge. Since the spatial dis凶butionof elements showed th~ shape of the sample or the 

character on the sample, the participants seemed to easily understand nuclear technology組 d

its application. 

官1ep紅白ipan包 whojoined恥 opencampus tendedめ visitぉ manyplaces as 

possゐleand白eirvisi也1gtime was restricted to several hours. Nevertheless, twenty 

percents of血epersons who visited our department joined the open experiment of PIXE 

which lasted one hour. It results that the open experiment of PIXE attracts their interest. 

Since the open experiment was held during a period of the open campus of Tohoku 

University, half of由cparticipan包 werehigh school students. About ten percents of the 

particip組 tswere junior high school studen岱. At the first open experiments of PIXE held in 

1996, junior high school students occupied more th釦 ahalf of the participan包， however,the 

number of junior high school studen脂 deer悩 ed. 官1efirst open experiment of PIXE Wお

held in出choliday on September 1996, therefore, the rate of junior high school students wぉ

high because their teachぽ accompaniedthem. In spite of our effort for advertisement of the 

open experimen包 ofPIXE, junior high school studen包 didnot participate so much at the 

present. Recently, the open expe出nentswere held at the end of July when a summer 

vacation began. When a summ釘 vacationbegins, it may be difficult for junior high school 

students to participate in由eevent. To continue to hold the open experimen臼， weare now 

considering and seeking an appropriate period when junior high school students can 

participate easily. 

百ieauthors are pleased to acknowledge the assistance of M岱 srs.R. Sakamoto and 

M. Fujisawa during the experiments. 
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Introduction 

In the usual PIXE analysis, the most of biological and archaeological sampl岱 are

des仕oyedand analyzed, since the samples are in place in白evacuum chamber. But血is

situation can be improved in in－必rPIXE analysis 1・5). Recently, we developed a submilli-

PIXE probe at a Dynamitron laboratory in Tohoku University, which can meぉuresp剖ial

distribution of elements in the region of several cm2 with a resolution of submilli-meters1). 

We call this system a submilli-PIXE camera, because this probe provides us images of 

elements on a surface of sample. 百iename of camera may be easily understandable for 

people. An in-air submilli-PIXE camera where samples are analyzed in air enables to 

analyze even wet samples5・6）.百ierefore,the in-air submilli-PIXE camera will be a powerful 

tool h出eanalysis of biological samples in vivo.百iemost of biological and archaeological 

S副npl岱 areeasily damaged with beam irradiation2・3). In their analyses, it is very useful to 

study non-deteriorated s副nples. Here, we pr岱 entthe exampl岱 ofnon deteriorated samples 

with the in-air submilli-PIXE camera. 

In-Air Submilli-PIXE Camぽa

百iesubmilli-beams are scanned vertically and horizon凶lyon the surface of a 

sample6>. To sc組 thebeams in a wide訂 eawith a high-speed，叩 air-corecoil and a laminate 

core magnet are used in血evertical and horizontal scanning axes, respectively. 百ie

max泊mmscan凶ngarea could be obtained to be 3x3 cm2. Abeam exit assembly which has 

five windows for beam exit and X-ray detection is settled at the end of the submilli-beam line. 

Samples were put at血cdownstream side of the exit window (Kapton foil, 12.5 μm thick). 

X-rays wぽcmeasured by a Si(Li) detector at the direction of 135 degrees with respect to the 

be銅剣sand were absorbed with Kapton foils of det釧 onwindow (7. 5 μm thick) and exit 

window, air path of 5 cm and a Maylar filter of 1凶nthickness. 
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In order to obtain elemental distribution加ag民 theX-ray energy and the beam 

position are S加叫旬neouslyme錨 ured,because the beams are always scanning in our pr岱 ent

system1). High-speed scanning reduc岱 irradiationdamage for sample. Moreover, the 

sample can be cooled with gas jet. 

Samples 

Since elemental dis甘ibutionimages will reflect the physiological activity of plant 

cells, the in-air submilli-PIXE camera might off er useful informations in determining 

pathological mechanism of pl叩 t. 百1ein-air submilli-PIXE camera was used to exru凶ne

leaves of Notohikari which is a variety of rice plants. 百1isrice plant was cultivated in a 

laboratory, and had leaves lesioned by an unknown illness. 百1eleaf sample was fixed on a 

Maylar pl剖eof 500 m thick and was se凶edat出ebeam exit assembly. An end of the leaf 

sample was soaked in water during the beam irradiation. 

百iebowls painted with lacquer resin (Japan bowls) were excavated from the Edo-

period str剖um剖 Kawauchicampus of Tohoku University. The japan bowls were kept in 

W剖erto preserve the lacquer resin. 百1esearticles should be analyzed under wet condition. 

Elemental加agesof decoration on japan bowls訂cuseful for elucidation of clぉsical

tech凶quesof decorative lacquer-working. 

The Japanese vessels ~Shigaraki ware) were excavated from the 抑制mmentioned 

above. Shigaraki ware is a famous J叩anesegl位：edceramics. Decoration on the surface of 

glazed ceramics is called overglaze enamels.αiginal color of the overglaze enamels might 

fade during the burial. By analy垣ngthe elemental distribution of overglaze enamels, 

original picture may be reproduced. Determination of elemental composition of the pigments 

enables us to investigate classical decoration technique2.3). 

百iewooden tablets on which some characters were written in a vermilion and black 

inks were excavated at Katahira Campus of Tohoku University. 割問 woodentablets were 

used by soldiers in the Meiji period. Interpretation of faded characters written in a black ink 

is possible by means of an infrared camera2>. However, characters written by a vermilion 

ink are invisible even江組 infraredc担nerais used. 官1esubmilli-PIXE camera C飢 reveal

elemental distributions of faded characters written in a vermilion ink. 

Results and Discussion 

Deteriuation of riαleaves 

Elemental distribution images of the intact and lesion p紅白 ofrice leaves were taken 

with the size of 12 mmx12 mm. 百iescanning speed was 18 sec/scan. 割問 beamcu汀en抱

and the irradiation dose were about 500 pA and 6.5 nC/mm2, r凶 pectively. 官ie甘acesof 

beam irradiation were not observed by a microscope. Intactness of leaf cells wぉ checkedby 

血剖 ofchlorophyll. Intensity of chlorophyll fluorescence excited by light with 450 nm 

wavelength coηesponds to the degree of intactness. Figure 1 shows the image of 
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chlorophyll fluorescence. A decreぉein血eintensity of fluorescence was not seriously 

observed in the irradiation area. 

百ieelemental distribution images of K, Ca組 dMn are shown in Fig. 2.官 邸 figure

shows伽 tCa and Mn elements were accumulated h 恥 lesionpart where K elements 

decreased. In the plant, the mobility of Ca and Mn elements is generally lower than th剖 of

K elements11>. Calcium elements tend to remain in the cell wall of old leaves, in contrぉt,K 

elements釘eintensively transported to newer tissues. 

Deterioration of Archaeological sam pies 

Analysis of the japan bow ls were pぽformedwith the beam currents of 200・300pA 

釦 dthe irradiation dose of 1. 8 nC/mm2. ’The surfaces of the bowls were not visually 

d出naged. Figure 3 shows the elemental image of h on出ejapan bow I. A far凶lycrest 

p厄ntedon the surface of the bowl appeared in the image. It was estimated by the tone of 

color th剖 白cfamily crest was painted by pigment containing silver. However, the result in 

Fig. 3 reveals刷出cfamily crest wぉ drawnby using the pigment of句 iment(As2S3) 

instead of gold. 

百ieShigar汰ivessels were irradiated under the conditions of 0. 8・8nC/mm2 with 

beam curren也 of200 pA The甘acesof beam irradiation were clearly observed even in the 

dose of 0. 8 nC/mm2. 百ten,the甘acesgradually faded and白tallydisappeared after 10 days 

from irradiation. Similar results were reported by Swan5＞.百ieunglazed part of the vessels 

were also irradiated, but was not discolored. 百iisindicat岱 th剖 theglassy p訂 tof glaze is 

sensitive to discoloration. 百ieradiation damage of glazed part could be faded by heating剖 a

temperature higher than 100°C. It pointed out from these results that the color centers were 

formed in the gl錨 sypart by beam irradiation but faded away by thermal energy. Typical 

elemental distribution images are shown in Fig. 4. Lead elements紅 edistributed mainly in 

the blue part of the vessel, but Ca elements are inversely distributed. 官官 bluepart is 

overglaze enamel. Lead elements are considered to be mixed in pigment since this metal 

eぉilymelts剖 alow temperature. Calcium elements are a component of glaze. X-rays from 

Ca elements were absorbed by overglaze enamel. Irradiation conditions are as follows; the 

beam currents were about SOOpA, the scanning紅白 wasllmm×llmm and the dose was 5 

nC/mm2. 

’The surfaces of wooden tablets were not visually damaged. ’The elemental image of 

Hg elemen脂 onthe wooden tablet is shown in Fig. 5. A character can be recognized in the 

elemental image of由etablet. 百iebeam current wぉ 200pA and the irradiation area wぉ

llmmxllmm. 百ieaccumulated dose was 3 nC/mm2. 

In conclusion, the rice leav岱 couldbe analyzed的 vivo. 百四japanbow ls and the 

wooden tablets were analyzed without discoloration. 百時Shigarakivessels were discolored 

first, but their colors faded after 10 days from irradiation. In the in-air submilli-PIXE 

camera, these samples can be analyzed without serious deterioration. 
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I. 14. Via-PIXE Analysis of Elemental Composition of Plant Root 
Exposed to Environmental Stress 

】匂kotaS., Mats吟，amaS.*, Endoh H.ヘSugimotoA.ぺTokaiY.へYamazaki.H.ぺ
Ishii K. *, and Mae主将

Labaatay of Plant and Environmental Researc九GraduateSchool of Agricultural Scienc，鳥

Tohoku University 

Dept. of Quan似mScience and Energy Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, 
Tohoku University寧

Introduction 

Division of L砕 Science,Graduate School of Agricultural Science, 

Tohoku University** 

Via-PIXE (Vertical-beam in-air particle-induced X-ray emission) is one of non-

destructive analytical techniqu凶 thatcan observe in situ, elemental distribution of biological 

sampl岱 l）＿百ieelemental compositions of living organs, tissues and cells relate to those 

physiological statuses. We applied Via-PIXE method to analysis of short-term changes in 

elemental composition of plant root surface by aluminum stress, which is the major 

environmental stress factor白瓜 decreasescrop productivity in acid soils2>. In our 

pre I加泊訂ystudy, the ratio of potassium to phosphorous (KIP ratio) of alfalfa (Medicago 

sativa L) root-tip was found to be fallen by short-term exposure of root to AI in a solution 

culture sys旬m3・4>. We investigated here the relation between KIP ratio and AI s甘essusing 

two plant species alfalfa and wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) which have different susceptibility 

to AI. 

Mat町 ialsand Methods 

Plant mate1均landAl-stressed solution cultu,re system 

Young seedlings with 5・mmroot(s) of alfalfa (Medicago sativaL. na包uwakめの and

wheat (Triticum aestivum L. Aoba) were transferred to the Aトstressed(1 mM CaClv 20 μM 

AIC13. pH 4. 8) or control (1 mM CaCii, pH 4. 8) rooting solution. Plan包 wereallowed to 

grow for 6 h in those solutions剖 roomtemperature, followed by Via-PIXE analysis. 

Via-PIXE analysis 

The details of Via-PIXE system in FNL (Fast Neutron Laboratory, Tohoku 

University) was desαibed in Iwasaki et al. 1>. Energy of accelerated protons was 3 MeV and 

beam flux wぉ inthe range of 200・600pA Special attentions for b泊gplant materials were 
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paid as desαめedin Yokota et al. 4>. Briefly, samples were placed on a ashless-type filter 

paper (Advantec No. 6, Advantec Toyo, Tokyo) which wぉ moistenedwith distilled w剖ぽ in

order to avoid living samples from合ying. According to this method, roots of alfalfa and 

wheat were kept alive within a measurement.’The net X-ray counts corresponding to P組 dK 

were estimated using SAPIX program developed by Sera et al.司．

Results and discussion 

Inhibition of root elongation by Al commonly appe訂swithin minutes or hours after 

exposure of root to Al6ペ Dc?spitethere have been many studies on Al phytotoxicity, i包

mechanism is still unclear. As one of indexes of physiological status of living cells change 

in elemental composition is supposed to give information of effec包 ofAl on cells. Then we 

甘iedto analyze in s仰 elemental!compositionof root surface cells treated with AI by Via-PIXE 

method. 

Fi忠ire1 shows Via-PIX:E spectra of t恰andbasal region of alfalfa and wheat root 

treated with or without Al. Most app訂entchange by AI was found in relative count of P and 

K. In alfalfa and w h伺 LKIP ratios of root-tip or basal region without Al were almost 

equivalent (Fig. 2）・百1eKIP ratios in Al-treated alfalfa root-tip and basal region Wぽeless 

出組曲eothers. Adversely, increase of KIP ratio was observed in出ecase of AI・treatedwheat 

root (Fig. 2). 

Potassium is one of macronutrien~写 for plants and has important roles in growth and 

development of cellsぉ aregulator of turgor pressure and enzymic activities. Phosphorus 

coneぽnsalmost all of biological processes in cells. The change in KIP ratio suggests the 

relation between Al and cellular homeostasis, however, we have to know absolute amount of 

those elements that is expected to show dynamic movement of elements within a root. 

In this study, the advantages of Via-PIXE method were reevaluated. Based on data 

and techniques obtained here, the next approach will be trial of初situ,mapping of root surface 

by in-air scanning PIXE method. 
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I. 15. Beam Properties of the CYRIC AVF Cyclotron in the Central 
Region 

Misu T. andShinozuka T. 

Cyclo向nand Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi砂

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC) at Tohoku University has recently 

completed the construction for1 a four-sector variable energy AVF machine with an ex佐action

radius of 923mm. In order to prepare for upcoming operations aimed for fundamental 

nuclear physics and medical us久 thedevelopment of the simulation codes tracking ions in the 

cyclotron is highly desired. 

官時opticalsimulations for the central region of the newly designed必IFcyclotron剖

CYRIC require a large number of physical theori岱 andcalculation codes in order to achieve 

reliable demonstrations of the beam properties. At CYRIC the simulation code, which was 

originally developed at the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (IPCR)1> as p釘tof the 

separa:臼d・sector-cyclotronproject and later modified for the AVF cyclo甘onat Japan Atomic 

Energy Research Ins伽 teσAERI)2>,hぉ beenadapted to serve as a numerical integration 

program for tracking particles with an inclusion of space charge effects. 

In this report, the brief desαiption and present status regarding the development of 

血csimulation codes adapted for the CYRIC 930 cyclotron are pr岱 ented.Since space-charge 

forces are S甘ongestat low energy組 d血evertical focusing at the machine center is rather 

weak, numerical estimates of space-charge effec岱 inthe central region of the cyclotron is of 

great importance. However, ,the three-dimensional space-charge calculation code hぉ not

been fully inco中or剖ed, and 1 thus the space-charge related subjects will be discussed 

elsewhere. 

Magnetic and Electric Field Maps 

Due to a limited amount of the measured magnetic fields, the search for the suitable 

p紅白netersets which reproduce the actual magnetic fields for a wide range of excitations 

remains as a hard task. ~ a momentary甘ea回 ent,we have compared the magnetic field 

maps measured at both JAERI釦 dCYRICぉ shownin Fig. 1, and deduced a rough 

statistical relation for two exci~tion points only. At both excitations由cmagnetic fields剖

也csame radial posi世onsmeasured at both facilities can be well fitted with a straight line as 
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illustrated in Fig. 2. From the linear-regression analysis, one obtains two se包 ofp釘ameters

(a,b) in a s甘aight-linemodel, i. e., y(x)=ar+b, where x and y represent血eaverage fields 

produced by a main coil瓜 JAERIand CYRIC, respectively. By imposing a→ 1 for large 

current values and b→O for diminishing cu汀ents,we have temporarily estimated the 

excitation dependence of two parameters (a,b) as a(乃scoth(O.257 t'9）卸d

b（.炉76.4凶 h(O.00621). Since we are allowed to use only two sets of the meぉuredfields, 

the above approximations are not free from large uncertainties and further modifications are 

necessary in the future. 

With the above field-conversion procedures appropriate for the CYRIC machine, the 

field in the cylin命i叫 coordinatesystem (r, 8, z) must be expanded in z to obtain the values off 

the median plane as 

B :z (r, 8, z )= B :z (r, 8 )+ z竿ι－乙B”
dZ L. 

(1-a) 

Br {r,8, Z )=Br {r,8 )+ Z竺ι＋乙ど~＇
’ or 2 araz 

(1・b)

Be (r,8, z )=Be (r,8 ）＋三笠ι＋乙ど！！.：＿，
r 08 2r o8oz 

(1・c)

B' I iJB iJ2 B I iJ 2 B ~ 
＝一一一ム＋・ーーーι＋一一一一-2..._r 08 or2 r2 ()82’ 

(1・d)

where久々，8)for i=r, 8, z a削 hefield componen陪 measuredin the median plane of z=O. 

Only fist terms in Eqs. la・care taken into account in the present simulation code. 

α1 the other hand, the electric field produced by the acceleration electrodes 

consisting of 86・degreedees in the central region of the machine cannot be analytically 

obtained due to their complex geome甘ytogether with the presence of the inflector and the 

puller. For numerical estimates of the three-dimensional electric field, one often uses the 

code known as RELAX3D3> developed at血e1RIUMF, which solves the three-dimensional 

second・orderelliptic p訂tialdifferential equation with the relaxation method. An example of 

electric equipotential map in the central-region geome甘yevaluated with REIAX3D is 

displayed in Fig. 3. Here, the mesh points were taken as 101x101x45 with a step size of 1.0 

mm for all direction. 百1epresent code adopts the form of the elec甘icfield as the Gaussian 

function with standard deviations of a=0.4W+0.2H4), where W andH，訂Cthe gap width and 

the apぽ仰向 ofthe dee, respectively. We are in the process of simplifying the electric field 

map calculated with RELAX3D to optimize the computational performance. 
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Orbit Simulations 

百1eLorentz equation of motion for a p紅白leof charge q and m錨 sm, 

F=q{E+vx吟（2)

can be decomposed into 

正一 p,. n Pe . P= 一一ー 円一一一一 z＝ー一ー，ーー ， ．， ーー ， 
m mr m 

1 ( p; l 
＝一I....:..!!._-qpeB: +qp=Be l+qE,., 

m1 r 1 

1 ( p p ' ん＝一｜一一」－qp=B，.叩，B=l+qEe' 
m1 r 1 

ム＝土（－qp,.B9+qp9B,.)+qE=, 
m 

治＝_!i_-,-(p,.E,. + p9E9 + P::E: ). 
me-

(3・a)

(3-b) 

(3・c)

(3-d) 

(3-e) 

Here, pi, Bi and Ei for b=r, 8, z are three cylin命icalcomponents of the momentum, the 

magnetic and electric fields, respectively. With time as the independent variable, a Runge-

Kutta integration is employed to calculate the particle trajectory in a magnetic field map 

obtained from the procedures described above. 割問presentsimulation code is also modified 

to produce the postscript-form剖tedfiles which display the cen甘al-regiongeome甘yand the 

first few orbits plot,錨 illustrated泊Fig.4. Note that a most of this section is a brief repe剖

of information described泊由eprogramm担gmanual of orbit calculations by A Goto1), and 

more details can be found therein. 

Concluding Remark 

A code development is currently underway to inco中oratethe three-dimensional 

space-charge estimates into the main orbit-simulation codes. Due to limited computer 

resources, the three-dimensional multiparticle approach together with m 泊terpolation

technique of由cm唱neticand elec甘icfielru写 makesus rely upon some simplifying 

ぉsumptions. Further optimization of the progr副nis also possible if the spatial and 

excitation dependence of血cm~asured magnetic field can be well fitted to simple analytic 

forms instead of組 interpolationprocedure. 

The need for platform-independent interactive progr；卸nsto be developed and 

delivered aiαoss networks, may also be inevitable for a practical reason, and one possible 

choice is to convert a Fortran 77 source file into an eq凶valentJava source file. 
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I. 16. Optical b・opertiesof the Spiral Inflector with Space Charge Eぽect

Misu T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

In our newly constructed AVF cyclo佐on,the beam of ions entering vertically along 

血ecenter axis of the magnet from the bottom of the machine is deflected through an angle 

of 90 degrees by a novel device known as a spiral inflector. A spiral inflector operates to 

turn出emovement of particles from the axial mto the radial-azimuthal direction. Although 

numerous calculations related to白einflector beam optics have been reported to date, the 

recent improvement in the production of high intensity beams calls for more detailed 

analysis of a beam佐司ectorythrough this device. With increasing beam intensity, one 

would expect出atthe space-charge force is no longer negligible and st紅白 toplay a crucial 

role. 

In this report, the possible effects of space charge on the optical prope：目iesof the 

inflector are investigated, and it was found白紙 theinitial emittance conditions have 

considerable e仔ectson the transmission in the spiral inflector, while the space-ch釘 ge

effec臼remainrather weak for the beam intensity exceeding a few mA. 

Computational Approach 

Pa，γticle Tt吋ectoryin the Optical Coordinates 

Since a spiral inflector essentially consists of a twisted cylindrical capacitor, one usually 

assumes that the electrical field vector E along the central trajectory is always 

perpendicular to the velocity vector V of a particle. This assumption allows us to define the 

optical coordinate system {h,v刈interms of the fixed cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), see also 

Fig. 1, as 

h= V~ － Vxj 、＿ Vxi +Vvj+Vzk.”＝弘X

~V}+V；’.， -~vx2 +v: +v：’， 、‘，，’EA
 

rs

－、

where V X' Vy, V 2 are the velocity components of the cen佐altr司jectoryion. 

Let the position vectors of the paraxial and centr叫同jectoryparticles of charge q 

and mass m at time t be denoted by 行り andえ（t ), respectively. Both position vectors 

must follow the Lorentz equation of motion, 
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mY=q{Eσ）－E伝）＋グxBf)},&=r－ぇ ，（2)

where B(r) is the magnetic field, and E令） corresponds to the elec甘ic白eldwith/witl削 t

space－ 紅gefield. The above Lorentz equation of motion can be expressed in terms of the 

optical coordinates1> and solved by means of a standard fourth and/or自負horder Runge・

Kutta method2>. 

In the following analysis, I shall also define the beam divergences Pu, Ph組 dpv at 

time t as 

ぇ (t）＝持）. u~九，凡~）＝持）. h/l九， pv~）＝｛同）一九v}u fv0, (3) 

where V。isthe speed of the central町司jectoryion. 

Treatment of争aceCharge Effect 

For the analysis of白espace-ch訂gefield, several compu凶 ionalapproaches3-5＞紅e

available and one C佃 classify血emin血reecategories; Particle-to・ParticleInteraction (PPI) 

proced町eoften takes the linear space-ch紅 gepotential inside spherical clouds and the 

interaction among spherical clouds within a bunch obeys Coulomb’s law; Particle-In-Cell 

(PIC) method computes血espace-charge field at mesh points superimposed on a bunch; a 

bunched beam can be represented by a spherical or ellipsoidal charge dis凶bution.In the 

present analysis, I have employed the following two models for a mere comparison. 

1) Segmented Long-Rod Approximation 

To develop some feeling for the effect of space charge, let us first suppose白atthe

ion beam can be viewed as an infinitely-long uniformly-ch釘gedrod for simplicity. The 

self-induced tr組 sverseelec住icand magnetic fields at distance r due to the beam wi白radius

rb and cuπent I釘egiven by 

I 1 L r I cμa h. n r 
E＿＝ト~12λマ， Bm =I --?= 12A..8マ forr<rh, (3-a) 

r I 41t'Eo I rb~ T l ＂＇πJ . 1ず’

( 1 l 1 ( cμo h 。1
r ＝ト一位λー， Bm=I「＝λー for r~rh, (3・b)

I 4ne0 I r ... l dπ1 ・ r -

whereε。isthe elec佐icpermittivity; μ。 is血emagnetic permeability; A.=IIPc with P=v/c, v 

組 dc being the speed of ions and light, respectively. Consequently, the resultant佐ansverse 

space-ch紅geforce can be expressed as 

Fr =q(t-[32 )E，・（4)

The above equations imply the optical prope目iesof白einflector would be affected for a 

low energy and/or high c田Tentbeam. 

Although the above simplification is often used in many other calculations, the 

results become rather unphysical at higher beam currents, and one would modify it by 

dividing a whole beam rod into a large number of segmen旬drods. Space-charge force 

ft;<sc> acting on the ith segmented rod at position号dueto surrounding beam rods can be 

expressed as 
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(5) 

z(f,-r. )= ~ €－~~，（.I~ － ~12, 
l九一九／Iぺ－ーら1arb2,

where orb is the radius of each segmented rod. 

2) Three-dimensional PPI Method 

A space-charge calculation for a bunched beam can be carried out by extending the 

above segmented long-rod approximation， 加da beam bunch is modeled to be a collection 

of macroparticles as done in a standard PPI proced町 e.In addition, the effects due to 

fringing electric fields which extend beyond the geome佐iclimits of the inflector electrodes 

were estimated. According to Ref. 6, the fringe field is assumed to lie solely in the u 

direction and its magnitude Eat distances from the inflector entrance (or exit) is given by 

E=(Ec/2）口ー凶h((s+o）α）］， o=d(0.37・e必），α＝1.35, (6) 

where d is the spacing of the electrodes. In the present analysis, the fringe field was 

taken into account only for the three-dimensional PPI method. 

for r注δq

forr＜久

with 

Results and Discussion 

Beam Divergence due to Space-Charge Force 

・To investigate the general characteristics of the beam dynamics due to space 

charge in出einflector, three physical quantities were defined and comp訂edunder the 

segmented long-rod approximation: the beam divergence ratio ηdefined by the ratio of the 

beam radii at the inflector exit to the one at the en仕ance,the maximum and average space-

charge fields divided by the inflector electric field, denoted by em似 ande叫， respectively.

百iepresent results are obtained only for the case of the first harmonic mode and the half 

sizes of the initial beam cross section being 3.0mm vertically by 3.0mm horizontally. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, all three quantitiesη，em似 andeavg quickly decrease for increasing 

initial spatial deviations denoted by cru and crh (see Fig. 2a). In particular, the effect is most 

significant for the spatial deviations O'uh<2.0mm. For fixed spatial deviations O'uh=3.0mm, 

the maximum space-ch訂geeffect drastically decreases for σPuhv <0.1, while it remains 

roughly constant for larger values of the beam divergence deviations (see Fig. 2b ), implying 

出at白espace-charge force appears to affect a total beam radius for the estimated initial 

emittanceεi=cri tan-1（町） <300mmmrad (i=u,h,v). 

In Figs. 3 and 4, a proton beam u-h cross-section at the input and output of the 

inflector are illustrated for different initial beam conditions. It is interesting to note that the 

beam distributions at the inflector exit for a normally distributed initial beam are more 

spatially extended血anthose for an uniformly dis甘ibutedone, while the values ofη，em畝

and eavg紅 eless enhanced for a normally distributed initial beam, as demons虻atedin Fig. 3. 

When the initial u-h cross-sections are highly elongated along h direction, more preferable 

beam conditions can be achieved at the exit, see Fig. 4. 
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Beam Transmission of A Bunched Beam 

For a beam bunch initially located at the inflector en佐ance,several旬struns have 

been performed to evaluate the differences arising from the change in the initial beam 

conditions. It must be noted that the numerical results due to the presence of the fringing 

field are omitted in the present report. 

Figure 5 shows the beam transmission rate for a 1 rnA proton beam bunch at lOkeV 

as a function of instantaneous angle b defined by b=v 0t/ A, where v 0, t，加dA紅eion velocity, 

time, and the elec凶calradius of c町 vat町 e,respectively. When the initial divergence 

deviations are introduced, only half of the i吋ectedbeam can pass 伽 oughthe inflector. The 

effects due to the self-induced space-ch訂gefield only result in negligible beam losses, 

whereas an inclusion of emittance strongly affects the beam transmission rate, indicating the 

importance of the initial emittance conditions rather than the space-ch紅 geforce in the 

actual machine operations. Furthermore, when a 1 OrnA proton beam with σPu=crPh＝σPv=O.Q 
is i吋ectedinstead, the beam transmission rate創nountsto 89%, which is 10% less血anthe 

位ansmissionof a lrnA beam. Similar conclusion C佃 bemade from Fig. 6, where the 

instantaneous-angle dependence of the emittance grow出isshown to indicate the negligible 

con凶butionsfrom the space-charge field. 

Figures 7a and 7b display the time evolutions of the clouds of p紅ticleswith and 

without the emittance spread, respectively. Figures demons佐atethe considerable beam 

losses紅isingfrom the worsening of initial emittance conditions. A further組 alysiswith an 

inclusion of the fringing field, which also predicts serious beam losses, will be presented 

elsewhere. 
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I. 17. Classical Periodic Orbits in Reflection-Asymmetric Deformed 

Cavity -Fission Model-

Misu T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

The semiclass al or~g加s of shell s加 ctureswidely observed in白nitef ennion 

systems紅enot yet fully understood and needs to be explored further in出elanguage of 

semiclassical periodic orbit由eory1・3>.Recently, the significant correlation between the 

bifurcation of periodic orbits and血eappe紅・anceof quantum shell at stationary nuclear 

deformations was suggested by several authors4-6>. In Oぽ lastreport5・6＞，血einvestigation of 

the superdeformed shell s佐ucturesin the elliptic billiard was carried out and led to both 

qu釦 titativeand qualitative evidence for the importance of the orbital bifurcation in the 

emergence of shell s町uctur・e.Since all previous works were, however, based on the use of 

highly-symmetric cavity mod~ls, I have investigated the effects due to血eremoval of such 

higher degeneracy and determined血erole of血eorbital bifurcation in general axially-

symme凶c,but non-integrable cavity: fission model. 

Methods and Results 

Nuclear Shape 

In the present repo凡Iemployed the axially-symmetric fission model based on Ref. 

7, and the shape of the nuclear surface is defined in the dimensionless coordinates (u, v) by 

an equation 

π（~，u,v)=v2-(1 ・u2)(A＋~u2＋αu), (1) 

where ~ is a set of deformation p紅 amete民 andu組 dv are related to血eordinary pol紅

coordinates (p, z)by 

z= cR0u, p=cR0v. (2) 

Here, c is a dimensionless elongation p紅創neter,and Ro is the radius of the sphere. 
the parameterαin Eq. 1 represents the asymme佐yof the nuclear surface along z direction, 

and a family of symmetric shapes C組 beproduced for α；：：：Q. In addition, the coefficients A 

and B in Eq. 1 are expressed in terms of a deformation p釘創neterc and a necking p訂創neter

has 

B=2h+(c・1)/2, A=( l/c3）ーB/5. (3) 

Figure 1 demonstrates a set of shapes in the c-h plane for some fixed values of α． 
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Single-particle energies of a particle moving freely inside of the considered cavity can be 

obtained by solving Schr o dinger equation under Dirichlet boundary condition with the 
spherical-wave decomposition method4・5>. 

Bifurcation of Periodic Orbits 

As is well known for the case of the spheroidal cavity, i. e., removal of spherical 

symme位y,the linear orbits along diameter in the spherical cavity bifurcate into those along 

出emajor axis and along the minor axis, while the plan紅 orbitsat血espherical limit 

bifurcate into those in the meridian and equatorial planes. Further shape deformation also 

leads to白ebifurcations of linear and plan紅 orbi臼 inthe equatorial pl組 einto hyperbolic 

orbits in the meridian plane and three-dimensional orbits (see Fig. 2a). According to Ref. 8, 

such three-dimensional orbi臼 foraxially symme凶ccavity can be created when the 

equatorial orbit labeled by (p, t) with p and t being the numbers of vibration and rotation 

meets the bifurcation condition, see also Fig. 2b, 

R2 _ sin2切／p〕
R1 封切／p)'

(4) 

where R1 and R2 represent the curvatures of the cavity at白eedge of equatorial plane, and q 

is加 integer.Figure 4 shows a set of bifurcation lines, i. e., constant curvature ratio given 

by Eq. (4), as functions of both c and hatα=0. 

Based on our recent findings伽 tthe orbi凶 bifurcationsatisfying Eq. ( 4) is 

responsible for the emergence of shell structure, one must clari今whetherthe important role 

of the orbital bifurcation in shell structure is even present in non-integrable cavities. In the 

following sections, the shell structures釘ecomp釘edalong the constant curvature ratio 

where all何回torialorbits complete their bifurcation process for the creation of the three-

dimensional orbits, and six points labeled by a through f紅echosen for a comparison, as 

shown in Fig. 4, where a point f corresponds to a superdeformed spheroidal shape. 

Shell Structure and Fourier Spectra 

The shell-structure energy oE can be defined as the di百erencebetween the sum of 

single-particle energies filling N states from the bottom of the well and the Strutinsky 

averaged energies, i.e., 
N £f 

BE=24εi-E, E=2faε’εま（ε’），

with the Fermi energy e F satisfying 

N=2f的 （e').

(5) 

(6) 

In Fig. 4，血eshell-structure energy for the case of the spheroidal cavity is shown for mere 

reference only.百ieemergence of the prominent magic gaps seen at the superdeformed 

shape can be reg紅dedas the result of the orbital bifurcations as demons町atedby previous 

studies. 

Figure 5 illus佐atesthe oscillating pattern of the shell-structure energy oE as 
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釦nctionsof both c and h for a fixed p紅ticlenumber N, and it is comp釘 edwi白theconstant 

orbital bifw℃ation lines Ri/R2組dthe elongation of the surface，χ，defined by 

x = L Pl~dV It pdV 
(7) 

It is clear from the figure that for small elongation the shell valley follows the constant 

elongation points, see Fig. Sa, whereas the role of血ebifurcated equatorial orbits increases 

for larger values ofχ，see Fig. 5b. 

In terms of semiclassiqal回 .cefonnula, the level density 8sぷε）can be written as 

gsct (e )= g(e ）＋乏の令》o~ klp －竺μパ， (8) 
p ~ 2 ) 

where g( e) denotes the smooth p創 correspondingto the contribution of zero-length orbit, 

Ap the amplitude, and μp the Maslov phase. 

Since the oscillating part of the semiclassical level density in Eq. 7 represents the 

Fourier sum, the classical 

白eFourier transfonn F(L) of the qu加 tumlevel density g( e) with respect to由ewav e 

number, which may be regarded as’Ieng白 spec紅um’exhibitingpeaks at Ieng血sof 

individual periodic orbits. 

Figure 6 illustrates the defonnation dependence of the Fourier peaks for six 

previously chosen shapes. The nuclear shape co町espondingto a point a results in s佐ong

shell fluctuation, and its Fourier spec甘umindicates that the main contribution comes from 

出emeridian plan紅 orbitsof Ieng白sroughly ranging from 5 to 7, while the peaks related to 

the three-dimensional orbits bifurcated合omthe equatorial orbits, labeled byα，p, 'Yin the 

figure，紅eless pronounced in ,the moderately-elongated region. When the system starお to

elongate further, the shell o~cillations due the meridian and three-dimensional orbits 

contribute destructively, leading to flattening of the shell s佐ucture,see Figs. 6b-e. As the 

nuclear shape approaches to the highly-symme凶csuperdeformed spheroidal one as in Fig. 

6f, the origin of白eprominent shell structure can be understood in terms of the constructive 

interference among the three-dimensional orbits originated from the equ剖orialplanar orbits. 

Conclusions 

The role of classical periodic orbits in the emergence of shell s佐UC加refor single-

particle motions in axially-symmetric fission cavity was identified. In particular, the 

importance of orbital bifurcation as indicated by previous investigations for highly 

symme凶c(elliptic and spheroidal) cavities was carefully analyzed. 

It was shown that the contributions from the bifurcated orbi臼originatedfrom the 

equatorial pl組紅 orbi臼 playa significant role in the regions around superdeformed 

spheroidal shape, while its enhancement becomes less pronounced for less-elongated shapes, 

indicating the importance of the orbital bifurcation in the emergence of prominent quan知m

shells in highly-deformed fermion systems. 

It remains as a future challenge to investigate the semiclassical orig泊 ofshell 

formation in finite fermion systems for finite-depth potentials, and the Green’s function 

approach8> may be applied to calculate the continuum level density in such systems. 
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I. 18. A Boundary Formation Method Using a Median Filter 
Processing for Attenuation Correction in 3・DPET 

Introduction 

MizutaT., IshiiK., YamazakiH., MatsuyamaS., Oishi Y., 
ItohM.汽均m~guchiK. *, W匂tanuld・S.*, andα幼araH.傘

D司par初rentof Quan仰mScience andEnergy Engineering, Tohoku University 

*Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Recently, 3・DPET has been used in whole body imaging because of high sensitivity 

performance and wide axial field of view (FOV). The PET system with 20・cmaxial FOV 

allows us to acquire the whole body data with 8 or 9 frames. Since data acquisition in 3・D

mode cannot exclude scatter components, however, blank and transmission scans on 3・DPET 

are pぽformed泊 2・Dmode with由。 septain and the attenuation correction factors (ACF) are 

calculated by forward-projecting attenuation images in each slice to all possible d住民tionsof the 

coincidence lines. In theory, this technique provides a perfect correction for photon 

attenuation, but in practice it is limited by noise h出e甘ansmissionme錨 urement1・2>. Hence, a 

long acquisition time for transmission scans is required to achieve adequ剖estatistical quality, 

but it is impractical to acquire a statistically adequate transmission data-set in the whole body 

PETimaging3). Without suitable technique for processing count-limited transmission data, the 

whole body imaging technique for PET is subjected to attenuation artifacts. 

Sinogram smoothing is most commonly employed for reducing noise in data of short 

transmission scans. While血isis effective in minimizing noise propagation, it can also 

degrade曲cquantitative accuracy in PET images4). On the other hand, a boundary method for 

attenuation correction h錨 beensugg岱 tedfor the application to cardiac PET studies5＞.官1is

method has the potential to greatly reduce the acquisition time for transmission scans without 

inαeasing noise in attenuation images, but it is time-consuming for operators to manually draw 

ROis co町espondingto lung and body outline. A method of local threshold segmentation hぉ

been developed for the use in PET studies on thorax and chest regions, and this technique 

pen凶包 toautomatically determine boundaries between anatomical tissues6~）. However，血is

technique cannot give proper assessment of the attenuation value in lung region, which tends to 

fluctuate in a wide range. In addition, mismatch between emission and trasmission resolutions 

causes attenuation artifacts on the soft tissue side of a soft tissue/lung泊terface. ’Therefore,
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improved str剖egiesfor processing count-limited transmission data should be developed. 

In this study, two kinds of methods were applied for accurate attenuation correction 

b錨 edon count-limited transmission data. 百iefirst method used a medi組・白lterprocessing of 

measured attenuation images. 百1isproc岱 snot only reduced noise in an image of poor 

statistical quality but also formed a smoo血 boundarypartitio凶ng出eimage into different 

regions; this method for attenuation co汀ection(AC) was called a median AC. In the other 

method, we combined the median filter proc岱 singwith segmentation of measured attenuation 

images in order to produce an attenuation image without noise; we call this proc岱 S ぉ a

segmented AC. 官1esemethods have been tested with a phantom study and with clinical 

whole-body PET study. 

Technical Description 

Original attenuation images were reconstructed into 128x128 matrix in each slice by 

凶 ngthe Iogari伽 ofthe ratio of counts泊 blankscans (B) to ones加蜘smissionscans何．

Prior to this step, two-dimensional linear smoothing was applied to血esinogr副nofT/B by SxS 

matrix. 百iebound 2・Dimages of 63 slices in one frame were treated as a 3・Dcontinuous 

matrix. 百1evoxel size was 4. 6 mmx4. 6 mmx3.12 mm bぉedon the maximum FOV of PET 

machine used in this experiment. 

百1eoriginal attenuation images were processed with two different methods for noise 

suppr岱 sionand extraction of a smooth boundary partitioning the images into different regions: 

a three-dimensional median filter process泊g (the median AC), and a local threshold 

segment剖ioncombined with the median filter proc岱 sing（血csegmen凶 AC). In血cformer 

method, the three dimensional filter of the smallest size, 3×3x3 matrix of pixels, was used in 

order to utilize information of adjoining slices with the minimum distarbance of smoothing. In 

the latter method, the median tlter was applied to original images, and then the processed 

images were se伊 ientedby the use of the local threshold segmentation algorithm proposed by M. 

Xu et. al. 7）＿ τbis locali垣ngoperation, which is bぉedon an optimal threshold selection 

algorithm proposed by N. 0也u9),is effective means to separate mixed populations of pixels of 

different attenuation coefficients. In Otsu’s algorithm, the to凶 variance，σ／， and the between 

class variance，。B(k)2,are calculatedぉ afunction of a threshold, k, dividing pixel-histogram of 

a image into two classes. 百ieoptimal threshold can be obtained when the ratio of 08{Jc.)2/1σ／is 

maximized.百1eobtained k-value is very stable, since this threshold selection criterion is 

derived from a calculation of a series of integrations. 百四chestimage can be a typical example 

of the local threshold segmentation. In血iscase, the following procedure is used to 

discriminate lung, soft tissue and background. Firstly, threshold k1 is determined from the 

global histogram in order to distinguish pixels inside and outside the body, and a closed loop is 

formed describing the body contour by searching an attenuation image from ou凶defor 
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eliminating backgrounds less than k1 value. In白isstage, a local histogram is calculated 

including only pixels within the body contour. 百1en,a second thr岱 holdIs is calculated from 

the local histogram to sep紅 atethe body into soft tissue and lung，組dthere by defines a closed 

contour describing the lungs. :In this stage, a second local histogram is calculated using the 

original image excluding lungs, and using this local histogram an upd剖edvalue of k1 is 

determined and the body contour is redefined. After these steps, average values of attenuation 

coefficients in se伊tentedpixels are assigned to corresponding regions. In our experiment, 

segmented bed image in phantom studies was obtained from different transmission scan in order 

to be combined to the segmented body image, and th瓜 inclinical studies was reproduced by 

subtracting segmented body image from the original image. ’Thus, we can obtain a noise-less 

attenuat10n image. 

In the final step of image reconstruction, new ACFs in 2-D and 3・Dmode were 

computed by forward projection of the processed attenuation images into emission sinograms in 

each mode for correction of emission data. 百四n,the attenuation corrected emission data were 

reconstructed in terms of 2-D and 3・Dfiltered-back projection. The image reconstruction and 

the forward projection processes were performed by the use of Shimadzu-software, and the 

processing of attenuation images were coded in C-programming language and implemented on a 

personal computer. 

Experimental 

Both phantom and clinical data, which were acquired by Shimadzu HEADTOME-V 

SET-2400W剖 Cyclotronand Radioisotope Center of Tohoku University, were used to validate 

the two techniques for attenuati0n correction of PET images. 百1isscanner was equipped with 

32 detector rings of 89-cm diameter, of which each ring was composed of 672 crystals of 

Bi4Ge3012泊 sizeof 3.8x6.3x30.0 mm.百四 FOVsin transaxial and axial directions were 59.5 

cm and 20. 0 cm, respectively. ，百iisPET machine had also a rotated rod source of 68Ge/8Ga 

of approximately 10 mCi剖 thetime of our experiment. 

Figure 1 shows the heterogeneous phantom used in this study. 百tisacrylic phantom 

consisted of the main space of water, Teflon in 30・mmdiameter and two mixed spaces of 

polystyrene beaお叩dwater in 30・mmand 58・mmdiameters. These regions, respectively, 

were assumed to be a soft tissue (water region), a bone (Teflon region) and a lung (polystyrene 

beads+ watぽ）． 百四mainspaceぉsumedto be soft tissue was tlled with 0.93 mCi/ml of 18F-

solution. 百1eemission data were acquired for 120 minutes in each of 2-D and 3・Dmodes. 

After the activity in血ephantom had decayed away, the 2-D transmission scan was performed 

for 1, 3, 5, 10 and 60 minutes. Total transmission counts訂eshown in Table 1. 

To confirm血capplicability of these techniques for attenuation correction in clinical 

PET studies, we used a whole-qody PET image which wぉ performedin 2・Dmode for 70・year-
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old man with C飢 cerdiseぉe. 百iepatient was administered by 18FDG and the emission scan 

consisted of 6x5 min frames. 百1epre却j釧 ontransmission scan was carried out加 thesame 

frame siz.e. In this experiment, the image for abdomen section w錨 investigatedand the total 

coun也 hthe examined frame were 13.2×108 for the transmission scan and 3. lxl08 for the 

emission scan, respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

It is well known出剖 themedian filter processing of a image achieves some degree of 

noise suppression and also maintains a resolution aαoss the edge of pixels of a different value. 

Furthermore, this tlter processing has a promising property to extract a smooth object boundary 

contour仕oma泊iagecomplicatedly disturbed in regions smaller出anthe filter size. Figure 2 

shows恥 averageand the standard deviation (la) of pixel values in the 30・mmdiameter Teflon 

region for attenuation images of由ephantom, which were recons佐uctedfrom 3・min

transmission data with or without three-dimensional median-filter processing of different times. 

In this figure, the values of 60・minscan without the tlter processing were also plotted as the 

most reliable ones. 百ienon-processed attenuation image of 3・minscan had very poor 

statistical quality.αi the other hand, the signal-to・noiseratio ( s凶 darddeviation) wぉ l訂gely

improved at the first processing time, but additional filter processing was not already effective 

for noise suppression. By returning attention, the average of pixel values in the small Teflon 

region decreased by 15 % of the initial value at five-times processing; this value was smaller 

than the average value in the image of 60・mintransmission data. 官tisindicates the smoothing 

of median filter processing in a smaller region than the filter siz.e; the average value of pixels in a 

small region may be influenced by the value of neighboring pixels in a large region. Hence, 

the tlter proc岱 singshould not be repeated many times. ’The one-time operation was found to 

be effective in noise suppression without degradation of pixel values in a small region of a 

image. 

百1esegmentation operation for the attenuation image of 1-min transmission data of the 

phantom gave incomplete contours of Teflon and of the small mixed space of polystyrene beads 

plus water even when the median filter processing was repeated eight times. In contrast to this, 

the contours of these regions were perfectly reproduced by segmentation operation for the 

attenuation加ageof 3・mintransmission data. These findings indicate th剖 thetotal 

transmission counts of 12xl08 per frame permit a rather complete segmentation of an absorber 

in 200 mm diameter with the attenuation coefficient eqal to that of water (see Table 1). 

Figure 3 shows the 2・D 釦 d3・Demission images of血ephantom, which were 

corrected with different attenuation images; these images, respectively, were obtained with the 

standard attenuation correction (AC) based on 3・mintransmission scan （白e3・minoriginal in the 

first column of the figure), the median AC (the 3・minmedian in the second column) and the 
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S句mentedAC（血e3・m泊 segmentationin the third column). For恥 mostreliable im徳島 the

fourth column shows the emission images corrected by ACFs calculated from 60・min

transmission da民 whichis called出e60・minoriginal. Although the 2・Demission image of 

the 3・minoriginal was quite noisy, 2・D image with the segmented AC using the same 

transmission data had higher quality血組曲剖ofthe 60・minoriginal. The quality of 2-D image 

with the median AC was inferior to th剖 ofthe image with the segmented AC, but it wぉ l訂gely

improved as compared with the 3-min original. Hence, the segmentation is the most 

appropriate method for application in the count-limited situation, when a constant attenuation 

coefficient can be assumed in e~ch region of measured objects. As well踏出is,the 3・D

emission images clearly repr凶 entedthe favorable effect of the median tlter processing and the 

segmentation procedure for attenuation correction using count-limited transmission data. 百ie

difference in the image quality bet}¥'een the 3-min median and the 60・minoriginal became much 

smaller in 3・Dimages白anin 2-D ones. 百tiswill be resulted from additionally increased 

accuracy for the correction from oblique directions in 3・Dimages. 

Figure 4 shows the attenuation加ages（出etop row) and the 乙Demission images (the 

bottom row) of the abdomen section of whole-body 18FDG PET study performed on a male 

cancer patient. ’The emission images, r岱 pectively,were obtained by the use of stand訂d

a悦 nuationcorrection (the first column in the figure), the median AC (the second column) and 

the s句men凶 AC(the th凶 column). The attenuation coefficient can be considered cons凶 tin

the abdomen section of human body. It is naturally implicated from the results of phantom 

studies that we can put our trust in the emission image corrected by the segmented attenuation 

image reconstructed from data for 5・mintransmission scan. 百1eemission image corrected by 

standard me出odwas considerably poor泊 qualityand produced an artifact diagonally behind 

the left hot spot. In contrast, there was no large difference in quality between the image with 

the median AC and that with the 1segmented AC. As well, Fig. 5 reveals good agreement of 

pixel values in these clinical images; for the plot of pixel values in the emission image with the 

median AC versus those in the irnage with the segment矧onAC, line紅白tfound the slope of 

1.099 and correlation coefficient, R2, was 0.975. In contrru引 tothis, the standard measured 

method for attenuation correction wぉ lesslinearly correlated (slope=l.169 andR2 =0.914) with 

the segmented AC. ’These results of Figs. 4 and 5 naturally imply th剖 themedian filter 

processing of meru令uredattenuation images is effective to improve the accuracy of attenuation 

correction for emission images of total-count level common in clinical PET studies. 

Moreover, we applied the segmentation AC to the image of head region of the clinical 

PETstudy, but the conもourof skeleton bone wぉ notextracted. This may be ascribed to a very 

small difference in absorption coefficients (μ) for 511 keV gamma photons between soft tissues 

(μ= 0.089 cm・1)and bones (μ = 0.104 cm勺. It is a serious problem to ignore the existence of 

bones, since the skeleton bone occupies a large portion of the head and the quantitative emission 
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image is especially req凶redin cli凶.calPET studies. 

Conclusion 

Results of the phantom study indicated th剖 emissionimages with median AC using 

transmission data of 3・minscan wぉ comparablein quality to the images corrected for the 

attenuation using transmission data with less statistical no包e(60・mintransmission scan). It 

was also revealed that由esegmented AC produced a rather good quality of emission images as 

comp訂 edwith the standard AC using 60・mintransmission data. For the abdomen section of a 

clinical PET image, however, there was little difference in improvement of image quality 

between the median filter AC and the segmented AC. Implementation of the segmented 

attenuation correction will be restricted for the emission images of other sections of human body 

due to the lack of the performance of ex甘actingbone contour and of reproducing a delicate 

variation of attenuation coefficients in an anatomical section such as the lung. It cannot be 

avoided血剖血csegmented AC causes attenuation訂 tifactsin emission images for tissues of 

which the absorption coefficients訂 eunsuitably allocated. Especially in血eC錨 eof 3・D

reconstructed imag低 thisdamage exp釦 dsthroughout oblique IβRs in the axial direction. 

Keeping this加 mind,we can conclude th剖 themedian filter processing is feぉiblein clinical 

PET studies to coπect the attenuation for emission images using count-limited transmission 

data. 
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Table 1. Total transmission counts in the phantom study. 

Scan time 

[min] 

3 

5 
LO 

60 

Total count（× L08) 

[counts/frame] 

4 

L2 

20 

40 

240 

仁コ polystyrenebeads and water(μ =0.0355cm→） 
仁コ wateパμ=0.0956cm－’） 

題盟 acrylic(μ=0.0956cm→） 

• teflon( μ =O. l 638cm-1) 

Fig. 1. Geometry of heterogeneous phantom used in this study. 
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Fig. 2. Effect of the number of median filter processing on the average叩 dth巴st組 <larddeviation of pixel values 

of attenuation image for Teflon region of phantom at th巴32-slice.3・min:the measu陀dimage reconstructed with 

3-min transmission data; 60岨 in:the most reliabl巴imagebased on 60-min transmission data；脱出 tomed 5: the 

attenuation image proαs凶 onceto five times with median filter. 
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Fig. 3. Acx:uracy of different methods for attenuation correction of 2・D祖 d3-D emission images of ph叩 tom

(32-slice, the mi剖leof axial FOV). 3・minoriginal: the m巴asuredimage bぉedon 3-min transmission data; 3-min 

median: the image with median AC using 3-min transmission data; 3-min segmentation: the image with segmented 

AC using 3-min transmission data; 60-min original：也emeasured image based on 60-min transmission data. 
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． 
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Fig. 4. Attenuation images (top row）姐d2-D emission images (bottom row) of the abdomen section for 

whole-body 18FDG PET study performed on a cancer patient (5・mintransmission scan of 1.32x 109 counts I fra脱却d

5-min emission scan of 3.lxl08 coun岱 Iframe). 
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I. 19. Phase Correction Analysis between EEG and MEG 
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channel SQUID Fluxmeter and Two-channel EEG Dvice 
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Itoh M. *, andα的araH*.

Depar.伽 ento/Quan加mScience and Energy EngineerinιTohoku University 
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Introduction 

’The brain-generated cu町entsthat produce electric potentials measured as the 

electroencephalogram (EEG) also produce magnetic fields measured ぉ the

magnetoencephalogram ~伍G)1）.百1e brain is considered as a complex and open system 

出atexhibi脂 spatiotemporalbehavior at various time and length scales2). Hence modern 

biomagnetic me錨 urementsrequire simultaneous detection of brain-magnetic signals over 

large釘easof the cortex. To satisちrthis r句uirement,various multichannel instruments 

covering variable紅白sof the cortex have been constructed in recent ye訂s3-6). 百 is

equipment is mainly used for identification of訂eaof activity of the brain by photic or 

auditory stimulation. However, the induced magnetoencephalo wave can not be detected 

without the enormous arithmetic mean of the data, since the standard rhythm of brains suchぉ

由eαwavebecomes a large noise. Furthe：口nore，由isdata-processing method does not 

become an effective m伺 nsfor detecting釦 inducedmagnetoencephalo wave because of the 

habituation for repeated stimulation.α1 the other hand, the EEGs are not only derived from 

a generator ne紅白eelec甘odebut also signals away from it, since an electric potential is 

conducted to the whole head and appe訂son白cscalp. It naturally is supposed th剖 the

streng白 ofEEG signals for the induction stimulation is not too small to be buried in large 

signals of the standard rhythm. 

Keeping the fac脂 desαibedabove, we will next consider to provide a fundamental 

information in the neural network con甘ollinghighly intellectual白nctionsof brain by using a 

simple equipment simultaneously recording one channel of :MEG and two channels of EEG 

data; the :ME.Gs were meru写uredat the occiput with a second・orderSQUID gradiometer and the 

two EEG data were meru句uredon head corresponding to highly intellectual functions of the 

brain. We analyzed a two-dimensional ph錨 edifference between :MEG and EEG signals 

when由e:MEG showed only αrhythm pattern. If the highly intellectual function of the brain 

works simultaneously, the EEG shows the wave derived from the high-order brain activities 
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ぉ wellas the s甘onggenerator ofαrhythm far from the elec甘odeposition. 百ien,the phase 

correlation between the :MEG and出eEEG data can show the brain activities induced by some 

kind of task without overlapping of large αrhythm background, even if we do not use the 

multichannel equipment. In this paper, we report the development of simple meru令urement

system for a high-order brain activity, including speculation on quantitative c.nalysis of ph錨 C

correlation between白CMEG釦 dEEG signals from examinee imposed by different kinds of 

task. 

System Description 

We measured magnetoencephalo-waves from human brain under a small 

environmental magnetic noise. Our laboratory is located in the place which adjoins 

Kawatabi farm of Tohoku university; there is no source of enormous magnetic field such as 

the elevator. In the laboratory, there is a simple shielding room which surrounded by 

aluminum pla旬 oftheめout0.04mm thickness and copper wire gauze(0.45mm0) with about 

1. 7mm texture width. 百lisshielded room removes the electromagnetic field with exceeding 

the modulation frequency (500Hz) of dc-SQUID feedback loop used in this experiment: this 

high-frequency electro-magnetic field causes a magnetic flux甘apin血cSQUID element. 

The room also fills the role of the electrostatic shield for measuring the EEG. 

We used a second order dc-SQUID gradiometer (Qu組側mDesign Inc.) having a 

good SIN ratio加 d出econ甘oller,Quantum Design Inc., Model 5000, for meru写uringIvlEG. 

百四detection∞臼 wasthe 24mm diameter, and the bぉcline is 30mm. 百ieSQUID Dewar 

was put 9n a wooden pedestal of adjustable height For EEG measurement, we used 2・

channel EEG system, N血onKohden Co., Model IvlEG・2000,and silver-silver chloride 

electrodes in dish type; these eleptrodes did not cause interference め出cmagnetic signals合om

brain activity. We tried to decrease elec佐omagneticnoise from the measurement system. For 

example, because the SQUID s~nsor detected the horizontal synchronizing signal from CRT 

display, we used a book-sized personal computer with a liquid crystal display.αie channel 

output合omthe SQUID con甘ollerand two channels of EEG’s outputs were taken into the 

book-size personal computer through the ADC card (National Instruments Co., DAQCard・

1200). The software controlling measurement, Lab VIEW, (National Instruments Co.), was 

installed in the computer, and the three-channel data were displayed onτFT display for the 

S叩印刷comparison. In m~u巾g mode, the each data were stored蜘 RAMin order to 

keep the processing speed of personal computer. 

Though the second order SQUID gradiometer showed a rather stable base line of the 

background magnetic field throughout a day，出eSQUID sensor detected a large 

electromagnetic noise σOHz) from the commercial powぽ linein or out of the laboratory. 

官iedata recorded by the SQUID sensor were processed to remove high合equency

componen包 over30Hz by means of a wavelet-bぉedmultiscale decomposition using 
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Daubechies’wavelet of N=6.百ien,we ~alyzed 血e phase correlation between the processed 

SQUID data and the original EEG data. 

Experimental 

百ieMEG was measured at the position of the largest α4・hy血mresponse on the 

head:8αn rear and 10αn upper part合omthe left e訂 holein出eposition. ’The detection coil 

of SQUID was set above the about lcm upper p訂tfrom the measuring position. 百ieEEG 

was measured by the monopolar recording, and two reference electrod岱 wereput on each of 

earl ob岱 indiagonal side of active electrodes, and the body earth wぉ takenin the center of 

forehead. Bぉedon the international 10・20system of elec甘odelayout, two active elec甘odes

were placed泊theregion of the cerebral cortex which controlled respectively the memory (F8) 

and the imaging σ3) activities. 百ieanalog bandwidths were, r岱 pectively,0・100Hz for the 

MEG and 0.5-30 Hz for the EEG. 明記dataof each channel were digitized at 300 Hz. 

The examinee was a 24・year-oldmale (normal). He lay on his stomach on a 

wooden bed with closing his eyes in the dark shielded room. Two kinds of tasks were 

imposed on the examinee. T；ぉkA was th剖 he甘iedめ thinkor image nothing during the 

measurement. We tend to think or image something, so in an our awakening this tぉk

co町espondsto producing the brain activity for retaining the unreal condition. Task B was 

that the examinee仕iedto keep remembering somewhat about his family. So he mainly used 

the highly intellec伽al白nctionof brain such as memory or imaging. Eye-closed data under 

these two kinds of tasks were measured for two minutes, and the portions with s甘ongα－

rhythm were mainly investigated 

Results and Discussion 

In the two-dimensional analysis of phase difference, each of the amplitude of MEG 

and EEG signals measured剖 thesame time wぉ plo悦 don the X coordinate and on the Y 

coordinate. When bo白ofMEG and EEG data showαrhythm pattern, the trajectory keeps a 

definite form because of the similarity of waveform and stable phase difference. For 

example, when these two waves have an equal企equencyand the phase difference of ±耳（rad),

this locus of phase correlation will move on the straight line due to proportionality of X組 dy 

coordinates.αl the other hand, the locus of phぉecorrelation draws a round shape when and 

血ephase difference is ±π：/2 (rad). However, if the EEG includes a different wave 

overlapped onαwave, the tr司ectoryshows a random figure due to the unstable phぉe

difference. 

We selected血cstart point of analyzed data where a p回 k( mountain or rill ) ofα 

rhythm appe訂edin the MEG recordings, and divided the I¥ffiG and the EEG data measured剖

the same time into every 0. 3・secondintervals. These data of 0.3・secondinterval were used 

as one sample where the two-dimensional analysis of phase difference was conducted. 百1e
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frequency of the αrhythm of白emeasured examinee wぉ about10 Hz so血剖 theduration of 

0.3 second included 3 wavelength of白cαrhythm. But the duration len凶1of the signal in 

the br泊 inducedby批凶kis unknown. Hence, the period of examining correlation 

between :tvlEG and EEG data was setめ be0. 3 second in order to reveal the change面白e

phase correlation. 百1etotal periods of the MEG and EEG recordings respectively were 

1840 seconds in the cぉeof th~ task A and 700 seconds泊血ccぉcof血etask B.百1eportion 

of MEG data withαrhy血mpattern was about 56 seconds h血ecase of task A, and that was 

about 40 seconds in the case of task B. 百1岱 Ccorresponded respectively to 186 samples in 

血ccase of the task A and to 133 samples in血ecase of the task B, where the 2・Danalysis of 

phase difference was conducted between the EEG and the MEG data. 

Figure 1 shows a typical example of MEG at the occiput, EEGs剖 F8and T3 of the 

intemational 10・20electrode layout system and the results of 2-D analysis of phase difference 

in the condition白紙twodifferent tasks. ’The trajectory in the condition of task Aseems to be 

血cπー∞町elationin白ephase difference between MEG and two EEGs, and白瓜 inthe 

condition of task B appears to be the π：/2・correlation. 百1edifference was not clearly detected 

at two different functional訂eaof the brain in the S創necondition of imposed task, since 

佐ajectorywas somewhat random even for the waves of equal frequency. 百1isimplies白at

白e甘ajectoriesC担motbe visually distinguished. Hence, we adopted an analysis of trajectory 

pattern by the Topology that is used to investigate a common property of different fi思ires.

百1enumber of Euler characteristic was calculated for every sample, and the distribution was 

compared in the condition of task A and B (see Figs. 2 and 3). In the condition of task A, 

血cEulerian index number is distributed widely and has the tailing to the smaller side.α1 

the other hand, the dis凶bution泊 thecondition of task B shows the sharp peak剖・3and its 

width is n釘rower出組曲剖 in白econdition of task A It follows from these findings that 

many甘ajectoriesin the condition of task A are not topologically an in-phase in comparison 

with those in task B. In the condition of task A，血cexar凶neeis subjected to great s甘essto 

keep selflessness. Because various functional regions of the brain may be activated in order 

to stay in the condition of阻止A,trajectories of 2-D analysis of phぉcdi宜erencebetween 

EEG and MEG data appear in rather random pat旬ms.α1出eother hand, the examinee uses 

the neural network con佐ollinga spec出cbrain activity when he keeps thinking or imaging his 

family 仰 kB), resulting in the tr本ctory’spatterns with a topologically common property. 

In conclusion, it wぉ effectivepractice for the visual inspection of change in brain 

activ勾thatwe conducted two-dimensional analysis of phase difference between MEG and 

EEG data measured at由csame time and then investigated血cdistribution of the Eulerian 

indexes of those tr司ectories. lbe measuring system composed of one SQUID fluxmeter and 

two-channel EEG device can sensitively detect白cdata necessary for出cphase difference 

analysis. 
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(a)The phase correlation (task A, at F8) 

(c)The phase correlation (task B, at F8) 

べ； 11~サ
｛時か－（町民｝

(b)The phase correlation (task A, at T3) 

回阿川刷～ーベ
で川竹刈r吋

(d)The phase correlation (task B, at T3) 

Fig. 1. The MEG data me制 redat the same time in the condition of two di1ferent tasks and也eirt吋ectoryplo臼．

(a）：凶kA,EEG at F8, (b）：加kA,EEG at’1'3, （の：t錨 kB,EEG at FS, (d）：悩kB,EEG at’1'3. 百esymbols of s 

組 dere可児ctivedenote the starting and the end points of the ph錨 ecorrelation. 
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condition of task B. Solid line: EEG at F8 (right brain), D路 bedline : EEG剖’f3(left brain). 
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II. 1. Radiosyntbesis of 1・［2・［18F]Flu o ro・1・
(hydroxymethyl）・Ethoxy]methyl-2・Nitroimidazole 

([18F]FENI) 

Wada H., Iwata R.*, /do T., and Takai Y**. 

CYRIC Tohoku University, Quantum Science ond Energy EngineerinιTohoku Universiイ
School of Medicine, Tohoku University”． 

百le2-niu・oimidazolenucleoside analog, RP・1101-3>,wぉ developedas a potential 

radiosensitizer for hypoxic tumor cells and is reported to have similar reduction potential and 

radiosensiti孟ngactivity to those of misonidazole and etanidazole, which are metabolically 

回 ppedby hypoxic cells. B邸 edon血位 selectivebinding and retention in hypoxic regions, 

it wぉ expected血atthe radiolabeled derivative of RP-170 would serve as a useful probe for 

hypoxic tissues as does [18町fluoromiso凶d位 :ole(FMIS0)4-

In this report, we describe a radiosynthesis of a fluorinated analog of RP-170, 1・［2・

fluoro・1-{hydroxymethyl)-ethoxy]methyl-2-nitroimidazole (FENI) from no-carrier-added 

[18F]fluoride. 

The precursor 4 for the preparation of [18F]FENI ([18F]2) was synthesized from RP-

170 (1 ), which was supplied by POLA Chemical Industries, Inc., according to白csynthetic 

scheme shown in Figure 1. It was prep訂edin the overall yield of 44% based on 1. 

Nca (18F]fluoride was produced via the 180(p,n）吋・ reactionwith a Cypris HM12 

cyclotron (Sumitomo Heavy Ind.）釦dadded to a glぉsvial containing K. 2. 2. 2. (30 mg) in 

MeCN (1 mL）.’The solution was heated at 110℃ and evaporated to dryness with the aid of 

aHeflow. To恥 residuewas add吋 asolution of 4 (5・6瑚 h句 DMF(1叫， andthe 

reaction mixture was heated剖 110℃ for5凶n(see Fig. 2の. The reaction wぉ quenchedby 

adding H20 (10 mL），組dthe resulting mixture was 凶 sed由rougha Sep-Pak Plus C18 

cartridge, which was then wぉhedwi白 0.05N HCl (10 mL）釦dH20 (10 mL）・百eiヤ

fluorinated product, [18F]5, retained by the C18 wぉ elutedwith MeCN ( 4 mL）.百leeluate 

wぉ evaporatedto dryness. To the residue was added a 0.05 N NaOH solution of 50% 

ethanol-in-water and the mixture was heated for 1凶nat 40℃（see Fig. 2b）・ Thereaction 

mixture wぉ pぉsed血roughan IC-H Plus cartridge for neutralization, and the eluate wぉ

evaporated to合yness. ’Theresidue was dissolved in an HP氏 solvent(MeCN-H20: 15/85) 

and i吋ectedonto a semi-prep刷羽田氏 Cl8column (A・324,10 mmx300 mm, YMC). 

官ieeffluent at a flow rate of 6. 0 mUmin was monitored with both radioactivity and UV 

de旬ctors,and the fraction containing the desrred product wぉ collected(see Fig. 3). 
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Chemical and radiochemical purity was assayed by analytical HPLC on a reverse phase C18 

column (Inertsil ODS BOA, 4.6 mmx250 mm, GL Sciences) with a solvent system of MeCN-

H20 (30刀0). No other radioactive peak than (18F］四NIor no UV peak corresponding to 

FENI was found. 

百1eradiosynthesis consists of commonly used procedures, two reaction steps of 

18F-substi旬tionand deprotection and two purification steps of solid phぉeextraction and final 

HPLC separation. Among them the first step mainly determined批 radiochemicalyield of the 

pr岱 entpreparation. As shown in Fig. 2a, it wぉ observedthat the radiochemical yield of 

[18F]S gradually increased up to only 14% during the first 4 min釦 dthen decreased and more 

hydrophilic degradation produc也 werefound to increぉein the reaction solution. It is 

suggested that the ether bond of 3 is likely to be cleaved by prolonged heating under the basic 

conditions. 

’The radioactive peak eluting剖 6.5・7.0凶n,corr岱 pondingto [18F]FENI ((18F]2 ), 

W笛 collectedand evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. ’The residue wぉ dissolved

in saline.百1eoverall synthesis time including HPLC purification and formulation w錨 less

血an90 min. 百iespecific activity was estimated to be higher than 26 GBq/mmol (0. 7 

Ci/mmol）剖 theend of the synthesis. 官官 av町agedecay-cor・rectedoverall radiochemical 

yield was 6.2% (3・11%,12runs). 
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III. 1. Mastoparan Causes Ca2• Release from Skeletal Muscle 
Sarcoplasmic Reticulum through its Binding to a 97 kDa Protein 

Hirata. Y. ・, N akahata N.＊・・・ 仰 dOhizumi Y. • 

Depar的問tof Pham昭伺tticalMolecular Biology，合ゆtaleSchool of Pham回ceuticalSciences, 

Tohoku University’ 

De par加 entof Pharmaceutical Cellular Signaling GraduaιSchool of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 

Tohoku University•• 

The 45Ca2+ release from the heavy fraction of sarcoplas凶creticulum (HSR) was 

accelerated by mぉtoparan(l¥.1P), radiolabelable [Tyr3]1¥.1P or caffeine in a concentration-

dependent manner. ’The EC50 values for l¥.1P, [Tyr3]1¥.1P and caffeine were approx加ately2.0 

μM, 7. 7 μMand 1.8 mM, respectively. We succeeded in the synthesis of [1251-Tyr3]1¥.1P 

with a high specific activity. 「25日 yr3]1¥.1Pbound spec泊callyto HSR with the Kn 4. 0 μM 

and the Bmax of 3. 0 nmol/mg. Furthermore, ［凶I-Tyr3]1¥.1Pspec泊callyα・oss-linkedto出e97 

kDa protein without direct binding to ryanod泊C receptor. 百1eprotein was not triadin or 

Ca2+ -pump, because anti-triadin antibody or anti-Ca2+ -pump antibody did not 

irnmunoprecipitate the protein. ’These results suggest that出e97 kDa l¥.1P binding protein 

may have an important role in the excitation-contraction coupling of skeletal muscle. 

Introduction 

Ryanodine receptor (RyR) is highly enriched in endings of the skeletal muscle 

sarcoplru写micreticul 

between plasmalemmal d血ydropyridinereceptor組 dRyR1）.百1eN-terminal domain of the 

RyR is a major site of interaction with regulatory proteins of血cchannel function2). 

However，せiedetailed mechanism of血cmodulation of Ry R by the regulatory proteins 

contai凶ngSR intrinsic proteins remains to be solved. 

l¥.1P, ate甘adecapeptidefrom wasp venom, is originally found as a histamine releぉer

from mast cells3). Recently, l¥.1P-induced Ca2+ releぉefrom SR hぉ beenreported by two 

groups4・5>. However, its detailed mechanism of action is unknown. 

To clarify the molecular basis of action of l¥.1P, we synthesized [125日 yr3]1¥.1Pwith a 

high specific activity. Using the ph訂macologicalprobe, we showed for the first time白紙

MP bound specifically to a 97 kDa protein in HSR of rabbit skeletal muscles. 
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Experimental Procedures 

Materials. 

MP (Ile-Asn-Leu-Lys-Ala-Leu-Ala-Ala-Leu-Ala-Lys-Lys-Ile-Leu-NH2｝組d

［乃「］MP (Ile・・Asn-Tyr-Lys-Ala-Leu-Ala必 a・Leu-Ala-Lys-Lys・Ile-Leu-NH2} were 

syn由esizedby a peptide synthesiz.er. HSR w錨 prep釘 edfrom rabbit skeletal muscle6). 

Synthesis of ［邸251-1‘yr1]MPwas performed by the chloramine-1 

45 caz+ release experiments. 
百ie45Ca2+ release from HSR passively preloaded with 45Ca2+ was measured at 0°C 

as described previously8>. 

f勺－Tyr3]MP binding assay. 

[l勺ーTyr]MPbinding was examined as follows. HSR (200 μg/ml) w錨 incubated

with 0.1・lOOμM［凶1-Tyr3]MP for 15 min at 0℃90 mM KCI, 50 mM MOPS-Tris (pH 7.0) 

and pCa 7. ’The amount of [1251・Tyr・3]MPbound was deter凶nedby filtration us旬

Wha加組 GF/Btlters under reduced pressure. Nonspecific binding was determined in the 

presence of 0 .5・1mM unlabeled [Tyr]MP . 

Cross-linldng experiments. 

’The heterobifunctional photor伺 .ctiveα'OSS・肱ingagent Sulfo-SANPAH (10 m附

wぉ reactedfirst wi血 primary.1amines of [1勺ーTyr3]MP (25 μ附ぬ forma succinimindy 1 

linkage at 0℃ in the dark in bu庄町 con凶ning50 mM HEPES-Na (pH 7.4), 90 mM KCI, 

and pCa 7. The modified [1251-Tyr 3]MP was coupled with free amino groups of HSR 

pro飽ins(1 mg/凶） by photoactivation. The photoactivation was performed by exposing 

with long wave (254 nm) and short wave (360 nm) for 4 min at 0℃. After ultrafil甘ation,

the sample was incubated in the'SDS S出nplebuff er overnight瓜 roomtemperature. After the 

samples wぽ Csubjected め SOS-PAGE,analysis of [1251・Tyr3]MPbinding to HSR proteins 

was pぽformedby using with an image analyzer (Molecul訂 ImagerGS・363,Bio-Rad 

laboratories). 

Imm開 oprec.伊itationexperiments. 

HSR proteins or HSR 抑制nscross-linked with [1勺・Tyr3]MPwere solubilized for 

lh on ice at a protein concentration of 1 mg/ml in buffer containing 3% (w/v) CHAPS, 1.0 M 

N aCI, 1 mM  dithiothreitol, 20 :mM T出－HCI(pH 7.4), and pro附 einhibitors. CHAPS-

solubilized HSR proteins were diluted 10・foldin 20 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.4) to reduce the 

high salt and detergent concentrations. Monoclonal (mouse) anti－甘iadinantibody (1: 50), 

monoclonal (mousの組6・SRCa2+-pump antibody (1: 50) or monoclonal (mouse) anti-RyR 

antibody (1: 50) was added to the supernatants, and the samples were incubated for 2 hat 4°C, 

followed by further incubation with protein A-Sepharose 4B beads (0. 27 mg/ml) for 2 h瓜
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4 °C. Immunoprecipitates were washed two or three times with buffer containing 20 mM 

Tris-HCI (pH 7.4), 0.15 M NaCl, 0.3% CHAPS and pCa 7. The s細 pieswere subjected to 

SDS-PAGE after the SDS sample buffer was added. 

Results 

eel+ release from HSR induced by MP or [Ty〆'.JMP.
The effi陥 ofMP, [Tyr]MP and caffeine on 45Ca2+ rele蹴 fromHSR vesicles WぽC

measured under the conditions in which the Ca2 .. ・－pumpdid not work. 百1e45Ca2+ release 

wぉ acceleratedby MP, (Tyr]MP or caffeine in a concentration-dependent manner, but the 

maximum response to MP or (Tyr]MP was larger伽出atto caffeine (Fig. 1）・’TheEC50 

values for MP, (Tyr]MP and caffeine were approx加ately2.0 μは 7.7μMand 1.8 mM, 

respectively. 

[1251・Tyr3]NIPBinding toHSR. 

We succeeded in血es抑制isof a radio-labeled MP analogue (125目的問 witha 

high specific activity (1. 3 kBq /pmol). Fig. 2 shows a saturation curve and a corresponding 

Scatchard plot of (1251-Tyr]MP binding to HSR. Specific binding of [1勺ーTyr3]MPto HSR 

was saturable (Fig. 2判． Scatch訂danalysis revealed削 [1勺ーTyr3]MPbound to a single 

biding si旬 witha Kn of 4. 0 μM and Bmax of 3. 0 nmol/mg (Fig. 2B）.’The Kn value wぉ

close to the EC50 value for (Tyr]MP in臼2+release. 

Iden ifi,cation o/97 k/Ja protein bound to {1251－η〆］MP.
In orderぬ ide凶 fythe binding protein(s) for [1251-Tyr3]MP in HSR vesicles, we 

performed cross-linking expe巾nen臼 wi由 usingSulfo・SANPAH. We found白at[12s1-

Tyr3]MP did not bind to RyR but to another protein of 97 kDa (Fig. 3B）・ r2s1・Tyr]MP

binding to the 97防 aprotein was inhibited by MP or unlabeled [Tyr3]MP (500 μ附（Fig.3 

C). To examine whether the 97 kDa protein is triadin or Ca2+ -pump, CHAPS-solubilized 

HS R proteins cross－肱edwith [1勺－Tyr]MP were immunoprecipitated with刷剖adin 

monoclonal antibody or anti・SR Ca2+-pump monoclonal antibody. These 

immunoprecipitated proteins were identified as triadin and Ca2+ -pump by immunoblotting 

using corresponding加 tibodies.(Fig. 4A and B). However, the 97 kDa [1251・Tyr]MP

binding protein was not immunoprecipitated with anti-triadin monoclonal antibody or anti-SR 

Ca2+ -pump monoclonal antibody (Fig. 4C）・’The97 kDa pro鉛inwas still detected in the 

supern剖飢tafter the immunoprecipitation (Fig. 4C). 

Discussion 

Under the conditions lacking the activity of the Ca2七pump剖 0°C,MP or [Tyr3]MP, 

like caffeine, induced 45Ca2+ releお C 合om由e4sca2＋・preloadedHSR in a concen甘ation-

dependent mannぽ・ MP包 4-timesmore potent than [Tyr3]MP in Ca2+ releasing activity. 
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’The low sensitivity of [Tyr3]MP would be the results from the replacement of Leu3 by Tyr in 

恥 structure. However, it is likely由at[Tyr3]MP causes Ca2+ rele蹴 with恥 same

mechanism as MP, because both drugs showed the same maximum response. 

We succeeded in the synthesis of [1251-Tyr3] MP to characterize the MP binding site. 

We found that [1勺－Tyr3]MPbound to HSR in a replaceぬleand saturable mann民凶叫ing

the existence of a specific binding site. 百1issite was of a single class with the K0 value of 

4.0 μ悦 whichwas s加日紅 ω由cEC so v剖uefor [Ty♂］MP in 45Ca2+ releru句e. Therefore, t h e 

binding site of (1251-1 

We found that [1勺ーTyr3]MPspecifically cross-linked with a 97 kDa protein, and the 

cross－馳ingwas inhibited by MP or unlabeled [Tyr3 ]MP. An immunoprecipitation by anti・

Ry R antibody did not recogn包e[12s1・Tyr3]MP-boundRyR, then we can rule out a possibility 

制 MPbinds d同 tlyto RyRs (data not shown）.’These observations suggest伽 tthe 97 

kDa protein interacts directly or indirectly with RyRs . 

百1ere訂esome pro旬insth剖 havemolecular mass of around 97 kDa in HSR, such 

as甘iadin9>,Ca2+ -pump10＞釦dthe 90 kDa11>. We ex制 nedwhe血er恥 97kDa ［口51-

Tyr3]MP binding pro民inis triadin or nol However, the加munoprecipita記dprotein wi出

制・triadinmonoclonal組 tibodywぉ not[1251-Tyr3]MP binding pro附， showing削 the97 

kDa protein was not triadin. Furthermore, the immunoprecipitated protein with anti-SR 

Ca2+ -pump monoclonal antibody was not the 97 kDa [1勺ーTyr3]MP binding protein. 

In conclusion, MP induces Ca2+ releぉethrough Ry R from HSR vesicle without 

directly binding to RyR. We identified a 97 kDa protein as出ctarget protein for MP in HSR 

vesicle. 百1e97 kDa protein may have an important role in the excitation-contraction 

coupling of skeletal muscle. MP is a useful pharmacology probe for elucidating the 

functional role of the 97 kDa protein. 
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III. 2. Neuroprotective Effects of Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitor 
and Glutamate Receptor Inhibitor on MPTP・inducedDopamine and 

DOPAC Depletion in Mice 

Kumagai T., Kosaka,R., /do T., Araki. T.ヘImaiY. *, Mizugald M. * * 
and /toyama Y；料＊

Introduction 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Cente.乃 TohokuUniversity 

Depar.伽 entof Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 

Tohoku University Gn必 lllteSchool of Science and Medicine* 

Depar加ientof Pharmaceutical Sciences, Tohoku University Ho.・ザital**

Depar.伽 entof Neurology, Tohoku University School of .J険 ・dicine***

1・Methyl-4-phenyl-1,2, 3, 6・tetr油ydropyridine(MPTP）お wellknown to produce 

clinical, biochemical and neuropathological changes analogous to those observed in idiopathic 

Parkinson’s disease. 百tisneurotoxin also leads to a deα・ease of dopamine content in the 

s凶atumand loss in the number of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic neurons泊 severalspecies 

inclu仙 gmonkeys1ベdogs3・4),cats5）釦dmice6・1＞.百ieneurotoxic effi陥 ofMP’fP are 

由oughtto be initiated by MPP+, which is a major metabolite formed by the monoamine 

oxidぉe(MAO) B-media飽doxidation of MPTP8). MPP+ is relatively taken up by high 

affinity dopru凶neand noradrenaline uptake systems and is subsequently accumula飽dwi血in

mitochondria of nigrostriatal dopaminergic cells. ’There it disrupts oxidative phosphorylation 

by inhibiting complex I of the electron住組sportch厄n9). 官tiscan lead to a number of 

deleterious effects on cellular functions, resul出gin neuronal cell death. Therefore, MPTP 

is widely used as a rodent model of Parkinson’s disease. 

To exan山ewhether N-me血yl-D-asp訂tate(NMDA) receptors or MAO are related to 

出eneurotoxicity induced by MPTP, we investigated possible e百ec・包 ofNMDA recepめr

antago凶stMK・801and MAO inhibitor p訂gylinein the striatum of MPTP・treatedmice. 

Materials and Methods 

Male C57BL/6 mice (22・28g) we問 usedin血iss旬dy. The mice received 

in tr叩erionealfour injections of MPTP (10 mgAcg) at 1 h intervals, the to凶 dosem凶 ce

being 40 mg/kg. In the present s胞の， therewere no died animals after MPTP甘eatmen包．

官temice were saαificed by cervical dislocation at l, 3組 d7 days after the last MPTP 

i吋ectionfor biochemical study as described below. 
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Measurement of dopamine and its metabolite 

百iemice were killed by cervical dislocation at 1, 3叩 d7 days after MPTP 

treatmen包. After decapitation, brains were quickly removed and the two striata were rapidly 

dissected out freehand on an ice-cold glぉsPetri dish. Samples were immediately weighted, 

then frozen and stored at・80°Cuntilぉsay. 百四dissectionprocedure was performed in less 

血an2 min. Striata were sonicated ice-cold 0.2 M perchloric acid containing 100 ng/ml 

isoproterenol as internal standard. Homogenates were centrifuged at 2500中mfor 15 min at 

4°C. 百 csupernatant was f比red(pore size 0. 45 μm, Millipore filtぽ） and a 30 μ1 aliquot of 

the supernatant was used for determination of出econtent of出cdopamine, 3,4・

仙 ydroxyphenylacetic acid (OOPAC) and isoproterenol by high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) with an elec甘oche凶叫 detector(ECD) （日com,Jap組）． The 

mobile phase consisted of 0.1 M sodium citrate-0.1 M sodium acetate solution (pH 3.5) 

including 1.064 M octane sulfonic acid and 0.013 mM EDTA 2Na and 15% (v/v) methanol. 

百ierecoveries of dopru凶ne,OOP AC and isoproterenol through the present procedures were 

> 93%. Levels of dop創凶ne組 dits metabolite were calculated from the comparison of 

simple peak area with internal standard peak region and are expressedぉ μgigtissue weight. 

Each group contained 5-9 mice. 

Experimental design 

百teanimals were divided into 7 groups; (1) Vehicle (saline）・甘e剖edgroup; 

(2)Pargyline (10 mg/kg）ー悦蹴dgroup; (3) MK-801 (3 mg/kg）ーtreatedgroup; ( 4) MPTP－加d

saline-treated group; (5）間枠組dpargyline (10 mg/kg）ーtreatedgroup; ( 6) MP’fP-and :MK-

801 (1 mg/kg）・treatedgroup; (7) MPTP-and MK-801 (3 mg/kg）ーtreatedgroup. ’The凶ce

were i吋∞旬dintraperitoneally (i. p.) with pargyline, MK・801or saline 30凶nbefore and 90 

min after the first 油削strationof MPTP (Groups 4, 5, 6 and 7). For groups 1, 2 and 3, 

pargyline (10 mg/kg）ー， MK・801(3 mg/kg）・ orsaline-treated凶ceWぽcinjected i. p. in the 

same manner with saline甘eatmen也 insteadof MPTP. In addition, pargyl泊ehydrochloride 

(Sigma) and MK・801maleate (Research Bioche凶 calsInt.) were dissolved in saline. The 

mice were killed by cervical dislocation剖3days after the last MPTP treatment to m伺 sure

do par凶neand its metabolite in the striatum. 

All values were expressed as means ±S. E. and statistical significance was evaluated 

using an analysis of variance (ANOV A) followed by Williams multiple range test. 

Results 

τbe depletion in dopamine and OOP AC content of the striatum induced by MPTP is 

shown in Fig. 1. Effects of pargy line and MK・801on the striatal dop卸凶neand OOPAC 

depletion in MPTP-treated mice are presented in Tables 1組 d2.

官1es凶a凶 dopam泊e叩 dOOPAC levels were significantly decreぉedfrom 1 day 

after MPTP仕ea伽tents. ’Thereafter,the striatal dopru凶neand DOP AC levels were markedly 
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reduced at 3 and 7 days after MPTP trea加1en也ぉ shownin Fig. 1. In addition, the 

depletion in s凶a凶 dopar凶neand OOP AC concentrations reached maximal levels at 3 days 

after MPTP trea回 ents. Although four i吋ectionsof MPTP caused a marked decreぉein 

do par凶ne釦 dOOPAC content of the mouse striatum after 3 days, pargyline was completely 

protective against MP’IP-induced dop捌 nedepletion in the striatum of mice (Table 1 ). 

However, this compound did not show a significant e妊ecton the striatal OOP AC levels in 

mice 3 days after MPTP甘eatments(Table 1). In contrast, :MK・801failed to protect ag泊施t

MPTPーinduceddopamine depletion in the mouse striatum. However, this drug prevented a 

significant reduction泊 thestriatal DOP AC content of mice 3 days after l¥1PTP treatments 

(Table 2). 

Discussion 

In the present study, we investigated the neuroprotective effects of pargyline and 

MK・801on MPTPーinduceddeα・ease in dopamine and its metabolite in the mouse striatum. 

MPTP caused a significant reduction in dop創凶neand OOP AC levels from 1 day. 

Thereafter, the depletion in the striatal dop但凶neand OOP AC concentrations reached maximal 

levels at 3 days after MPτ'P tr印刷ents. 百1erefore,we evaluated the effects of two drugs on 

the striatal dopamine and DOPAC levels瓜3days after MPTP treatments. 

MPTP is known to convert by the action of MAO-B to MPP+, which is the 

neurotoxic metabolite10>. It hぉ beenshown血atMAO inhibitors, especially MAO-B 

inhibitors, can protect ag剖nst MP’fPーinduced dopamine depletion and nigrostriatal 

dopaminergic cell death by preventing the conversion of MPTP to MPP+ 6'11). In the 

pr岱 entedstudy, pargyline (a relatively selective inhibitor of MAO-B) w路 completely

protective against MPTP-induced striatal dopamine depletion in mice. Furthermore, mice 

given pargyline and saline had the striatal dopamine levels higher than saline values. ’The 

findings suggest that pargyline can inhibit the conversion of dopamine to DOPAC. 

MK・801is one of the most potent and selective N:MDA receptor antagonist available 

and has been usedぉ aneuroprotectant to decrease ischemic injury in experimental m加 als.

百1erole of N:MDA receptors had also been extensively discussed in epilepsy, s甘okeand 

neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington’s disease, Alzheimer’s diseぉe, and 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis12). Interestingly, some previous evidences demonstrate血剖

MPP+ toxiciザismediated by NMDA receptors13'14). In contrast, other reports suggest由剖

MK-801 failed to protect against白enigral neurotoxicity caused by systemic administration of 

MPTP in mice or after local MPP+ injections in r剖SlS,16）＿’Thus,much evidence for the 

efficacy of MK・801against MPTPーinducedp訂kinsoniananimals is contradictory. In the 

pr岱 entstudy, MK・801showed no significant change on MPTP-induced dopamine depletion 

of the mouse striatum. 百1erefore,our findings seem to suggest th剖 NMDAreceptors are 

not mainly involved in mediating MPTP-or MPP+ -induced neurodegeneration. 
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In th~ pr岱 entstudy, of interest is that MK・801dose-dependently protected against 

MPTP-induced OOPAC depletion in the striatum of mice. 百1ere錨 onfor血isphenomenon 

is pr岱 entlyunclear. However, for both dopamine and DOPAC concen佐ationsin MPTP-

treated mice, MK・801showed a tendency to incr伺 sethese concentrations. Therefore, the 

白idingsseem to sugg凶 tthat ~MDA receptor組 tagonistcan partially protect against MPτ？－ 

induced neurodegeneration. 

In conclusion, our results show that NMDA receptors are not mainly involved in 

mediating MPTPーinducedneurodegeneration, whereas MAO・Bplays a crucial role in MPτ？－ 

induced degeneration of the ni~ostriatal dopaminergic neuronal p剖hway.
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Effects of pargyline on the striatal dopamin巴組dDOPAC content in MPTP-treated mice Table 1. 

DO PAC 

(μg/g tissue) 

Dopamine 

(μg/g tissue) 

Treatments 

4.60±0.58料

2.40±0.32 

2.0l ±0.2l 

2.35±0.13 

9.69±0.70料

l4.83 ± l.32“ 
l.タ7土0.30

12.82 ±0.42** 

Vehicle( saline) 

Pargyline ( l 0 mg/kg) 

MPTP+saline 

防1PTP+pargyline( lO mg/kg) 

Values蹴 expressedas mean±S.E.料 p<0.01,compared with MPTP＋叫inegroup (Williams multiple range test). 

n=5-6. Drug treatments schedules were expressed in experim巴ntaldesign section. 

Effects of恥fK-801on the striatal dopamine祖 dDOPAC content in恥iPTP-treatedmice Table 2. 

DOPAC 

(μg/ g tissue) 

Dopa min巴

（~lg/ g tissue) 

Treatments 

4.60土0.58*

4.91 ±0.35* 

2.01 ±0.21 

5.32土し37料

6.31±0.75材

9.69±0.70料

l l.l l土0.46料

1.97±0.30 

3.22±0.69 

1.83士0.19

Vehicle( saline) 

MK-80 l ( lO mg/kg) 

ル1PTP+saline
MPTP＋ル1K-80l(3 mg/kg) 

ル1PTP+MK-801(10 mg/I匂）

Values are exp郎副asmean±S .E.ヤ＜0.05，叫p<0.01,compared with MPTP+saline groupο/Villiams multiple 

r佃 getest). n=S. Drug treatments schedules we陀巴xpressedin experimental design section. 
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Figure 1. Levels of dopamine姐 dDOPAC in the striatum after恥.fPTPtreatments. 

Cont. ; saline-treated mice, 1 day; mic泡 1day after恥.fPTPtreatments, 3 days; mice 3 days after MPTP treatments, 

7 days; mice 7 days after MPTP treatments. Left half: dopamine levels. Right half; DOP AC levels. Values 

are exp郎副asmean ±S .E.叫 p<0.01,co岬 aredwith (Cont.) saline-treated group (Williams m山 ipletange test). 

n=6-9. 
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III. 3. Metabolism of [18F]fluorodiacylglycerol in Rat Hippocampal 
Neurons in Vitro 

Wakayama K. and /do T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

Positron emission tomogr叩hy(PE'I) has been contributed for the clinical diagnosis of 

various diseas岱，岱peciallybrain disorders by measuring cerebral blood flow, oxygen 

consumption and metabolism. Recent developments加 positron-emittingradio labeled 

ligands have made it to meお町C the binding capaciザofmany kinds of neurotransmitter 

receptors in humans. However, it is difficult to meぉureexactly the neuronal activities in the 

central nervous system (CNS）瓜present. In order to solve this problem, Imahori et al. have 

focused on the diacylglycerol as a second messenger in intracellular signal 甘組sduction

system and designed carbon-11 labeled 1,2・0・diacylglycerol([11C]DAG) as an excellent 

甘acerto enter the receptor-mediated Phosphoinositide (PI) turnover1＞.百1岱 eattempts are of 

interest in relation to the viewpoint for imaging second messenger systems in human brains. 

We recently succeeded to synthesize the DAG analogues with fluorine-18 (rac-l, 2・

[18F]FDAG). We also observed白瓜 thesecompounds can produce unique patterns in PI 

turnover, as compared with [11C]DAG. ’The administrated rac-l,2・[18F]FDAGin ra包 was

mainly metabolized into phosphatidyl・ぬ組olamine(PE) and phosphatidylcholine (PC), 

which are potent subs甘atesfor phospholip蹴 D(PLD)2>. These results indicate that rac-1,2・

[18F]FDAG can be a novel甘ac釘 toevaluate receptor-medi剖edneuronal activiti岱 linkedwith 

PLD. 

In order to examine exactly possible role of novel甘acerwith fluorine-18, we carried out 

in vitro study using hippoc創npalneurons. 

Methods 

Isolation and cu.lture of rat hippocampal neurons 

R剖 embryonichippoc担npalneurons were obtained from pregnant Spra伊 e-Dawleyra岱

with 18 days gestation. Brains were removed quickly from the embryos. Typically, 

hippocampi were dissected from the br血 s,and placed in 5. 0凶 ofCa2+ -and Mg2+ －合ee

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) con凶ning0.125% trypsin/ 0. 01 % DN錨 efor 10 m血剖

3アC. After adding 1 ml of fetal calf serum (FCS) to inhibit the activity of trypsin, cells 
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were dissociated by trituration with 1 ml and 200 μl polypropylene pipet tips. 百ie

preparation was centrifuged at 800 g for 5 min and白enthe pellet was gently re・suspendedin 

N eurobasal/B27 (25 μM 2-mercaptoethanol) medium. ’The cells were seeded on a 25 cm2 

E錨 kcoated with poly-D-lysine剖 concentrationof 3.2xl05 cells /cm2. 

Radio synthesis of rac-1,2-{18F}FDAG 

r叫ん［18F]FDAG was synthesized from no-carrier叫 ded [18F]fluoride3> and 

solubilized to Ca九 andMg人freePBS with negative charged liposome4>. 

Metabolism of rac-1,2-{18 F}FDAG on rat h伊J]JOcampalneurons 

Rat hippocampal neurons cultured for 7・10days were used. After washing twice cell 

surface with 2凶 ofPBS, rac-1,2・[18F]FDAGpreparation in this study (0. 5 mCi /2凶瓜ぉk)

wぉ appliedto血eneurons with or without indicated drugs, and the cells were incubated up to 

60 min. 百iereaction was terminated by removing the solution and adding 2 ml of ice-cold 

PBS to each flask. 

Lipid extraction 

After stopping the reaction, cell surface was wぉhedtwice by adding 2 ml of ice-cold 

PBS.τbe cells were detached by adding 0.125%甘yps泊， replacedto 15 ml tube, 

cen甘ifugedat 800 g for 5 min. After removing supernatant, the cells were further washed 

by adding 1 ml of PBS and repeated passings through a 1 ml blue pipet tip. After 

centrifugation of the cell suspension at 1200 g for 5 min, 400 μI of chloroform/methanol (2/1 

v/v) and 20μ1 of water were added into the pellet; the mixture W 笛 sonicated剖 30°Cfor 5 min 

and centrifuged at 1200 g after adding 200 μl of methanol. The supem剖antwas transferred 

to other tube, and 100 μl of chloroform/methanol (1/2 vル） and 5 μl of 5% KCl solution were 

added into the pellet by the same procedure as d岱 cribedabove. ’Then血esupernatants were 

collected 

Metabolites analysis 

Radioactivities in血cc羽ractwぉ measuredwith a well-type gamma counter and the 

radioactive metabolites in the ex甘actWぽcsep訂剖edby出h layer chromatographyσ工C)

using a silica gel pl脱却da solvent sys旬m( chloroform:acetone: methanol:acetic acid:water, 

45:15:13:12:8 v/v）.百ieradio釦 tivityin each metabolite wぉ measuredusing image analyzer 

BAS5000. 

Results and Discussion 

Lipidic fractions were extracted from neurons exposed加 rao・1,2・［18F]FDAGup to 

60凶 n.rao・1,2・[18F]FDAGmetabolites produced by phospholipid turnover such錨［18F]PE,
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[18F]PC and [18F]phosphoinositides ((18F]Pls) were detected by T印 刷ysisσig.l(A））・

By measuring血eseactivities, the present study was showed白紙［18F]PEand [18F]PC were 

the main metabolites (37% and 24 %泊wholephospholipid, respectively)(Fig. l(B））・’Th岱 C

findings suggest白瓜 rac-1,2・[18F]FDAGWお甘appedon cell surfaces of neurons and 

泊corporatedinto 血e phospholipid turnover ぉsociatedwith the in甘acellular signal 

transduction, particulru匂PLD.

rac・・1,2・[18F]FDAGmetabolism into phospholipids without a drug st加 ulusr伺 cheda 

steady state at 30 min.αt the other hand, the stimulus with carbachol, agonist of 

muscarinic cholinergic receptor (mAChR) coniugated with PLC, caused a time- end e I 1 t 

increase of白erぽ－1,2－［吋］FDAGinco中oration誠 leastup to 60凶 n(Fig. 2(A)). A s 

shown in Fig. 2(B), the increase of whole phospholipid wぉ mainlydue to the incorporation 

of Ii削，2-[18町FDAGinto [18F]PE. 

There wぉ nocorrelation between metabolism of rac-l, 2・［18F]FDAGand carbachol 

concentration (> 1 Oμ附．百1emetabolic ratio into phospholipi也 wぉ significantlylarger th釦

the control （めout150% of co附 ol）・ Among血em,[18F]Pls and ［吋］PEwぉ increasedas 

comp訂edwith the contr叫（150%and 170% of control respectively), whereぉ［18F]PCdid not 

show significant difference (Fig. 3）.百1eseresponses were inhibited by pre-incubation of 

atropine, mAChR antagonist (Fig. 4). Since Pis and PE are subs回 tesfor PLC and PLD, 

respectively，江 isconceivable出atrac-1,2・[18F]FDAGis incorporated into the phospholipid 

旬moverassociated with neuronal signal transduction. No difference wぉ observedin 

metabolism into [18F]PC between carbachol-treated and the control neurons. The results 

suggest that the conversion of rac-l, 2-[18F]FDAG into [18F]PC is caused by re-cons加 ction

of cellular membrane. 

When neurons were treated with pho巾ol12・myris凶 13-acetate(PMA), PKC-

dependent PLD activator, the rぽー1,2・［18F]FDAGmetabolic ratio泊to[18F]Pls had a low 

value as compared with carbachol-treated neurons (about 120% of con甘ol)(Fig.5). It is 

well known that PMA doesn't activate PLC directly. 百ierefore,our白1dingssuggest that 

P印 activationcaused恥 inere蹴 ofrac-l, 2-[18F]FDAG metabolic ratio into [18F]PE 

because白瓜 rac-1,2・［18F]FDAGcould not be incorporated into the PI turnover. It also 

sugges白血剖 theincrease of [18F]PE in carbachol－甘eatedneurons is not due to the PLC 

activation but due to the PLD activation. 

Both stimulus studies with carbachol and PMA showed 5・fold・higher metabolic ratio 

into [18F]PE as compared with into [18F]Pls. Taken toge由 民 th岱 er岱 ultssuggest白瓜 rac-

1,2・［18F]FDAGis incorporated蜘由ePE孔 D turnover mainly and me帥 olizedinto 

[18F]PE finally. 

In conclusion, these results demonstrate 由cactivation of rac-1, 2・[18F]FDAG

metabolism mediated by PLD in r剖 hippocampalneurons. 百1erefore,we sugg凶 tthat rac・・

1,2・［18F]FDAGmay be use~l. as a novel tracer for im匂ingsignal transductions in .brain 
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neurons. 
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Introduction 

Nitric oxide (NO) is an intracellular and short-Iぉtingmessenger molecule th剖 is

synthesized from lrargin泊ein several tissues by a reaction catalyzed by NO synthase 

(NOS)1・2). In the central nervous system (CNS), NO hぉ beenproposed to be implicated in 

many physiological, pathological and biochemical conditions, such as learning and memory3・4). 

NOS h錨 beenalso localiz.ed泊由eneuronal cells in specific regions, with highest expression 

加 neuronsof the cerebellum and olfactory bulb of r剖 brains,by immunohistochemical 

studies5）.百1erefore,these observations are of interest with regard to the role of NO in the 

re思ilationof neuronal function. 

Several studies suggest出atN°-nitro・lrarginine,a non-selective NOS inhibitor, can 

cause catalepsy in experimen凶 an加als6..s>. It is known that NOS-positive cells are found in 

出estriatum9) and antagonism of NO formation hぉ beenshown to decreぉedopamine releぉe

泊 thisstructure10). However, a recent study indicates出atNOS inhibitors can cause a 

marked increase of dopamine content in the r剖 striatum11）.’Th us conflicting results 

regarding the possible role of NO are apparent in dopaminergic transmission. 

It is known由剖 ca凶epsyhぉ beendefined as a failure to correct an ex甘emely

imposed posture. 百1erefore,it has been widely used to evaluate motor effects of various 

drugs, particularly those related to the extrapyramidal system12>. Previous studies also 

reported血atpole test may be of value in the screening of anti-parkinsoni組 agents13). In the 

present study, therefore, we investigated possible motor effects of Na-ni甘0・L-argininemethyl 

ester (lr NAME), a non-sel削 veNOS inhibitor, and 7-nitroindazole (7・NI),a neuronal NOS 

(nNOS) inhibitor, using bo出 ca凶epsyand pole tes包 in凶ce. We also examined the 

dopamine and its metabolite contents in each drug-treated mouse. 
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Material and Methods 

陥 leddy mice, 5 weeks old (25・32g)were used加 thisstudy. 官1e組加alswere 

housed in air-condi姐.onedrooms剖 roomtemperature of 22:!: 1°C and under a 12・hrlight-dark 

cycle with standard food and tap water available瓜libitum.

7・NI(R蹴釘・chBiochemicals Int.), L-N A阻 hydrochloride(Research Bioche凶cals

Int) and L-arginine (Si伊 a)were used泊 thisstudy. 7・NI( 40, 80 and 160 mg/kg) was 

suspended in peanut oil and was given subcu凶 eously(sc）泊 mice. レNA阻 Wお

dissolved in saline and wぉ givensc in mice. L-Arginine was dissolved泊 salineand was 

injected intraperitoneally (ip) in mice. 

Catalepsy test 

Tome錨 ureca凶epticsymptoms such as北inesiaand rigidity, bar-test ca凶epsywas 

evaluated by placing bo血forepawsof the mouse over a horizontal bar (diameter: 0. 2 cm), 

elevated 15 cm from floor. 官1etime during which the animals maintained this position was 

recorded up. In preliminary s伽dy,the test was performed at immediately before (0 hr) and 

1, 2, 4 and 24 hr after the treatment of each drug. For the evaluation of drugs, the test wぉ

performed at immediately before (0 hr) and 2 and 4 hr after drug佐eatment. Each group 

contained 7 mice. All values were expressed as means:!:S. E. and statistical significance wぉ

evaluated using組側ysisof variance (ANOV A) followed by Williams multiple range test. 

Pole test 

To measure the degree of bradykinesia, a typical symptom of parkinsonism, pole test 

was p町formedaccording to出emethod of Ogawa et al. 13> with minor modifications 14＞.官1e

mousewぉ placedhead upward on the top of a rough-surfaced pole (8 mm in diameter and 50 

cm泊 height)which was wrapped doubly with gauze to prevent slipping: the time until it 

turned completely downward σturn) and出etime until it climbed down to the floor σ工A)
were examined. In prelim泊町 study,the t創刊 performedat immediately before (0 hr) 

組 d1, 2, 4 and 24 hr after the treatment of each drug. For the evaluation of drugs, the旬st

wぉ performed剖加mediatelybefore (0 hr) and 2 and 4 hr after drug悦 atment. Each group 

contained 7 mice. All values were expressedぉ means±S.E. and statistical significance was 

evaluated using an analysis of variance (ANOV A) followed by Williams multiple range test. 

Measurement ofゐ~amineand its metabolites 

百1emice were killed by cervical dislocation at 4 hr after the treatment of each drug. 

Af胞rdecapitation, brains w釘cquickly removed and the two striata were rapidly dissected out 

freehand on an ice-cold glass Pe甘idish. Samples were immediately weighted，也enfrozen 

and stored at --80°C untilぉsay. 百1edissection procedure wぉ performedin l岱 S出釦2min.

Striata were sonicated ice-cold 0. 2M perchloric acid containing 100 ng/ml isoproterenol as 

internal standard. Homogenates were cen凶fugedat 3000 rpm for 20 min at 4 °C. 百1e
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supernatant W錨 filtered(pore size 0.45μm, Millipore ftltぽ） and a 30・μIaliquot of the 

supernatant was used for determination of the dopamine, 3, 4・dihydroxyphenylaceticacid 

(DOP AC), homovanillic acid (HV:め and isoproterenol by high-performance liquid 

chromatography例PLC)with an elec甘oche凶叫 detector(ECD) (Eicom, J叩加）． The 

mobile phase consisted of O. lM sodium citrate-0. lM sodium ace凶 esolution (pH 3.5) 

inclu仙 g1.064 M octane sulfonic acid and 0.013 mM N3zE町 '.Aand 15% (v/v) methanol. 

百ierecoveries of dop創凶ne，以）PAC,HVA and isoproterenol through the present procedur岱

were >93%. Levels of dopru:凶ne,DOPAC and HVA were calculated from the comparison 

of simple peak訂 eawith internal standard peak region and are expressed as μgig tissue weight. 

Each group contained 4 mice. All values were expressed as means±S.E. and statistical 

significance was evaluated using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Williams 

multiple range test. 

Results 

E詐ctofL-NAME悦側renton motor activii旬

L-NAME caused a significant and dose-dependent c剖alepticeffect in出crange of 

40・160mg/kgぉ shownin Fig. 1. 百iecataleptic effect developed gradually from 1 hr after 

L-NAME i吋ection釦 dlぉtedmore血an4 hr. After 24 hr, L-NAME-induced cataleptic 

e旺ectwas not observed in mice. In pole test, L-NAME also produced a prolongation of 

Ttum and TIA加adose-dependent mannerぉ shownin Fig. 2. 百iesemotor deficits were 

especially noted in higher dose of 160 mg/kg and developed gradually from 1 hr after L-

NAME treatment and lasting more than 4 hr. After 24 hr, however, this effect was not evident 

m mice. 

Effecto/7・NI 悦細胞~nton motor activity 

7・NIcaused a significant and dose-dependent C剖alepticeffect in the range of 40・160

mg/kg as shown in Fig. 3. 官ieca凶epticeffect developed gradually from 1 hr after 7・NI

injection and lぉtedmore thaJ:l 4 hr. After 24 hr, 7・NI-inducedca凶epticeffect W錨 not

observed in mice. In pole test, 7・NIalso produced a prolongation of Tturn and百A in a 

dose-dependent m創merぉ shownin Fig. 4. These motor deficits were especially noted in 

higher dose of 160 mg/kg and developed gradually仕om1 hr after 7・NItr伺 tmentand lasting 

more than 4 hr. After 24 hr, however, this effect was not significance in mice. 

Effect of each drug on the content of dopamine and its metabolites初 thestriatum 

Four hours a加しNA阻（160mg/kg) treatment, no si伊ificantchange in dopamine, 

DOPAC and HVA content were observed in the striatum. 百ierefore,the change for 

dopamine turnovぽ wasnot found.αl the o白erhand, 7・NI(160 mg/kg) caused a 

significant hα伺 sein the striatal dop担ninecontent 4 hr after血etr ea卸tent. In contrast, no 
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significant change in OOPAC and HVA content was observed. For dopamine turnover, 7・

NI produced a significant reduction in the striatum (Fig. 5). 

Effect of L-argi,nine on L-NAME-or 7-NJ-induced catalepsy 

L-NAME or 7・NIincre凶 edcatalepsy compared with the e百ectof vehicle. 百ie

c庄ectswere especially noticed at 2 and 4 hr after each drug甘eatment. 百ieca凶epticaction 

of L-NAME or 7・NIwas sigr世ficantlyantagonized by the treatment with L-argi凶ne(Fig. 6). 

Discussion 

In由isstudy, L-NAME and 7・NIalso caused a significant and dose-dependent 

cataleptic effect in the range of 40-160 mg/kg. In pole test, both drugs produced a 

significant prolongation of Ttum組 dTLA in a dose-dependent manner. 百iemotor deficit in 

7・NI-treatedmice was more pronounced than that in L-NAME-treated an加als. 百iese

白ndingsstrongly indicate that NOS inhibitors can mduce motor deficiency in mice. 

It is possible th瓜 NOSinhibitors decreぉelocomotor activity by interfering with 

striatal dopamine. For example, it is known出atantagonism of NO formation attenuates 

dop但凶nerelease in the s甘iatum10・15>and inhibits the increぉedlocomotor activity found after 

dop田nineagonist甘eatment16・11>. In the present s知dy,L-NAME showed no significant 

change in dop出凶ne,DOPAC and HVA content in the striatum. On the other hand, 7・NI

caused a significant inα・eぉein the striatal dop創ninecontent, whereas this drug showed no 

significant change in OOP AC and HV A content in the striatum. That is why 7・NIproduced 

a signi白cantdecrease in the dopamine知mover. Thus, these results suggest that the 

mechanism in the motor deficit caused by NOS inhibitors is different from that in血cmotor 

deficit induced by the decrease of dopaminergic neurotransmission in the striatum, suchぉ

haloperidol. Recent studies demonstrate出at7・NIhas a MAO inhibitory-like property 

besides its action on NOS11・18). 明日refore,it is suggested th剖 NOSinhibitor can cause a 

significant increぉein dopamine content in the striatum. These observations訂e,at least in 

part, consistent with our present findings. 

To further precise the mechanism of NOS inhibitors, we studied the effect of L-

arginine on motor deficit induced by NOS inhibitors. In the present study, the cataleptic 

action of L-NAME or 7・NIwas significantly antagonized by the仕切伽tentwith L-arginine, 

suggesting that inhibition of NO formation may be implicated. ’These findings suggest血at

NO also plays a key role in control of motor behavior. In the present study, however, it is 

difficult to infer剖由cmoment whether antagonism of the peripheral or the central enzyme is 

involved. From our findings白atthe motor deficit induced by 7・NIwas more pronounced 

than血atcaused by L-NAME, it is conceivable th剖 theinhibition of nNOS may induce motor 

deficit in mice. 

NO has complex interactions with NMDんmediatedneurotransmission. For 

example, NO can mediate the NMDA也iducedincreぉe泊 cyclicG MP, but inhibit NMDA-
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induced increase泊intracellularCa2+ and NOS ac“vity, and antagonize血eNMDA receptors 19・

22>. It has been also suggested that NO can regul剖cexcitatory amino acid release23>. In the 

present study, therefore, the action of NOS inhibitors against NMDA-mediated 

neurotransmission may explain the motor deficit induced by these inhibitors. However, 

further studies are necessary to cl訂ifythe precise mechanisms for our findings. 

In conclusion, our results show that NOS inhibitors can induce motor deficit in mice. 

Furthermore, we spec凶ateth瓜 nNOSmay play some role in control of motor behavior. 
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III. S. Characterization of Neuropeptide Interactions with 
Glycolipid Receptors by Surface Plasmon Resonance 

均 Ides-GonzalezTリ InagawaJ.*,and/do T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University Biacor~ろおかo*

In this s知dywe used the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) to characterize the 

interaction of neuropeptides with liposomes containing gangliosides. Besides we 

investigated which moiety of gangliosides has出efundamental role in the interaction with the 

neuropeptides. We also analyzed the c百ectof ea2+ in the ganglioside-neuropeptide bindings. 

We found that it is possible to characterize with reproducibility the peptide-ganglioside 

interactions with a HPA sensor chip, using SPR and th剖 allthe studied peptides showed 

affinity from 10・5to10・7Mwith the g組 gliosides. 百ieinteractions were as follows: 

for GMl, DYN=AMY42=G.必..＝SUB>SOM=BRD>OXY=ENK;
・for GDla, DYN>AMY42=GAL=SUB=S0M=BRA=0XY=ENK and 
for GTlb, DYN=AMY42=SUB >GAL=SOM=BRA=OXY>ENK. 

百四 gangliosidesug紅 moietyhas an important role in the interaction because 

peptides interacted fundamentally with the ganglioside sialic acid. Ca2+ promotes several 

changes in peptide-glycolipid bindings. 

Introduction 

Data about ganglioside-neuropeptide affini勿， kinetics,and spec出city,could greatly 

contribute to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the interaction between 

neuropeptides and gangliosides. Unfortunately, there is only a few information about these 

p紅白neters1・3)and it is not always used a technique with sensibility enough to obtain them 

with confidence. B凶 ides,in most of the techniques the gangliosides do not have cell 

surface-like pr凶 entation, which is important for understanding gangliosides real 

behaviour4・5). 

Surface plぉmonresonance (SPR) is a sensitive method血剖 hぉ providedgood 

results for protein binding to glycolipid receptor, using CMS sensor chip6・7). A higher 

response has been reported recently for interaction of asialo・GMl with the H2G 10 protein 

using HPA sensor, where liposomes containing gangliosides were fused to the chip to form a 

hybrid bilayer surface and the HPA sensor showed ten times higher capacity for H2G 10 

bindingぉ liposomalsurface，出anexperiments with CMS chips8>. Due to the low molecular 
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weight of neuropeptides it is necessary to prepare chips that provides more molec:刈e

bound/sensor surface. In this study we have used the SPR technique to obtain kinetic and 

affinity constan包 tocharac旬rizethe interaction of peptidesσめle1) wi血 liposomes

con旬i凶nggangliosid岱・ Bes id岱， weinvestigated which ganglioside moiety has the main 

role in these interactions and also, the effect that ea2+ has in peptide-ganglioside bindings. 

Methods 

Llposome preparation-Mixtures conta泊ingDMPC and a single ganglioside were 

dissolved in CH Cl3 and dried in gl俗 svials under vacuum for 10 min. The mixtures were 

r凶 uspendedby vortexing in 0.5 ml HEPES buffer and placed泊 asonic b剖hfor 30s. 

Suspensions containing the liposomes wぽeextruded (30 pぉses）白rough2 polycarbonate 

filters of 50 nm in a Liposofast apparatus and i吋ectedimmediately to the sensor chip. 

HP A chips prep訂ation-HP A sensor was docked in a BIACORE 2000 biosensor 

system, wぉbedwith 20 ul of 20mM CHAPS or n-octy lglucoside剖SuVminand after 30 uL 

of liposome preparation was fused to the surface of sensor flow cell to form flat hybrid 

bilayer剖 luUmin. 百ten,SuL of lOmM NaOH were i吋ectedto remove the incompletely 

fused liposomes. The prepar~tion of each flow cell was made individually, to ob凶nDMPC, 

GMl, GTlb and GDla monolayers in flow cells 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 百teS創ne

procedure was used to prepare asialo・GMlsurface including sensor, to obtain an order GMl, 

asialo・GMl,GTlb and GDla in flow cell 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. All白Cmeru匂urements

and surfaces regeneration were carried out in HEPES buffered saline which contained lOmM 

HEPES, pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl. Analyses were performed at 25 °C. 

Peptide i吋ections-Peptidesσable 1) were dissolved in HEPES bu庄町 pH7.4 to 

400・3.65ug/mL組 d15uL were i吋ectedindividually剖 5uUmin.Sensor surfaces were 

regenerated with HEPES buffer. For analysis of ea2+ effect, peptides were dissolved in 

HEPES buff er pH 7. 4 but all白cmeぉuremenu雪andsurfaces regeneration were carried out in 

HEPES buffered saline which contained lOmM HEPES, pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl and 

2.8mMCaC12・

Analysis of peptide-g釦 glioside interaction-Association and dissociation rate 

constants were calculated by nonlinear fitting of the primary sensorgram data using the BIA 

evaluation 2.0 software. The dissociation 凶 econstant (K0rr) is derived using the equation 

Rt= Rtoe-Koft(t-to), 

where R. is the response at time t, R.o is the amplitude of the initial response. 百1e

association r剖econstant (k0n) c組 thenbe derived using equation 

R. = [konCRmax(l -e-(konC +Koff)•)] Jkonc +Koff. 

Where R. is the response at time t, Rmax is the maximum r岱 ponse,C is由econcentration of 
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peptide in solution and K0tr the dissociation r剖econstant. Affinities were calculated from 

rate constants. 

Results 

HPA chip prep紅 ation：’Thewashing of flow cells surfaces with n-00 before 

liposome fusion gave better charactぽisticsof the sensorgramas than with CHAPS and the 

stability of the base line is recovered immediately after the detergent injection. For白at

reasons, we used n-00 in all the next experiments. Monolayer surfaces containing 

glycolipids were obtained injecting NaOH on the bilayer surfaces (Fig. 1）・ Typicallythe 

liposome monolayers showed RU values around 1000 for polysialogangliosides GTlb 20%, 

GDla 15%, and about 2000 RU for DMPC 20%, GMl 20% and asialo・GMl209る. All the 

prepared surfaces provided a stable baseline for determination of peptide binding specificity 

and kinetics. Liposomes containing 20% of gangliosides were also tested, but with 

liposomes conta泊ingGTlbl59るwasobtained a higher monolayer yield r岱 pectto bilayer. 

Liposomes containing only DMPC were used as blank surfaces to determine non-specific 

binding. 

Binding Specificity and Affinities of peptides: 

百四profilesof peptides binding to different g釦 gliosid岱 areshown in Fig. 2. All 

由cpeptides showed some interaction with g組 gliosides. ENK had the lowest binding and 

SUB血chigh岱 L 百iepeptide specificity to GTlb and GDla were higher in all the cas岱

出anto GMl, except for SUB and AMY42. Tacking in account only血epeptides血at

showed RU values higher than 250 RU, the specificity decreased as follows: 

for GMl, SUB>SOM>DYN>AMY as shows the Fig.2a); 
for GDla, SUB>S0M>DYN>BRA>AMY42 as shows the Fig.2b) and 
for GTlb, SUB>S0M>DYN>AMY42>BRA as shows the Fig.2c). 

百ieaffinities of ganglioside-peptide interaction are shown in Table 2. All the studied 

peptides showed affinity from 10・5to10・7M with the gangliosides, but following the scheme: 

for GMl, DYN=AMY42=GAL=SUB>S0M=BRD>0XY=ENK; 
for GDla, DYN>AMY42=GAL=SUB=S0M=BRA=0XY=ENK and 
for GTlb, DYN=AMY42=SUB >GAL=SOM=BRA=OXY>ENK 

Peptides binding kinetiα： 

In all the cぉes,SUB showed the highest RU values when compared with the other 

peptides, and these interactions depended markedly on peptide concentration. 官1e

interaction of SUB with surfaces containing DMPC, GMl, GDla and GTlb at 9.25 uM 

compared with the sensorgrams剖 2.31 uM shows more rapid association for liposomes 

con ta泊加gdi・and甘isialogangliosid岱 andslower dissociation rate in血eintaraction with all 
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the liposomes. At 37 uM all the sensorgr担nshave the same linear pat胞m泊thedissociation 

phぉeand the liposom岱 con凶ninggangliosides have similar binding. At 148 uM the 

sensorgrams of the liposomes containing gangliosides recovered血ccurve shape in the 

association phase, the association-rates were faster and the binding strength were similar for 

all the gangliosid岱．百telinearity in the association phase was also found for AMY42 at 

5.SuM with GMl, GDla and GTlb. For SUB, AMY42 and DYN higher association-rates 

were found at lower concentrations (Table 2). 

B的dingto asialo-GMJ: 

When the peptides were injected simultaneously on surfaces cont泊tingasialo・GMl

and GMl respectively，組d由eobtained sensorgrams comp訂ed,in most of the cases a higher 

RU values were observed for binding to GMl. For ENK, OXY, SOM and GAL the 

differences were higher than 300 RU. Nevertheless for DYN and AMY42 not significant 

differences were observed (Fig. 3 ). 

Effect of Ca2+ on peptide binding to liposomes. When the HEPES buffer 

contain泊g2. 8mM of CaC12 was used in the assays, several changes occurred for peptide-

glycolipid interactions (Table III). For BRD, in all the cases恥 presenceof Ca2＋凶 a

positive effect （泊creぉing)and a negative effect ( decreぉing)for AMY42, mainly in the 

interaction with liposomes containing glycolipids. For ENK, also an inαeぉingin affinity 

was observed, except in the interaction with GDla. For SOM and DYN the Ca2+ did not exert 

c百ecton出cinteraction with surfaces containing g加 gliosides,nevertheless the affinity with 

Asialo・GMl泊creased. OXY showed and irregular behavior: the binding increased for 

Asialo-GMl and GMl, decreased for GDla and did not change for GTlb. 官iehighest 

change observed was the increase of GAL binding to GTl b （ぬout800RU) (Fig. 4). 

Discussion 

百teuse of HPA sensor chip in our experiments allowed to characterize the 

interaction of liposomes containing gangliosides with such small molecules like neuropeptides, 

which is difficult to do by other means. Moreover, the fact that using this sensor chip the 

surfaces con凶ninggangliosides 1 are presented in form of a flat bilayer and not like liposomes, 

provides more accessibility to the binding sites which is a fundamental feature when analyzing 

very small molecules. 

Nowadays, the information about the structures, biodistribution and biosynthesis of 

neuropeptides is extensive, and the mechanisms by which many of these peptides act on 

peripheral tissues紅 enow quite well understood. However for a full understanding of the 

functions of neuropeptides within the CNS, the knowledge of the interaction with 

gangliosides may have an important role. Al血oughnot all the peptides may function directly 

through the interaction with gangliosides, the fact that gangliosides are concen甘atedh由e
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membrane of neuron and have been proposed to be implicated in signal transduction enlarge 

the possibility of血cinteraction of peptide with gangliosides in some stage of its mechanisms 

9・10>. To our knowledge, we report first time由Cuse of SPR using HPA sensor chip for the 

study of small molecules suchぉ neuropeptid凶・ We also report we first time series of 

kinetics data about the interaction of opiod and no opioid peptides with gangliosides血atwe 

consider valuable for further experiments. 百1eCa2+ may exert its e百ectby changes the three 

dimensional sturc細胞of gangliosides11> or by interfere the binding sites of ganglioside, or by 

combination of both. 官iisway it is possible to expl剖nthe i汀egul訂 effectsof Ca2+ on 

peptide-ganglioside interactions. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of peptides used in this study. 

Fragment weight Structure 
Pc::ptiJc:: 

ENK 555.6 ひ，・－Gfy-Gfy-Phe・Leu
Enkcphalin 

OXY 1007.2 Cys-Tyr-lle-Gln-Asn-Cys-Pro-Leu-GI y-N f-h 
Oxytocin (CvsJ-Cysl4 disult) 

BRO 1060.:? Arg-Pro・p，.・o・Gly-Phe-S<!r-Pro-Phe-Arg
Brady kin in 

SOM 1637.9 Ala-Gly-Cys-Lys-Asn・Phe-Phc::-Trp-Lys・Thr-Phe-Thr-
Somatostatin Ser-Cys 

(Cys3・Cys14 disulf〕

SUB 1347.6 Arg-Pro-Lys-Pro-Gln-Gln-Phe-Phe-Gly-Leu-Met-NH2 
Substance P 

OYN 2147.5 Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe・Leu-Arg-Arg-lle-Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-
Dynorphin Lys-Tro-Aso-Asn-Gln 

GAL 3164.6 Gly~~中is－・r：：－~＝~・－｛Asn-Ser-Ala・Gly-Tyr-Leu-Leu-Gly-
galanin Pro-His-Ala- al・Gly-Asn・His-Arg-Ser-Phe・Ser・Asp-

Lys-Asn・Gly-Leu-Thr-Ser

AMY42 4514.1 Asp-Ala-GitトPhe-Arg-His-Asp-Ser-Gly-Tyr-Glu・Val・

Bcta-Amyloid His-His-Gln-Lys-Leu-Val-Phe・Phe-Ala・Glu-Asp-Val-

.i2 Gly-Ser-Asn-Lys-Gly-Ala・lle-lle-Gly-Leu-Met-Val・
Gly-Gly・Val・Val・Ile-Ala
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Table 2. Aff泊itiesand rate constants for peptide b泊d泊gto liposomes. 

Ganglioside Peptide ka.¥'!i iルr'.f'J kdiss・0・＇J K♂tル。

GMI ENK 8.61xl0~ l.26xl0・2 9.4xl0・3

OXY 9.54x101 l.45xl0・2 l.5xl0・5

BRD l.4'.!xl01 2.17xl0・2 l.5xl0・6

SOM 8.18xl03 4.60xl0・2 5.6xl0・6

SUB 1.<>2x I 04 l.OOxlO・2 3.3xl0・7

DYN l.38xlO"' 4.13x10・E 3.0xlO・7

GAL 6.6x10・' 2.72xl0・2 4.0xlO・？

AMY42 l.58xl04 8.17.xlO・3 5.2x 10"7 

GD la ENK 8.79xl0 4.lxlO_, 4.6x 10"'' 

OXY 9.89xl01 4.13xl0・3 4.2x 10''' 

BRA l.72x JO-' 7.71xlo・' 6.9xio・≪> 

SOM 4.JlxJO・' 2.09x10・2 4.9xl0・0

SUB l.04xlO"' l.07xl0・2 I. lxl 0・0

DYN l.16xl04 5.88xl0・E 5.lxlO・7

GAL 3.97xJO・' 7.30xl0・3 l.Sx I 0・，，

AMY42 3.23xl03 4.00xlO・1 1.2xl0・e・

GT lb ENK 7.96xl0 l.13xl0・E l.4xl0・5

OXY 1.09xl03 4.49xl0・3 4.lxlO・b

BRO l.04xl01 2.58xl0・3 2.5xl0・b

SOM 4. I 7xl03 3.72xl0・2 8.91xl0・b

SUB l.88xlO"' 8.3 lxlO・3 4.4xl0・F

DYN 4.14xl04 5.26xJO・・' l.3xl0'7 

GAL 4.98xtO・' 9.9sx10・3 2.0xl0'6 

AMY42 S.68xl03 4.41xl0・3 7.7xl 0・7

叫kdi.'i.¥'/kαSS 

Table 3. Effect of 2.8mM CaCI2 on peptide-ganglioside bindings. 
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III. 6. Biochemical changes in the brain of 1-methyl-4・phenyl-
1ム3,6・tetrahydropyridine(MPTP) -treated mouse 

Mikami T., Araki. T.ヘTanjiH.**,Imai Y. *, Mizugaki. M andltoyama Y. ** 

D宅par加ientof Pharmaceutical S cienc。Tohoku Universi砂Ho，・司pital

Depar伽 entof Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutic~ら Tohoku Universi砂GraduateSchool of Medicine and 

Pharmaceutical Sciencesキ

Depar帥ientof Neurology, Tohoku University School of Medicine** 

Introduction 

Parkinson’s disease is mainly characterized by the progressive loss of dopaminergic 

neurons in the substantia nigra that projects to the striatum. So far, many studies have 

focused on neurochemical and neurop剖hologicalmechanisms in this diseぉe. 百ieselective 

neurotoxicant 1・m仙 yl・4・pheny1-1, 2, 3, 6-tetr油ydropyrid加e(MPTP) is well known to 

deplete striatal dopamine釦 dcause neuronal degeneration of the nigros甘iatalpathway when 

administered to humans, non-human primates and rodents. ’The resulting neurochemical 

and histopathological deficits are similar to those observed in idiopathic Parkinson’s disease1・

3>. Some of these studies have demonstrated由剖mice,especially the C57BL mouse strain, 

are highly susceptibleめ血eneurotoxic effects of l¥.1PTP and are useful as animal models of 

Parkinson’s disease3・4>. 

百1eneurotoxic eff ec脂 ofMPTP訂 C 出oughtto be initiated by the 1・methyl-4・

phenylpyridinium ion (MPP+), which is metabolite formed by monoamine oxidase (MAO）ーB

mediated oxidation of MPTP. MPP+ is known to be actively accumulated by dopaminergic 

neurons, where it is further concentrated within mitochondria by an energy-dependent 

mechanism. ’The inhibition of凶tochondrial印刷凶sportat Complex I (NADH-

ubiquinone oxidoreduc凶の resultsin decreased oxygen consumption and ATP production 

and a disruption of ion homeostasis5・1>. It is also suggested th剖 theoxidative s甘ess

produced by MPP+ may potentiate its toxicity to dopaminergic neurons8・9). Furthermore, 

recent studies sugg岱 t血atthe toxic e釘ectsof l¥.1PP+ are mediated, in part, through an 

excessive production of nitric oxide (N 0）肌11). Based on these observations, it is 

conceivable白瓜 MPTP・甘eatedmouse model may be useful for evaluating brain functions泊

Parkinson’s disease. However, little is known about the acute changes of brain functions in 

mice after MPTP trea回 enl In the present study, therefore, we conducted to examine the 

biochemical changes in the mouse brain after acute treatment with MPTP. 
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Materials and Methods 

Male C57BL/6 mice (22-28 g) wぽC used in血isstudy. 百1emice received 

h叫 eritonealfour inj釧 onsof MPTP (10 mg勾） at lh intervals, the to凶 doseper mouse 

being 40 mg/kg. In the present study, there were no died animals after MPTP trea回 ent.

百1emice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation at 3 and 7 days after the last 加~ection for 

biochemical studies as described below. 

Receptor autoradiography 

百1emice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation at 3 and 7 days after MPTP 

treatment, and由ebr泊nswere quickly removed, frozen in powdered dry-ice and stored at・80

°C until receptor assay. Coronal sections, 12凶nin thickness, were cut at the level of the 

striatum and the substantia nigra of MPTP-treated and control mouse brains on a cryostat and 

thaw-mounted onto silane-coated cover glasses. 

Autoradiographic localization of dopamine D1 receptors was detected using 

(3H]SCH23390 according to the method of Dawson et al12> with minor modifications円 The

sections were incubated with 1 nM (3H]SCH23390 (specific activity 70.3 Ci/mmol, New 

England Nuclear) in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer (pH 7.4) con凶ning120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCI, 

2 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 for 30 min剖 roomtemperature. After incubation, the 

sections were then dipped in fresh buff er剖 4°C, followed by 25・minrinses in fresh bu旺er剖

4 °C. Non-specific binding wぉ determinedusing 1 μM non-labeled SCH23390 (Rese訂ch

Biochemicals Intふ

Autoradiographic distribution of dopamine D2 receptors wぉ determinedusing 

[3H]raclopride according to the method of Kohler and Radesater14> with minor modifications. 

The sections were incubated with 3 nM (3H]raclopride (specific activity 79.3 Ci/mmol, New 

England Nuclear) in 170 mM Tris-HCI buffer (pH 7 .4) containing 120 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCI, 

2 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2 for 30 min at room temper剖ure. After incubation, the 

sections were washed four t卸1esin fresh buff er for 1 min瓜4°C and dipped in distilled water 

at 4 °C. Non-specific binding was determined using 10 μM haloperidol (Sigma). 

Autoradiographic localization of dopamine uptake sites was detected using 

[3H]m姐 ndolaccording to the method of Przedborski et d均 withminor modifications附．

百1esections were pre-incubated for 15 min at 4 °C in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer (pH 7. 9) 

containing 120 mM  N aCI and 5 mM KCI. The sections were then incubated with 15 nM 

[3H]m姐 ndol(New England Nuclear, specific activity 24 Cνmmol) in 50 mM Tris-HCI 

buffer (pH 7.9) containing 300 nM NaCl, 5 mM KCI and 0.3 μM desmethylimipramine 

(Sigma). Desmethylimipramine wぉ addedto block the binding of (3H]mazindol to 

norepinephrine uptake sites, as described previously17). After incubation, the sections were 

washed twice in fresh buffer for 3 min剖 4°C and dipped in ice-cold distilled w剖er. Non-

specific binding was determined using 30 μM benztropine (Sigma). 
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加 aana匂sis

百iesections were quickly dried under a cold air s甘earnand then exposed for 1-3 

weeks wi判官］ーl批 ledgraded s伽伽ds(Amersham) to tritium-sensitive加柳gpl蹴

(F吋iPhoto Film, Japan) coated with minutes crystals of photostimulable phosphor. A 

compu附必sis附 加age-processingsys旬m,BASSOOO (Fuji Photo Film, Japan}, was used 

for the quantitative analysis of radioactivity. Regions of interest (ROis) on the 

autoradiograms were placed at the dorsolateral and ventromedial parts of出estriatum 

separately and in the whole substantia nigra according to an atlas of mouse brain. 官ie

radioactivity of each ROI was quant泊edusing the叫 ibrationlines obtained from [3H］・1めeled

graded standards, and the values for radioactivities were converted to fmol/mg tissue. 

Spec泊cbind泊gactivities of each ligand in the striatum and substantia nigra were calculated 

by subtracting the non-specific binding from the to凶 binding. All values were expressed as 

means±S.E. and statistical significance was evaluated using an analysis of variance (AN OVA) 

followed by Dunnett’s multiple range test (twoーside).

Measurement of dopamine and its metabolite 

τ'he mice were killed by cervical dislocation at 3 and 7 days after MPTP treatment. 

After decapitation, brains were quickly removed and the two s凶atawere rapidly dissected out 

freehand on an ice-cold glぉsPetri dish. Samples were immediately weighted, then企ozen

and stored at -80 °C until assay. ’The dissection procedure was performed in less than 2 min. 

Striata were sonicated ice-cold 0.2 M per chloric acid containing 100 ng/ml isopro!erenol 錨

internal standard. Homogenates were centrifuged剖 2,500 rpm for 15 min at 4 °C. 百ie

supema凶 twas filtered (pore size 0. 45 μm, Millipore m旬r)and a 30凶aliquotof the 

supem剖antwas used for determination the dopamine, 3,4・dihydroxyphenylacetic acid 

(OOP AC) and isoproterenol by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with an 

electrochemical detector (ECD) (Eicom, Japan）.百iemobile phase consisted of 0.1 M 

sodium citrate-0.1 M sodium acetate solution (pH 3. 5) including 1. 064 Moc回 esulfo凶cacid 

0.013 mM EDTA 2Na and 15% (v/v) me由anol. 百ierecoveries of dop組出e，以）PACand 

isoproterenol through the present procedures were > 93%. Levels of dopamine and its 

metabolite were calculated from the comparison of simple peak area with internal standard 

peak region and were expressed as μgig tissue weight. Each group contained 5・9mice. 

All values were expressed as means±S.E. and statistical significance was evaluated using an 

analysis of variance (ANO VA) followed by Dunnett’s multiple range test (two・side).

Results 

Receptor autoradiography 

[3H]SCH23390 binding showed no significant change in either the dorsolateral and 

ventromedial striatum or the substantia nigra of MPTP-treated mice compared with saline-
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treated group for the 7 days after MPTP treatment (Table 1 ). 

[3H]Raclopride binding showed no significant change in both the striatum and 

substantia nigra 3 days after MPTP佐eatment,as compared with saline-treated group. Seven 

days after MP’印 刷出istration, a s抱nificantdecrease in (3H]raclopride binding wぉ

observed in the substantia nigra. However, the s仕iatumshowed no significant change in 

[3H]raclopride binding (Table 1）・

[3H］陥泊idolb加dingshowed a marked reduction in the striatum 3 and 7 days a伽

MPTP treatment, as compared with saline-treated group. In the substantia nigra, a 

significant decrease in [3H]mazindol binding wぉ alsoobserved 3 and 7 days after MPTP 

administration σable 1). 

Dopamine and its metabolite 

Striatal levels of dopamine and OOP AC are illustrated in Fig. 1. In mice subjected 

to MP’W，血cdopamine concentrations were m釘kedlydecre蹴 d(82.2%) in the striatum 3 

days aft町 MPTPtreatment as compared with saline-treated group. Also, the OOPAC 

concentrations were significantly reduced (59. 7%) in恥 striatum3 days after MP’w 
administration. Seven days after MPTP tre剖ment,furthermore, the dopamine and OOP AC 

concentrations were significantly reduced (74.2 and 57.1 %）泊出estriatum, r岱 pectively. In 

addition, the dopamine and OOP AC concentrations in the striatum of saline-treated mice were 

similar to the values of a previous report3>. 

Discussion 

τbepu中oseof the present study w錨 todetermine the changes in dopamine D1 and 

02 receptors and dopm凶neuptake sites in the striatum and substantia nigra of mouse br組1剖

early stages after acute administration of MPTP. 百1eresults of由epresent study show由剖

MPTP does not cause the changes in dopam加eD1 and D2 receptors in the striatum up to 7 

days after MPTP甘eatment In con甘ast,dopamine uptake sites showed a marked reduction 

加thestriatum 3叩 d7 days after acute甘eatmentwith MPTP. In the substantia nigra, on the 

other hand, dopamine D1 receptors exhibited no significant change up to 7 days of postlesion, 

whereas dopm凶neD2 receptors showed a significant reduction 7 days after MPTP甘eatment.

Dopamine uptake sites showed a marked decrease in the substantia nigra 3 and 7 days after 

MPTP仕eatment. These findings suggest由atthe change in dopamine uptake sites precede 

any change泊 dopamineD1組 dD2 receptors h血estriatum and substantia nigra after acute 

甘eatmentwi血 MPTP. Interestingly, many studies utilizing 削 br創 shave repor凶 血 剖 the

localization of dopm凶nereceptors in the substantia nigra is heterogeneous for the two 

subtypes. Dopm凶neD1 receptors are distributed on the terminals of striatonigral projections, 

which are well-recognized to be far denser in血epars reticulata than in pars compacta of the 

substantia nigra18'19). In contrru句t,dopm凶neD2 receptors加 thesubstantia nigra are located 
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on the dopaminergic cell bodies or th位 dendrites泊 thepars compacta, and the density of 

dop創nineD2 receptors is shown to be minimal in the p訂 Sreticulata20・22）.百ierefoie,it is 

conceivable that the difference between the effects of MPTP on dopamine D1釦 dD2 receptors 

observed in the present study may be due to their heterogeneous localization in the substantia 

nigra of mice. 

In clinical studies, there have been several reports on striatal dopamine D1 receptors 

in 凶 ienぉ withParkinson’s ,disease util凶ngPET (Positron Emission Tomography) or 

autopsied brains. Some reporぉ havedemonstrated no significant change in dopar凶ne

D1 receptors23・24),but others have described an up-regulation of dopamine D1 receptors25'26) at 

posトsynapticsites. Also, there have been a few reports on dopamine D1 receptors in the 

substantia nigra of patients with Parkinson’s disease. Cortes et al24> demonstrated no 

significant alteration in nigral dopamine 01 receptors, whereas Rinne et al26> described a 

significant decline in the binding using autopsied brains. ’Thus, several evidence for changes 

in dopamine D1 receptors is contradictory. On the other hand, there have also been many 

studies on dopamine D2 receptors in the striatum of patients with Parkinson’s disease using 

PET or autopsied brains. Most studies have suggested an up-regulation in untreated patients 

with early Parkinson’s disease27・29),but the down-regulation of dopamine D2 receptors might 

underlie the fluctuating response to L-OOPA observed in chronically treated Parkinson’s 

patients21・28>. Interestingly, Cortes et al24> demonstrated no significant change in dopamine 

02 receptors in the substantia nigra between Parkinson’s diseぉeand control using autopsied 

brains. In contrおし Murrayet al30) demonstrated marked reduction of dopamine D2 receptors 

in the substantia nigra of Parkinson’s disease using autopsied brains. From these 

observations, it is conceivable that receptor autoradiographic approach under the S出ne

experimental conditions may help to expl剖nthe dopamine receptor changes in Parkinson’s 

disease. 

[3H]Mazindol is a spec出cligand for dopamine uptake sites15・ 

located on pre-synaptic terminals of dopaminergic axons originating in the substantia nigra ， 

especially in由ep紅 scompacta17). 百ierefore,measurement of dop担凶neuptake sit岱 is

useful for detecting functional changes of dopaminergic neurons in Parkinson’s disease or in 

animal models of Parkinson’s diseぉe. Many studies have reported marked reduction of 

dopamine uptake sites in the striatum and substantia nigra using [3H]mazindol in MPTP-

treated組 imals,such as monkeys31}, ca也32)and marmosets33>. Furthermore, Alexander et al 

31) reported that there was a good correlation between the reductions in [3H]mazindol binding 

sites and in tissue dopamine levels in the striatum. 百tepresent study showed th瓜 marked

reduction in [3H]mazindol binding wぉ evidentin the striatum where severe reductions of 

dopamine加 dOOP AC con ten包 werefound 3 and 7 days after acute甘eatmentwith MPτ？． 

官ierefore,our findings also suggest th剖 thereis a good correlation between the decreぉesin 

[3H]mazindol binding sites and in dopa凶 nelevels in the striatum. 
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In conclusion, the pr凶 entstudy demonstrates that severe functional damage in 

dop倒 的 upt御 sitesoccurs in配的tumand substantia nigra 3釦 d7 days CU,tぽ acute

甘eatmentwith MPTP. In con甘ast,dopamine 01 receptors are unaltered in the stria.tum and 

substantia nigra after the treatment. Dop創nineD2 receptors訂esignificantly decreased in the 

substantia nigra 7 days after the MPTP trea加tent,whereas no significant change in the 

receptors is observed in the striatum. Our results also suggest血atmarked reduction in 

dopamine and its m仙 olite(OOP AC) con ten匂 isfound in恥 striatum3 and 7 days after 

acute trea佃tentwith MPTP. Our studies may provide valuable information for the 

pathogenesis of acute stage of Parkinson’s disease. 
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’rable 1. Time course of the changes in [3HJSCH23390, (JH]raclopride and [3H]mazindol 
binding in the striatum and substantia nigra of mice after MPTP treatment 

After MPTP treatment 

Saline 3 days 7 days 
(n= 12) (11=6) (11=6) 

13卜11SCH23390 binding 

Striatum lateral 734±26 694±45 727土46
medial 686±30 655土39 686土48

Substantia nigra 310±8 291 ±8 327±7 

l ·~HIRaclopride binding 

Striatum lateral 68± 1.8 66±2.6 65±2.8 
medial 55土1.9 56±0.8 55±1.9 

Substantia nigra 12±0.3 12±0.3 9±0.4帥

I JトllMazindolbinding 

Striatum lateral 141土4 42±6** 牛4土5叫

『nedial 120土4 21土4** 22±4本主

Substantia nigra 37±3 18土3** 13±3** 

Values are meanことS.E.(fmol/mg tissue). 
本 p<0.05.** p<O.O I vs. saline-treated group (Dun net's multiple range test). n=6・12mice. 
Striatum (lateral): clorsolateral pa11. 
St『iatum(medial): vemromeclial part. 
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Fig. 1. Stria凶 COI開削ionof dopamine姐 dits metab山 ρOPAC)3回 d7 days after ac此刷出マtwith 

MPTP in mice. n=6 mice. キ pく0.05，料 p<0.01vs. saline-treated group (Dunne出 multipler組 getest). 
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III. 7. Excitoxicity Induces Changes in Rat Brain Gangliosides. 

均 ldes-Gonza.lezT., Morita Y., Suzuki K., and, /do, T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University. 

百1ebehavior of major g組 gliosides加 rathippocampus and olfactory bulbs af伽

microin ections of lbotenic acid, an Nl¥-IDA receptor agonist was examined in vivo. Four 

days after in ection in the olfactory bulbs under free-movement conditions，出eratio of 

gangliosides泊 ratsinjected with the the excitatory amino acid increased significantly for 

GQlb, GTlb and GDlb in hippocampus and a decreased for GQlb, GTlb, GDlb, GDla 

and GMl in the olfactory bulbs. 百1ealterations in gangliosides were minimal one day after 

in ection. Five weeks after, the amount of GDla and GMl in the hippocampus remained剖

normal levels while GQlb, GTlb and GDlb dramatically decreased. In the olfactory bulbs 

ganglioside recovery was observed. Experimen包 withBeta-N-oxalylam泊0・L-alanine(L-

BOAA), an AMP A receptor agonist co汀oborated出esuggestion白剖 gangliosidesplay an 

active role during excitotoxicity. 百1echanges of hippocampal gangliosides could be related 

with a compensatory mechanisms. Experiments wi血 PBSconfirmed血atthe changes 

observed were due to the action of the excitotoxicity. 百1eresults obtained expl垣n泊 part,

白edata published in recent repor包 concerningthe effectiveness of ganglioside in the 

treatment of degenerated brain cells due to excitoxicity. 

Introduction 

Hippocampal gangliosides have been the focus of interest in several reports because 

of the fundamental role白瓜hippocampusplays in memory formation and its vulnerability to 

several neurological diseases 1ュ，3)_ Glutamate excitotoxicity seems to play an important role 

as a factor in many acute and chronic neurologic diseases3・4>, glutamatergic pathway 

predomin剖esin the hippocampus5) and exogenous gangliosides promote ch組 ges on 

glutamate receptors1). T：汰ingin account these three facts, the authors utilized the signal 

仕組smissionpathway between olfactory system釦 dhippocampus6・ 7.8) in order to clarify the 

effect of excitotoxity on endogenous gangliosides. First, Ibotenic acid and beta-N-

oxalylamino-L-alanine (L-BOAA) which are glutam蜘 like捌 tatorym 加oaci也（NMDA

and AMPA glu凶蹴 receptorago凶ぉ respectively)9・10,11,12),were凶croinjec凶蜘 the

olfacめrybulbs of rats under 合eemovement conditions in order to observe the behavior of 

gangliosid岱 inthis organ. Second, the possible c百ectof induced excitatory signals台om
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the olfactory bulb on hippoc~pal gangliosid岱 wasinvestigated. Besides the effect of 

excitoxicity in the total neuraminic acid担nountin hippocampus was determined. 

Materials and Methods 

Microinjections 

Rats (male, 10 weeks) were an岱 thetizedwith pentobarbital (50mgAcg) and placed in a 

stereotaxic app釘a知s. A guide-cannula wぉ permanentlyimplanted to a depth of 2. 5 mm泊the

left olfactory bulb (6.2 mm forward and 0.・9 mm lateral from bregma）町 Twodays after恥

加plantationprocedure, the animals were iniected under free-movement conditions with 4 uL 

O.OlM lbotenic acid in PBS (pH 7.4) at a flow rate of 1 uUmin using the micro-syringe pump 

and Hamilton syringes. ’The ra包 weredecapitated 1, 4 or 35 days after the injection and出e

left and right hippocampus and olfactory bulbs were dissected. Norトinected r瓜swere usedぉ

con甘ol. 百1esame procedure was repe瓜edwith i吋ectionsof 1 uLof0.05M L-BOAAin PBS 

(pH 7.4) at a flow rate of 0.1 uU：凶nor 4 uL of PBS (pH 7.4) at a flow r蹴 ofluU1凶n日ow

rate. Four days after由einjection, the rats were decapitated and the left and right hippocampi 

and olfactory bulbs were dissected. 

Ganglioside extraction: 

百1eleft and right hippocampi and olfactory bulbs were processed and prepared 

separately. Approximately 25 mg of wet tissue was homogenized in 4 mL of 

chloroform/methanol/water (1.5:3:0.4), centrifuged at 2500 rpm for 10 min, and the supernatant 

was collected. 百1epellet was I・e-homogenizedin chloroform/methanol (0. 75:1.5) and 

centrifuged at 2500中mfor 30 min. 百1esupern剖antswere then combined and ran through a 

DEAE Sephadex column (0.5 idx3 cm）・加 neutrallipids were washed out with 5 mL of 

chloroform/methanol/water (30:60:8）.官1eacidic lipids were eluted with 5 mL of 

chloroform/methanol/2M sodium acetate (30:60:8）.’The acidic fractions were then evaporated to 

remove the solvents and redissolved in 2 mL of O. lN potassium hydroxide in me由anol. After 

2 hours of hydrolysis at 37°C, the reaction was stopped with 2 mL of O. lN acetic acid, the 

solvent removed by evaporation, and the hydrolisate dialyzed against water for 1 day. 百1e

solution was then evaporated to remove the water, the sample redissolved in 

chloroform/methanol (9:1), and put through an IATROBEADS column (0.5 id×3 cm). The rrst 

fraction eluted with 5 mLof chloroform/methanol (85:15) was discarded. ’The second fraction 

eluted with 5 mL of chloroform/methanol (3:7) wぉ collected,evaporated to remove the solvent, 

redissolved in 1.5 mL of chloroform/methanol (1 :1 ), and dried under凶trogenstream. Finally, 

chloroform/methanol (3：ηwas added to obtain concentrations of lmg/uL that corresponded to 

the initial wet weight of the tissues, for the samples of Ibo after 35 days the prepared 

concentrations were of 2mg/uL. 
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π，C: 

Ganglioside composition was determined by ’fLC-densitometry. Calibration curv岱

were drawn using an authentic ganglioside m江ture. 百tismixture was composed of known 

amounts of GMl, GDla, GDlb, GTlb, and GQlb. In addition, a bovine ganglioside mixture 

wぉ usedas standard. 百iecorrelation coefficients for linearity of calibration curves of 

standards were between 0.98 and 0.99 (p<0.01）・ Spo也 of2 uL of samples w釘capplied to 

血e TLC plates, using a Hamilton syringe and developed for 20 min in 

chloroform/methanoν0.2% calcium chloride (55:45:10). Standards samples were developed in 

p訂allelwith the旬stsamples. Gangliosides were visualized by the resorcinol-HCL reagent 

and measured at 580 nm using the scanner. 

Ganglioside change de飽~rminai首'On:

Ganglioside changes in olfactory bulbs were calculated as follow: 

Ganglioside ratio (GgR)=amount of neuraminic acid in gangliosides of left olfactory 

bulb例 ectedside of olfactory bulb )/amount of neuraminic acid in gangliosides of right 

olfactory bulb (non-i吋ectedside of olfactory bulb). 

GgR changes in hippoc創npiwere calc叫atedas follow: 

Ganglioside ratio (GgR)=amount of neuraminic acid in gangliosides of left 

hippocampus (hippo伺 mpuscorresponding to injected side of oぜactorybulb )/amount of 

neuraminic acid in gangliosides of right hippocampus (hippocampus corresponding to non-

i吋ectedside of olfactory bulb). 

For the statistical analysis of the results were used白rstANOVA and then a multiple 

comparison Dunett test (p<0.05). 

Total neuraminic acid determinatおin:

百iera岱 weremiαoinjected and the hippocampus dissected. 百四hippocampaltissues 

Wぽchomogenized in 300 uL of O. lN H2S04, hydrolyzed for 2 hours剖 80°C,centrifuged at 

3000 rpm for 20 min at 4°C, and the supematants were collected. Next, 20 uL of O. lN H2S04 

and 50 uL of 7mM DMB in solution containing 1.0 M 2-mercaptoethanol and 18mM N3iS04 

were added to 30 uL of supernatant. 百iesamples were heated for 2.5 hours剖 60°C,purified 

on a reverse ph蹴 chromatographycolumn using chloroform/methanoνwater (25:4:91) as an 

effiuent at a rate of 1.2 mUmin, and the neuraminic acid was analyzed with the fluorometer. 

For the statistical analysis of the results ANOVA was used (p<0.01). 

Results 

百iegangliosides from the hippocampus were pur泊edsepar剖elyand developed by 

官Jc1, 4釦 d35 days after Ibotenic acid i吋ection(Fig. 1 ). 
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Hippocampal GgR were calcula胞dand compared with GgR of normal rat brain. 百ie

r岱 ul也 showedthat one組 dfour days after injection the ganglioside ratio in白erats i吋ected

with the excitatory aminoacid increased, significantly for GQlb, GTlb and four GDlb days 

after i吋ection. Five weeks after，首teratio of G Dla and G Ml remained at normal levels, but 

血camount of GQlb, GTlb and GDlb decreased significantly from the initial stage (p<0.05) 

(Fig. 2). 

百ieanalysis of the gangliosides purified from the olfactory bulbs wぉ performed泊白e

same mannerぉ thehippocampal gangliosides (Fig. 3）.’The results showed血atthere wぉ no

significant changes one day after injection of lbotenic acid. However, after four days, 

comp紅 edwith the ganglioside ratio in the normal r剖 olfactorybulb, the ratio in rats i吋ected

with the excitatory amino acid decreased, particularly with respect to GQlb, GTlb, GDlb, 

GDla and GMl levels. Five weeks after, the gangliosides recovered to normal r剖 brainlevels 

(p<0.05) (Fig.4 ). 

Four days after injection fundamental changes induced by lbotenic acid were observed 

in both, hippocampus and olfactory bulbs, therefore the subsequent experiments, considered 

this interval of time to investigate the effect of L-BOAA injections on the GgR in olfactory bulbs 

and hippocampi. ’The gangliosides were purified separ剖elyand developed by TLC and the 

r凶 pectiveGgR calculated. 百teresults obtained with L-BOAA were compared with the GgR 

of rats in ected with PBS. 百1eresults obtained for lbotenic acid four days after injections 

were also compared in order ぬ determinewhether the microsurgery and i吋ectionaffect the 

results (Fig 5 and Fig. 6) 

We found for rats injected with L-BOAA, significant increases in hippocampal GgR泊

terms of GTlb, GDlb and GMl and significant decreぉesin GgR of olfactory bulbs，加

particul紅 forGTlb, GDla and GMl. In raぉinjectedwith lbotenic acid hippocampal GgR 

showed significant increases for GTlb and GDlb (GQlb was not calculated and for olfactory 

bulbs there were observed significant decre，踏切 forGDla and GMl when compared with rats 

iniected with PBS (p<0.05). 

Moreover some significant di庄町enceswere found when the results of ra脂 i吋ected

with L-BOAA and rats injected lbotenic acid were compared. Hippocampal GgR showed 

significant differences for GMl, due to the higher increment of GMl in ra岱 i吋ectedwith L-

BOAA For GgR in olfactory bulbs significant differences were observed for GTlb and 

GDla due to the greater decline in GgR of those gangliosid岱 inrats i吋ectedwith L-BOAA 

(p<0.05). 

百1erewere no observable changes in the ω凶 hippocampalneuraminic acid content of 

ra恒也athad received L-BOAA and lbotenic acid injections in the olfactory bulbs when 

compared with non-ope削 edra脂 andrats i吋ectedwith PBS (P<0.01) (Table 1). 

Dicussion 

官1eexciめtoxicityis characterized by the increぉeof intracellular Ca2+ and excessive 

glut創n剖erelease血attriggers a cascade of proc岱 s,many of which remain activated long time 
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after由einitials也nulusis removed, leading to neuronal cell injury, even death. Our results 

show that excitotoxicity induced by i吋ectionsof Ibotenic acid in the r剖 olfactorybulbs 

promote transient changes of ganglioside amount in olfactory bulb and permanent changes in 

hippoc制 pus. 百1edecreぉesof GgR in olfactory bulbs are due to neuronal加durycaused by 

出edirect effect of excitotoxicity. 百1eobserved inα・eぉcof hippocampal pathway B 

gangliosides suggests the action of a compensatory process to increase the number of 

glut創n剖ereceptor血atdecreased due to neuronal loss as a result of the induced excitoxicity 

from the olfactory bulb. ’The results obtained withレBOAAs甘engthenthe results observed 

in the exper加1en脂 withlbotenic acid. 百ierecovery of GgR in the olfactory bulbs five 

weeks after the injection of lbotenic acid could be related with the capacity of regeneration of 

olfactory neurons. 百ienon-recovery of hippocampal polysialo・gangliosidesGgR to normal 

levels indicates血atthese are the most involved gangliosides in the pro旬ctiveresponse to 

counteract the effect of excitotoxicity. 官iechang岱泊 thehippocampus were permanent due 

to the higher sensibility of hippocampus to the excitotoxicity. Our results demonstrate that 

gangliosides have an active role during excitotoxicityぉ modulationmolecules and explain, in 

part, the published data concerning the c庄ectivenessof ganglioside in the甘eatmentof 

degenerated brain cells due to excitoxicity. 
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Table 1 

Effect of injections ofL-BOAA姐 dIbotenic acid into olfactory bulb on total neuroaminic acid in rat hippocampus. 

Parameter measured PBS Control PBS Control L-BOAA lbotenic acid 

3.8 :!:: 0.20 3.7:!: 0.3 3.63 :!:: 0.2 4.7:!: 0.3 4.8 :!:: 0.1 4.7 :!:: 0.1 
Total 11euroami11ic acid 

Values are mean:!: S.E.M (nmol/mg wet tissue: brain) from 3 animals in each group. PBS are the data of the rats 

i吋配tedwith PBS, L-BOAA are the data of the rats i吋ectedwith L-BOAA, Jbotenic acid are the data of the r山

injected with Ibotenic acid and Co11trvl are th巴 dataof not operated rats. Values we陀 compa民dby ANOVA 

伊＜0.01).
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Fig. 1. Thin layer chromatogram of rat hippocampal 伊 gliosi郎 afterinjection with Ibotenic acid NI, 

hippocampus corresponding to the side of olfactory bulb that was not i吋ectcd.I, bippocampus corresponding to 

th巴i吋ectedside of olfactory bulb. Subscripts 1, 4叩 d35 diffe『entdays after injection. ST is the到叩dard.
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Fig. 2. Time-dependent changes of HippocampaJ ganglioside ratio (GgR) after injections with Ibotenic acid 

NB are non-injected rats. Rats were sacrificed 1, 4 or 35 days after i吋ections. Values arc mean:!: S.E.M. from 

3 animals. The data were evaluated by ANOV A却 d山enby a multiple comparison Dunett test (pく0.05).
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Fig. 3. Thin layer chromatogram of gangliosides of rat olfactory bulbs after i吋巴ctionwith Ibotenic acid. NI, 

refeぉ tothe no i吋ectedolfactory bulb. I，民feぉ tothe i吋ectedolfactory bulb. Subscripts 1, 4組 d35陀present

diffe民ntdays after injection and subscript ST rep陀 sentthe standard. 
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent changes of ganglioside ratio (GgR) in olfactory bulbs after injections with Ibotenic acid. 

NB are non-injected rats. Rats were sacrificed 1, 4 or 35 days after injections. Values are mean :!: S.E.恥1.from 3 

animals. 百 cdata were evaluated by ANOV A卸 dthen by a multiple comparison Dunett test伊＜0.05).
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・ Fig. 5. Hippocampal ganglioside ratio (GgR) for rats injected with L-BOAA or Ibotenic acid. PBS紅tthe data 

of rats injected with PBS. Rats were sacrificed 4 days a負erinjections. Values are mean:!: S .E.M. from 3 animals. 

The data we陀 evaluatedby ANOY A and then a multiple comparison Dunett test. *significance for comparison 

with PBS，料significancefor comparison between L-BOAA凶 Ibotenicacid (p<0.05). 
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Fig. 6. Ganglioside ratio (GgR) in olfactory bulbs for rats iujは tedwith L-BOAA or Ibotenic acid. PBS are the 

rats i吋巴ctedwith PBS. Rats were sacrificed 4 days after injections. Values are mean ± S .E.M. from 3 animals. 

The data we陀 evaluatedby ANOVA and then a multiple comparison Duuett test. *significanαfor comparison 

with PBS，内ign江icancefor comparison between L-BOAA and応otenicacid. (p<0.05). 
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IV. 1. Dynamic PET Imaging of W~ole Body Glucose Distribution 
after Oral Administration of [15F]-fluoro・deoxy-glucose

均 maguchiK・3Ozaki, K., ltoh M・，MasudM・pE均tanuki.・S.,Miyake M., Rikimaru H・， and 
JdoT. 

Cycloか・onand Radioisotope Center; Tohoku University 

Introduction 

[1sF］ーlabeled-2・deoxy・2-fluoro-D-glucose(FOO) is a positron-emitting analogue of 

glucose and has been used for investigating p剖hophysiologyof白ebrain, heart and other 

organs泊 vivoin human. So far, its usage has been confined to血roughthe intravenous 

route only as it was thought血剖 itsstructural complexity might pose some prohibition to 

intestinal absorption. Uptake of sugar from intestinal lumen is an active process, which 

requires sodium dependent glucose甘ansporter,SGLUTl. However, the SGLUTl has 

been known to be spec江icfor the structure of pyranose ring with hydroxy group at the second 

position1). FOO is hardly to be a substrate for this enzyme because it has fluorine at this 

position. 官iereforeintestinal uptake of FDG seemed quite unlikely. However, Martinez et 

al first甘iedthe oral FOO administration as an alternative method for brain imaging2). Their 

study suggested the possibility of FOO absorption from the small intestine. ’The intestinal 

absorption is often matter of interest in clinical situations such as malabsorption syndromes 

and extensive intestinal surgery. Practical PET tracer is necessary to quantitative glucose 

uptake from the intestine. Recent advance in PET technology hぉ promotedwhole body 

imaging using s句uentialmovement of PET coach. We剖temptedto image dynar凶cchange 

of whole body FOO distribution after its oral administration. 百1eproc凶 sof alimentary 

uptake and transfer of glucose from blood to tissue has been successfully visualized. 

Method and Materials 

Six nonnal volunteers (mean age 28.6 years) were studied with a multi・ring

tomography, SET-2400 (Shima也u,Japan）泊 three-dimensionaldata acquisition mode. 

Dynamic whole-body imaging was performed every 2 minutes from pelvis to head after oral 

intake of 18F閃（37MBq）.’The加 agea叩 isitioncontinued up to 90 minutes組 dimage 

analysis wぉ perfonned. ’Theanalysis was to calculate the甘aceraccumulation changes in 

each organ to the total F以｝ intake doses (fraction % of intake dose, %ID) and ω甘y出emono 

exponential fittings to evaluate the mean passage time (Tl/2) after setting the ROI in the 
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organs. 

Result 

Figure 1 shows the time-related chan~es 泊 wholebody 18FDG distnbution. 18F以3

passed through the stomach and disappeared from the alimentary甘act. Following FOO 

accumulation wぉ observedto the liver and the brain. Figure 2 shows the time-related %ID 

chang岱 forthe stomach, the small intestine, liver and the brain. 百ieTl/2 for the stomach 

and for the small intestine were 18.3 （＋介4.0)and 59.3 （＋介 4.8) minutes respectively. 百ie

accumulation to the brain was observed after 30 min of oral intake and showed a gradual 

increase up to the end of measurement. 

Discussion 

百ueesubtypes of glucose transporter h錨 beenreported which con甘ibutethe sugar 

absorption from the small intestine i.e. SGLTl, GLU12 and GLUT53>. 百四 SGLUTland 

GLUTS locate at the luminal side and血cGLU12 locates at the visceral side of intestinal 

ep油elium. ’TI由 specific・ lac利onof glucose transport system is observed泊 bo由 small

intestine and kidney for glucose abso中tionor reabso中tion. SG LTl plays an active role for 

出eglucose absorption from the small intestinal lumen to血cepi出elium. It is specific for the 

structure of pyranose ring with hydroxy radical at the second-position4>. FOO dose not 

match the aforementioned structure as it hぉ fluorineat the second position (deoxy-glucose). 

GLUTS is specific for the lactate abso中tionand no significant affinity to the deoxyglucose5・6>. 

GLUτ'2 has an a妊inityto FOO, however locates at the visceral side of由eepithelium and 

transform from the 併theIi um to the portal vein 7・8>. 

So FOO cannot be assimilated from the lumen to the blood following the previous 

established mechanism. However, Our image hぉ clearlyshown the absorption of FOG and 

its distribution to the various organs, even to the brain. 百1ereare two possibilities to explain 

our imag岱・ 百ieone possibility is the SGLUTl’s structural requirementめ glucose

analogue is not so strict in human. 百ieaf白nityof SG LU Tl to the 2・deoxyglucose has 

varied according to the animal spices 1 >, then制 ω恥 FOOmight be varied. The o血er

possibility is some alternative carrier of FOO absorption. Halaihel et al has reported the 

heterogeneity of glucose甘ansportsystem in pig intestine9>. We also assume that similar 

heterogeneity of glucose absorption system not only existing血cpig but also human. 

Substantially, this recent heterpgeneity mode of glucose仕組sportnot only clarifies our 

泊1agingfinding but also advocate i包 usagethrough oral ingestion in various scanning 

protocol with PET. We did not analyze the plasma to identify血eradioactive component is 

FOO. A possible explanation of FOO uptake from intestine is its metabolism by inti岱 tinal 

bacteria Free 18F-fluorine, when releぉedfrom FOO, may enter into circulation. However, 

fluorine ions are known to accumulate in the bones s甘onglyand do notαoss the blood-brain 
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barrier, which was not our case. 

Even Though the FOO absorption mechanism is still not clear, most possible FOO 

absorption will be the S創nemechanism of glucose absorption. FOO has the steady Km 

value for the glucose transporter, and由en由cquantitative visualization of FOO using PET 

will be quite useful to evaluate the glucose absorption ability in case of the malabso中tion 

syndrome and the extensive intestinal surgery. Our procedure also can be used to evaluate 

the natural glucose absorption related to the other organs. 
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25 min 40 min 55 min 

60 min 85 min (Time after oral intake) 

Figure l. Time cour百ewhole body image of oral intake FDG. The whole body image was obtained every 

15min. FDG elimination from the abdomen and gradual accumulation to the brain is clearly observed. 
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IV. 2. Image Analysis of Intractable Epilepsy:18F-FDG PET Scan of 
the Cortical Dysplasia 

Togashi N ., Hagi,noya K., Munaka.ta M., Ka,to R ., Yokoyama H., and Iinuma K. 

Depar仰 entof pediatrics, Tohoku University School of Medicine 

INTRODUCTION 

Cortical dysplasia was studied by various imaging method, but only a few reports 

comp訂edFDG-PET, SPEα：and EEG h出esame C路 e1). In this study, weぉsessedthe 

FOO-PET findings in 9 patients with cortical dysplasia The results were compared with 

those of MRI, interictal SPECT, and EEG in order to study由cp剖hophysiologyof cortical 

dysplぉia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patients 

明iisstudy wぉ performed,included nine patients (two males, seven females, age 

range one ye訂め 26years) with cortical dysplasia, diagnosed by MRI findings (Table 1) after 

informed ・consent for the patients or their guardians. Two was diagnosed band heterotopia, 

two was hemimegalencephaly, four cortical dysplasia, and one pachygyria. No cases were 

operated on. 

SPECT procedure 

99吋 c-ethylcystein蹴 dimer(ECD) wぉ intravenouslyi吋∞匂dwhile the p副知句

were awake. 明日 SPECTimages were acquired 30 minutes after i吋ectionusing a 

Multispect 3 (Siemens, Gerfahldt, Germany) with a low-energy, high-resolution, fan-beam 

coll耐iater. 百iepatients were sedated with trichloryl hydrochloride or diazepam during scan. 

None of the patients spowed clinical evidence of seizures during SPECT scan. 

FDG田.PETprocedure 

伽 tof the nine p剖i帥， sixp必en恒 werestudied with SET-2400W (Shima伽 Co.,

Japan), and three patien匂 werestudied with a model P下931scanner (CTI Inc., USA). 

Emission scan was performed 30 to 45 minutes after the 7.4・74MBqFDG i吋ection.

We analyzed MRI findings, EEG p剖terns,regional blood flow by SPECT, and 

regional glucose utilization by FOO-PET. SPECT and FOO-PET scans were assessed 
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visually by independent phys1c1ans on two separate occasions. 

RESULTS 

’The following results were obtained (T，めle2): (1）泊 allcases EEG showed spike 

focus in the dysplastic region, (2）血ehyperperfusion was found in three patients, the 

isoperfusion加 two’組d由ehypoper白sion加 fourpatien 

hypermetabolic pattern wお foundh白vepatients, the isometabolic pattern in three, and the 

hypometabolic patt釘nin one patient in dysplasitic region, ( 4) In one of bandheterotopia，訂ea

of inner heterotopia showed hypoperfusion by SPECT and isometabolism by PET. But 

o恥 rp臨時showedisoperfusion by SPECT and hypermetabolism by PET (Figure A, B, C). 

σ） FDG-PET and interictal SPECT was not concordant in 4 patients. 

DISCUSSION 

In the past literatures, SPECT show abnormal areaぉ hyperperfusionin ictal state, 

hypoperfusion in interictal state, and FOO-PET show abnormal紅白 ashypometabolism, 

reflecting neuronal activity h血cepileptic foci of partial epilepsy2・3). In cortical dysplasia, 

however, both hyperperfusion and hypoperfusion by SPECT were reported, there is little 

agreement about that4>. 

In our report, one cぉeof hemimegalencephaly showed hyperperfusion by interictal 

SPECT and hypometabolism by FDG-PET (Figure D,E,F). We C組 notexclude the 

possibility that alteration with age of hemimegalencephalic hemisphere might cause this 

discrepancy, because FOO-PET wぉ examinedtwo years after SPECT. Although Tagawa 

et al. 5> reported serial IMP-SPECT of hemimegalencephaly, which was pa出ological

hemispheric findings changed from hyperperfusion pattern to hypoperfusion pattern during 3 

to 7 months. However，血ismay be unlikely to apply our case aged over 20 years. 

Dyscrepancy between perfusion and metabolism such as hyperperfusion of SPECT and 

hypometabolism of FOO-PET, was reported in subacute stage of ischemic brain dise錨 e6>. It 

needs further consideration what discrepancy and metabolic characteristics of 

hemimegalencephaly. 

Miura et al. 1> reported a case with isometabolism of band heterotopia. Although De 

Voider et al. 8> repor旬dtwo cases with isometabolism or hypermetabolism by FOO-PET of 

band heterotopia. 百1ecomparative study of FOO-PET and SPECT were not published to 

the best of our knowledge. Pinard et al. 9> reported a case which showed an activation of 

both subcortical band heterotopia and the true cortex by functional MRI. Our two cases 

suggest the heterogeneity in band heterotopia. 

CONCLUSION 

FDG-PET does not necessarily showed the same pattern as SPECT in cortical 
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dysplasia. There can be characterisitic pathophysiolosy of cortical dysplasia, other than 

partial epilepsy. 
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Table 1. Clinical data of the patients. Abbreviations: MRI, magnetic resonanαimaging; MR, mental 

detardation; rt, right; It, left; FCD, foαI cortical匂splasia;ND, not done. 

MRI Age Sex Symptoms 

mild lvlR, 

1 band hetero topia 25 F several seizure 

mild l¥1R. 

2 band hetero topia 17 F several seizure 

hemiplesia 

3 rt. hemimegalen偲phaly 2 M partial seizure 

hemipl esia, mild MR 

4 lt. hemimeg~nc却haly 26 F partial seizure 

bilateral perisy lvian disarthria 

5 syndrome 9 F several seizure 

6 rt. FCD F several seizure 

7託.hemispheric FCD 9 M hemiplesia, mild恥低

8 rt. hemispheric FCD 7 F hemipl esia, :MR, seizure 

seve問 :rvm.,
9 pachygria 8 F おquentsei却 re
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Table 2. EEG, SPECT姐 dPET Findings with Cortical Dysplasia. Abbereviations：恥1RI,magnetic 

resonan印 imaging;SPECT, single photon emission compute.cl tomography; PET positron emission 

tomography; bil., bilataral; rt, right; It, left; FCD, focal cortical今splasia;0, occipital; F, frontal; P, parietal; 

mT, midtemporal; ND, not done; [SPECT] hypo, hypop巴由sion;iso, isoperfusion; hyper, hyperpe巾 sion;

[PET] hypo, hypometabolism; iso, isometabolism; hyper, hypermetabolism. 

ルmr Age Sex EEG Foci SPECT PET 

I b創1dhetero topia 25 F bil. 0 hypo ISO 

2 band hetero topia 17 F bi!. 0 iso hyper 

3 rt. hemimegalenc叩haly 2 M rt. F hyper iso 

4 It. hemimegalencephaly 26 F It. F hyper hypo 

bilateral It. p 

5 perisy lvian syn巴dome 9 F 目 mT hyper iso 

6 rt. FCD F rt. 0 hypo iso 

7 rt. hemispheric FCD 9 M 民.F・C hypo hyper 

8 rt. hemispheric FCD 7 F 同.C hypo hypo 

9 oachveria 8 F bi!. F iso hypo 

Figure 1. 

Case 2: MRI(A), interictal SPECT (B），姐dFDG-PET (C) of bandheterotopia 

FDG-PET sbowe.d hypermetabolism in subcortical hcterotopic zone. 

Case 4：恥1RIρ）, interictal SPECT (E), and FDG-PETσ） of left hemimegalencephal｝人 SPECTshowιd 

hypcrperfusion in left hemisphere, but FDG accumulation was low. 
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IV. 3. A Comparative Study of Brain Activity between two 
Different Resting Conditions using 3D・PET

MasudMリ ltohM., 均 maguchiK ., Rikimaru Hリ TashiroM., Ozaki, K., Jeong M., /do T., 
Watanu/d S., and Miyake M. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

Positron Emission Tomography (PE1) can evaluate brain function using energy 

metabolism1) or cerebral blood flow changes2＞ぉ markers. 百1eFDG-PET method, has been 

widely used to explore regional cerebral glucose metabolism めぉsessneuronal function. 

By applying appropriate statistical analysis (SPM in p訂ticul訂） over the brain image data, the 

activation of br泊Eregions induced by tasks was detected (Friston et al. )3>. From the time 

being, FOO wぉ acb凶nisteredto the body through intravenous route for human studies. We 

a仕.emptedto apply FOO introduction through oral route for the evaluation of glucose 

absorption by the alimentary system. 百1ismethod hぉ alsoadvantages to record regional 

metabolic rate of glucose (rCMRαu) in organs other than digestive tracts. 

In this brief article we investigated possible differences in regional brain functions in 

similar resting conditions measured two different imaging protocols, i.e. i. v. or oral FOO 

administration. 

Subjects and Methods 

Two groups of healthy male volunteers engaged as the i. v. and the oral groups. 

The i.v. group (mean age, 26.9±9.3y,± S.D) we問 studiedduring resting condition with 

intravenous FOO administration, while the oral group (mean age, 27.9±11.3y，士S.D)

received FOO orally. Each group comprised of 10 male subjec匂．’Theyservedぉ resting

con甘olsubjec包 forthe other studies. ’The resting condition was termed as remaining on the 

sitting posture after i吋ectionof FDG in a lit quiet room with eyes open without ear-plug. 

官1eywere refrained from eating and drinking at leぉt3 hours before the experiment. 

Written informed consen包 wereobtained from all the subjects after detailed explanations of 

血cprotocol. The study protocol was approved by the Clinical Committee for Radio-isotope 

Use of Tohoku University School of Medicine. An intravenous blood sample was obtained 

from all the subjects to measure blood glucose level before the FDG i吋ection.
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Study Protocol 

l.V. group：’The i. v. group su吋ectsrested for around 5 min in a comfortable chair before 

FOO in ection through the antecubital vein. The radio-isotope dose was in avぽage

55.5±31.4 MBq. ’They remftined剖也esame sitting posture for 30 minut岱 beforePET 

measurement in the same room. After voiding they lay on a PET examination coach and 

emission scan was started about 45 min later following the FOO i吋ection.A set of 30 whole 

body emission scan wぉ performedby using a PET Scanner [SET-2400W, Sh加aむuCo. 

Japan] with the intrinsic in-plane sp剖凶 resolutionof 3. 9 mm of full width剖 halfmaximum 

(FWH附 and200 mm axi川 eldof view. Ten incremental scans were obtained from leg to 

出chead to cov町 thewhole body. Emission scan continued for 30・33min (depending on 

subjec也’ bodys包e)using 180 sec pぽ scanfor each bed position. Transmission scan lasted 

for 30-33 min (180 sec/scan~ by using a 68Ge/68Ga external rotating line source (370 

MBqs). 

0凶 group:FOO (40.40±3. 9, MBq) wぉ administeredorally to恥 subjectsabout 15 min 

before the emission scan. Dynamic whole body emission scan (3 min/scan) was performed 

泊 every3 min from pelvis to the vertex. 百1ebrain images scanned around one hour 

following the oral intake of ~FDG were used for the analysis. Transmission scan was 

performed about 18 min (3 min/scan) to correct the attenuation of photons. 

PET image data were reconstructed into a 128x128x63 matrix for a set of 30 volume 

images by applying filtered :30 back projection algorithm using a Tohoku l! niversity 

supercomputer (SX・4/128H4)(Fujiwara et al. )4). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

百1estatistical parame甘icmapping (SPM・96)package was used for the analysis. 

’The brain images were spatially normalized to minimize anatomical variations between the 

subjec脂. Smoothing was p~rf ormed by using 14・14・14mm isotropic Gaussian tlter. 

Voxel bぉedstatistical analysis was performed on th岱 esmoothed images by choosing 

‘compare-groups: 1 scan per ,subject’analysis. 百1elocations of relative hypermetabolic 

brain regions for each group were listed using the x, y and z coーordinates(Tal必rachand 

Toumoux, 1988)5) with a statistically significant threshold level of p<0.001 without 

correction for multiple comparisons. 

Results 

Figure 1. and Fi忠ire.2. depict the relative hypermetabolic regions in i. v. and oral 

group respectively. Applying the statistical analysis, the i. v. group showed hyperactive 

brain regions in the right superior fron凶 gyrus,left superior parietal lobule, right inferior 

parie凶 lobule,left lingual gyros and right superior occipital gyros (Brodm側、 area(BA), 
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BA6, BA7, BA40, BA17 and BA19 respectively) (Table-1）.’The oral-group showed 

regional relative hypermetabolism in the right gyrus rectus, left superior parietal lobule, left 

superior temporal gyrus, bilateral middle and inferior 旬mporal gyrus and left 

parahippocampal gyros (BAll, BA7, BA22, BA21 and 20, BA28 r抑制vely）・ Bilateral

cerebellar he凶sphere,right ventral lateral nucleus of thalamus (VLN} and right amygdaloid 

nucleus also showed higher metabolism σable-2). 

Discussions 

Intravenous administration of FDG is the most common use in clinical PET practices. 

We attempted to compare resting brains obtained either via FOG-oral intake or intravenous 

administration in normal resting subjects. Since glucose is the principal energy source for 

brain tissue, regional cerebral FOO uptake is a close indicator of functional level of the brain 

in physiological or pathological conditions. 百1emost remarkable difference in FOO uptake 

between i. v. and oral FOO administration in this study were found in the limbic s甘UC仰向

(parahippocampal gyros, thalamic (VLN）組damygdaloid nucleus) in the oral group and 

visual ぉsociationcortex (lingual gyrus and sup凶oroccipital gyrus) in the i. v. group. A 

previous report which compared between i. v. and oral-FOG adminis甘ationas a C錨 creport, 

suggested no difference in regional glucose metabolism in the brain6>. However, that study 

used a s加plesubtraction technique in stead of the statistical comparisons. We searched 

brain regions with statistical difference applying the SPM between two groups of resting 

subjec包（i.v. vs. oral). The relative hypermetabolism found in our study between via i. v. 

and oral-FOG administration, might emerge from inter-subject variations because different 

subjects comprised each group. Although we tried to keep similar resting condition during 

PET scans. However, the sc釦 ningset ups were not completely matched between the two 

groups due to di庄erencesin each study purpose. The build up phase of radioactivity in the 

brain continued significantly longer in the oral group because of slow FDG transfer from 

intestine to the plasma compared to a bolus FDG i吋ection.

Figure 3. showsぉ examplethe average input functions of FDG・tracer泊 normal

volunteer for oral and i. v. routes respectively. It is presumably assumed出attime related 

arterial-kinetics of FDG is rather slow in oral intake than i. v. administration. 百1isslow 

input function of FOO app紅 entlyinduced brain activations in resting subjects of oral group. 

百1eprolonged scanning time and longer buid-up phぉcin the oral study may be白emost 

possible explanation for this di庄町ence. 官1econt出ninationof behavioral distress is 

suggested by the regional distribution of significant hypermetabolic area in the oral group 

which includes the limbic structure such as parahippocampal gyros and amygdaloid nucleus. 

The visual association cortex (lingual gyrus; B.Al 7 and superior occipital gyrus; B.A19) was 

activated in the i. v. group only. Although the both group subjects kept their eyes open until 

PET measurement, many subjects closed their ey岱 laterduring PET scan. 百tistime was 
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still within the build-up phase only in the oral group. 百iedi妊erencein血etiming of the 

FOO build-up phase is a possible explanation in the difference of regional glucose metabolism 

between the two conditions.! Significantly different brain areas were detected by the 

statistical analysis especially泊 thelimbic structures and occipital brain regions. 百iemost 

possible explanation for this difference is longer-up time in the oral administration. 百iis

study sugg岱 tsthe need of substantial caution when a pooled control population were used for 

activation studies. 
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Table 1. Activated brain areぉ inI. V. group. 

Structures Brodmann’s Hemisphere Talairach Z score of 
a陀 a(B.A) Co-ordinates of statistical 

statistical peak peak. 

x y z 
Superior frontal gyrus 6 Right 6 4 80 4.00 
Superior parietal lobule 7 Left -40 -46 64 3.58 
Inferior parietal lobule 40 Right 50 -8 52 3.44 
Lingual g戸us 17 Left -4 -84 。3.27 
Sueerior occiJ?ital ~s 19 Ri~ht 36 ・84 44 3.38 

Z score =>3.00 (corresponded top＝く0.00I) suggested the significant metabolic 
activation of brain regions. 

Table 2. Activated brain are部 inoral group. 

Structures Brodmann’s Hemisphere Talairach Z score 
area (B.A) Co-ordinates of of 

statistical peak statistical 

x y z peak. 

Gyrus rec同S 11 Right 4 44 -28 3.62 
Superior parietal lobule 7 Left -14 -66 ・52 3.67 
Superior temporal gyrus 22 Le庇 -62 4 -4 3.69 
Middle temporal gyrus 21 Right 52 ・12 -16 4.38 

Left -52 ー16 -12 3.77 
Inferior temporal g戸us 20 Right 46 ・6 ー24 4.54 

Left -46 ・22 -8 3.70 
Parahippocampal gyrus 28 Left -22 -22 ー16 3.24 
Amygdaloid body Right 18 -10 16 3.81 
Thalamus (VLNucl) Right 12 -26 -24 3.67 
Cerebellum Right 20 ・56 -40 3.34 

Left -22 -50 -32 3.55 

Z score =>3.00 (corresponded top＝く0.001)suggested the significant metabolic 
activation of brain regions. 
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Fig. 1. Hypermetabolic brain areas with statisti伺 Isignificance (Z scor℃＞3.0, corresponding to p<0.001) are 

shown in black colors in i.v. group (contrast: i.v.-oral). The projection images a, b佃 dc illustrates the views 

from right superolateral, posterior side and top view of brain respectively. Right superior 台ontalgyms, right 

oαipital gyms and left lingual gyms are visuali捌 ind (1), e (1）岨df (1) rcspectiv巴ly,those巴xplo陀

bypennetabolism of corresponding brain areas. 
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Fig. 2. Hypenn巴tabolicbrain strnctures are illustrated in resting subjects of oralgroup (contrast: oral-i.v.) as A 

= right superolateral surface, B = posterior vi巴W 岨dC =top view. According to SPM 96, metabolic activat吋

邸 お aresignifica以 whenZ score =>3.00, corresponding to p =< 0.001. Right gyms rectus (1), left inferior 

tempo凶 gyms(2), left cεrebellar hemisphere (3), right vent凶 lateralnucleus of thalamus (VLN) (4), right middle 

姐 dinferior temporal gymsσ） are visualized in D as activated regions. E姐 dF SU田estedthe activated areas as 

left par油ippocampalgyrus (1 ), left cerebellar hemisphereρ） and right amygdaloid body (1) respectively. 
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Markers in Neurodegenerative Dementia 
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Introduction 

Amyloid-fJ peptide (At¥) and microtubule・associated prote泊 tauare two principal 

molecules that constitute the pathological hallmarks of AD, i.e. senile plaques 釦 d

neurofibrillary加 gles1・2>. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) assays showing elevation in levels of 

tau (CSF-tau）組dreduction in levels of AfJ ending剖制noacid position 42 (CSF-AfJ 1-42) 

have suggested them to be the most reliable biochemical markers in the diagnosis of AD剖 the

pr岱 enttime3・ 

demonstrated血ata combinatorial analysis of CSF-tau組 dCSF-Af¥1-42 may provide a more 

accurate diagnostic strategy for the diagnosis of AD6・1>. Although these biological markers 

are potentially useful to aid in由cdiagnosis of AD, it is not clearly understood if these 

molecules in CSF reflect fundamental features of neuron dysfunction or synapse loss in the 

AD brain. Furthermore, elevation of血eCSF-tau levels and reduction of the CSF-AfH-42 

levels訂efrequently observed in patients with non-AD neurodegenerative dementias including 

dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB），合onto-temporal dementia (FfD), corticobasal 

degeneration (CBD) and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease （αD）日8）.α1the other hand, functional 

imaging techniques, including positron emission tomography (PE乃， havebeen used and 

accepted as methods to assess functional abnormalities in central nervous system disorders. 

In particular, cerebral glucose metabolism me~ured by PET and 2・[18F]fluoro・2・deoxy-D-

glucose (FOO) provides unique and quantitative functional data that mightαplain a r矧onal

distribution of neuron d飽 th釦 dsynaptic dysfunction in AD brain9・11>. In order to get more 

insights into the clinical usefulness of the analysis of CSF-tau and CSF・AfH-42錨 measures

to monitor neurodegenerative processes of the brain, we quantified出eCSF levels of th凶 e

molecul1岱 inAD and non-AD patien包， andthese data were compared with cerebral glucose 

metabolic ratios measured by FDG-PET. 

Patients and Methods 

Fifteen patien包 with"probable AD”（69±7 years, MIF=6/9) and nine patien包 with
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other neurodegenerative diseases (62±7 years, MIF=S/4) including DLB (n=4), FfD (n=3), 

CBD (n=l) andαD (n=l) were ex銅山ed. The diagnosis of probable AD was made 

according to the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria12＞.百iediagnosis of other neurodegenerative 

diseases wぉ performedaccording to th<? consensus guidelines proposed by McKeith et al. for 

DLBペthecri飽riaby the Lund and Manchester groups for円 D14>and血eoriginal 

description by Gibb et al. for CBD15>. All patien匂 underwentextensive neurological and 

neuroimaging studies as wellぉlaboratoryexaminations to exclude other possible causes of 

dementia. Dementia severity wおおsessedby Mini・MentalState Examination (MMS町

within 3 month intervals of PET/CSF exru凶nation. 百ieMMSE scores in AD patien岱 were

19.1±5.4 poin包（range5・26poin脂）， and duration of the disease wぉ 3.7±3.4 years (range 

1.5・13ye訂s). In the non-AD patienぉ， theMMSE scor岱 were16.8±7.0 points (range 6・27

points) and duration of the disease was 2.2±1.0 years (range 0.5-4 years). 

CSF was taken into sterile polypropyrene tubes by lumbar puncture. CSF-Af3 

ending 副担 凶no acid position 42 wぉ quantified by a sandwich enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using two end-specific antibodies (21F12 and 306）円 To凶

tau in CSFwぉ quan凶 edby ano出ersandwich ELISA (INNσ四SThTauAg, Innogeneti凶 ， 

Belgium) as previously described3・11> 

Cerebral glucose metabolism with FOO was measured us泊g釦 ECATPlヲ31(C官

Inc, Knoxville, TN, USA) tomograph. Following a 68Ge/Ga transmission scan of 7 min 

duration, an emission scan w凶 performedfor about 60 min after intravenous i吋ectionof 

FOO. Arterial blood sampling was performed from the radial artery during the scan, and the 

cerebral metabolic r縦 ofglucose (CMRglu) was calculated by an a伽 adiographicmethod 

using an input function obtained by the measurement of plasma radioactivity. 百ieglobal 

glucose metabolism wぉ definedぉ m average CMRglu value over bo由 grayand white m剖ter

S甘UC知resof 5 slices. ROis were placed on individual PET images in the cerebellar 

hemisphere, superior and inferior frontal cortices, superior and inferior temporal cortices, 

parietal, occipital, medial temporal, striatum and thalamus, referring め theindividual magnetic 

r岱 onanceimages. 百ieglobal and regional to cerebellar ratio (global and regional metabolic 

ratio) was determined to eliminate individual variance of activity. Correlations of出cglucose 

metabolic ratio with the CSF-Jゆ1-42and CSF-tau levels were assessed by Pearson’s simple 

correlation methods. Multiple regression analysis wぉ performedto eliminate白eeffect of 

age on global and regional glucose metabolism. 

Results 

百iemerui levels of CSF却 1-42and CSF-tau W ぽe322.0±118.2 pg/ml and 

82.2±49.8 pg/ml h血cAD group, and 356.0±239.0 pg/ml and 53.2±33. 7 pg/ml in出cnon-

AD group. 官ieMMSE scores in the AD patients showed a trend toward decreぉingwith 

decre路面gCSF-Af31-42 levels. A simple correlation analysis demonstrated th剖 theCSF・
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AfH・42levels in the AD patients had a significant and positive correlation with the global 

metabolic ratio (r=O. 647, p=O. 008）・ Notably,in the analysis of non-AD patients, the CSF-

AfH・42levels also significantly correlated with the global glucose metabolic ratio (r=O. 896, p 

=0. 0004) (Figure）・ However,there was no consistent correlation between the CSF-tau 

levels and the global metabolic ratios in either AD or the non-AD group. Results obtained by 

multiple regression analysis adjusted by age further demonstrated出atthe CSF-AfH・42levels 

independently correlated with the global metabolic ratios in both the AD group (p=0.010) and 

the non-AD group (p=0.001). In particular, the CSF伸 1-42levels in the AD 凶 ients

significantly correlated with regional metabolic ratio in the ROI of the inferior temporal cortex 

(r=0.479, p=0.048). In other areas, no significant correlation was observed between the 

regional metabolic ratio and the CSF-AfH-42 levels in the ROI analysis (Table) (For further 

details, see Ref 18). 

Discussion 

Despite a small sample size, this study is the first to describe a positive and strong 

correlation between CSF-AfH・42levels and PET meぉuresof cerebral glucose metabolism in 

AD. At出ebeginning of the present study, we hypothesized血atwe might see a negative 

correlation between CSF-tau levels and the PET measures of cerebral glucose metabolism 

since numerous studies have demonstrated that the CSF-tau levels are elevated in AD 

probably due to a progressive and mぉsivedeath of neurons3-7)_ Instead, we found血atthe 

CSF-AfH・42levels, but not the CSF-tau levels, had a positive correlation with brain 

metabolism, and this correlation wぉ mostsignificant in the temporal region. Our finding 

that the positive correlation between the CSF-AfH・42and the global cerebral glucose 

metabolism in AD naturally leads us to assume that the CSF-Af31・42levels might be high in 

the early stages of AD followed by a decline as the disease progresses. Indeed, there was a 

悦 ndbetween rvlMSE scores and CSF-Af31・42levels in our limited number of patients, and 

an another recent study also demonstrated the relationship between CSF-Af3 l-42 and MMSE 

scores in a larger sample size of AD patients19>. Further, a longitudinal study demonstrated 

that the CSF-Af31・42(43) levels continuously declined during a follow-up in AD patien包7).

Taken these r凶 ultstogether, it is likely that CSF-Af31-42 levels may decline as AD becomes 

more severe. To further clarify the relationship between the CSF-Af31-42 levels and the 

diseぉeseverity, 1t is necess訂yto examine temporal changes in the CSF-Af31・42levels and in 

the PET measures of brain metabolism by a longitudinal analysis. 
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Table 1. Regression parameters組 ddetemination coefficients for陀gionalmetabolic ratio. 

CSF・A/3142 Age R2 

inferior仕on凶 0.267 -0.507 0.335 

SU戸riorfrontal 0.337 -0.594 0.476 

inf町ortemporal 0.479 -0.判。 ＊ 

0.433 

superior teπtp0ral 0.223 0.026 0.050 

p出e凶 0.123 0.166 0.042 

ぽ cipi凶 心.221 0.231 0.105 

medial也mporal 0.319 0.082 0.108 

S町iacum 0.196 心.241 0.019 

thalam凶 0.364 -0.304 0.230 

*: p<0.05 
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Figure 1. 白 rrelationbetween CSF levels of Af31-42組 d曲eglobal glucose metabolic ratio in fifteen AD組 d

nine non-AD patients. 
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7Gerontology anti. Respiratory Medicine, Tohoku Universi砂Schoolof Medicine 

Introduction 

Imaging technique using positron emission tomography and 18F・日uoro-deoxyglucose

(F閃 P町凶beenutilized for a few decadesぉ auseful tool to detect malignant tumors at 

e訂lystages, as well as for differentiation from benign diseases 1'2). FOO PET hぉ beenalso 

useful for evaluation of a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders such as depression3・4> and 

obsessive compulsive disorder5> by examining regional cerebral metabolic r瓜eof glucose 

(rC:MRglu). So far, it does not seem that this tech叩 ehas been applied for evaluation of 

neuropsychiatric abnormalities of cancer patients before. Functional brain imaging 

techniques might be helpful in evaluating neuropsychiatric problems in cancer patients, too. 

We previously reported the results of preliminary examination on the regional cerebral 

abnormalities of glucose metabolism in patients with cancer6・1・8). In the previous reports, we 

reported that C釦 cerpatien匂 manifi凶 tregional hypometabolism in出cprefrontal cortex and 

limbic system7・8＞.百1emetabolic decline seemed to beぉsociatedwith pain and types of 

disclosure to patien包7）.’Thepresent report is trying to supplement detailed description of 

this tendency. 

Materials and Methods 

Subjec匂 were19 c釦 cerp瓜ientswho were studied with FOO PET at the Cyclotron 

組 dRadioisotope Center (CYR.IC), Tohoku University during the period of 1995 to 19972>. 

百1e19 cancer p必entsover 40 y伺 rsold, who fulfilled the two following criteria, were 

selected from出cdatabぉe:(1) absence of focal signs of brain metastasis and cerebrovascular 

diseas岱 inMRI or口 andPET, and (2) absence of invasive treatments such as surgery, 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy before PET examination. 百1e19 p剖ientswere diagnosed 

with malignant diseases of various organs as follows: twelve patien岱ぉ lungcancer 

(including one small cell lung cancer), three as malignant mediastinal tumor, twoぉ
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esophageal C組問 oneas malignant lymphoma刷出eother as 伊凶ccancer(mean age件

S.D., 65 ＋件 10,range 44 to 84, two women and 17 men). Patients were scanned 

approximately 30 min after in ection of FOO taking about 30 min. Seventeen patien包 inthe 

con甘olgroup had ophthalmopathy such as optic neuritis and macula hole (mean age ＋介 S.D.,

64＋／・9,range 48 to 78, seven women and 10 men)7>. 

百iestudy protocol wぉ approvedby the Ethics Committee for clinical R岱 earchof 

Tohoku University and informed consent for白eall examinations for the study was obtained 

in advance from each patient. 

Clinicalぬtaand subgroi伊is:

Clinical information of each c加 cerpatient was 阿佐ospectivelycollected from medical 

charts. Pain, sleep disturbance, appetite loss, and types of disclosure were graded according 

to the following criteria. 

Pain: （ー） no pain (n=13), (+) mild pain controlled by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 

drugs (NSAIDs )(n=3），組d( ++) severe pain which required narcotics (morphine and 

opiates)(n=3). 

Sleep dis知rbance:（ー） no sleep disturbances (n=l5), (+) mild sleep disturbances 

successfully con甘olledby a hypnotic (n=2), and ( ++) moderate to severe sleep disturbances 

which required more than two hypnotics for control (n=2）・ Fourpatienぉmanifestedsleep 

disturbances. 

Amount of hospital meals taken by each patient was reviewed for 5 days prior to PET 

examination: （ー） when a p剖ient剖emore than 90 percent of meals served for the 5 days 

(n=lS), (+}more than 50 pe民ent(n=3), and{++) less th釦 50percent (n=l). 

Types of disclosure of malignant nature of the dise笛 e:1) complete disclosure (CD) 

group (n=3), already informed of the malignant nature before PET examination, 2) possible 

malignancy (P附 group(n=9), being informed of malignant findings possibly detected by 

PET examination, 3) non-disclosure (ND) group (n=3), intentionally given a false benign 

diagnosis by doctors at由crequest of patien包’ fan首H岱，組d4) no information group, in cぉe

no infonnation was found in the medical charts ( n=4 ), omitted from the comparison. 

We a民emptedpreliminary statistical evaluation for the regional metabolic rate ratios 

among subgroups graded for clinical information using Mann-Whitney’s U-test due to small 

sample size. Plぉmaglucose concentrations of subjects were within normal ranges (99. 8 +/-

6.0mg/dL). 

Results 

Statistical analysis using SPM96 identified several regions with decreased regional 

metabolic rate ratios in cancer patients comp紅 edto the con甘ol. 百iemetabolic reduction was 

found in the prefrontal cortex and limbic and paralimbic structures 1・8>. 
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’The severe pain group s~owed a trend for decreased ・regional metabolism in恥組側or

cingulate gyrus compared to other sub-groups. Similar trend w猶 observed泊出cstriatum, 

too, but bo~h were insignificant by陥 nn-Whitney’stest (Figure 1 ). As to由etypes of 

disclosure, CD group manifested relatively increased metabolic rate ratios 但gut・：e2). 

百ieregional metabolic rate ratio in the anterior cingulate gyms・ of the appetite loss 

group .showed a甘endfor higher metabolism but the di百erencewas not significant No 

si伊ificantdi旺erencewas deteeted between the groups with and without metastasis. 

Discussion 

In an at旬mptto normalize the influence of s悦 ssdue to hospi凶 zation，血cau血ors

selected benign disease in-patiFntsぉ thecontrol group. 百liscomparison wぉ expectedto 

highlight the neuropsychiatric problems of cancer. In the present study, no patients had anti-

C組 cer白erapiesbefore出ePET study. Derogatis et al. reported血at47 percent of cancer 

patien匂 met血eDSM-III criteria9>. Minagawa et al. reported that 53. 7 pe民entof terminally-

ill cancer patients met DSM-111-R criteria10>. Aαording to previous s知dies,neuropsychiatric 

problems of伺 ncerpatien包 couldbe induced by both psychological factors and invasive 

甘ea町ients11>. Etiological factors which possibly cause resultant psychiatric abnormalities 

could be classified grossly錨 follows:1) psychological response, 2) biological effects due to 

existence of cancer, 3) biological effect due to tre剖ments,and 4) pain. 

百ieauthors preliminarily examined the correlation between the metabolic rate ratios 

and the degrees of sleep disturbances and appetite loss, both of which constitute chief 

physical symptoms of depression. ’The results suggest that these physical symptoms are not 

appropriate for this study because they could be caused by malignant disease itself. 

Concerning the grade of pain, the severe pain group showed a trend for lower metabolism in 

the anterior cingulate gyri compared to the other sub-groups. Our result could be interpreted 

in association with alteration in the threshold of p泊nsensation due to the use of narcotics12・13> 

(Figure 2). 

As to types of disclosure, in J ap加， somedoctors still hesitate to旬Htruth to their 

patients. 百ierate of complete disclosure might be lower in Japan than in Western countries 

路 demonstratedin由cpresent study (3/19), too, as well as泊 previousrepo巾 14.15）.’The

au出orexamined whether any regional metabolic differences could be detected among groups 

with di首：erentdisclosure types. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the brain of cancer patients showed a clearly different metabolic pattern 

compared to controls, showing declined metabolism in the limbic system. 官iisabnormality 

seems to be difficult to expl剖nby physical factors. Since the brain metabolic pattern 

resembles th剖 ofmajor depression, more association with psychiatric or psychological factors 

should be examined. Due to the small size of patient groups, in甘a-groupcomparisons did 
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not d紅均Fthe causes and effects. More studies訂cnecess訂yto clarify the relationship. In 

future, evaluation of cerebral glucose metabolism with PET may o宜eran objective method to 

assess psychological and neurological problems of cancer patients. 
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Figure 1. Type of Disclosure and Regional Metabolic Rate Ratios in Brain of Can伐 rPatients. 

Result of intra-group comp組sonbased on types of disclosu詑.Abb民:viations:ACG= anterior cingulate gyms, 

OF= orbitofrontal cortex, ST= stria加m,HPH= hippocampus and par油ippocampalgyros, C= control group, CD= 

complete disclosu陀 group,PM= possible malignancy group, ND= non-disclosure group. Symbols: p<0.05: 

COD平価吋 betweenCD and PM groups by Mann-Whitney’s test. 
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Result of intra-group comp組sonbぉedon degree of pain. Abbreviations: ACG= anterior cingulate gyms, OF= 
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moderate to severe pain, (+)mild pain, and (-)no pain. Symbols: p<0.05: co岬紅吋betweenCD組 dPM groups 

by Mann-Whitney’s test. 
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Introduction 
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Department of Nuclear Medicine ond Radiology, IDAC2, 
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Depar伽ientof Geriatric ond Respiratory Medicine, Senda~ Japan4 

Interaction between psychological factors and bodily functions hぉ beendiscussed for a 

long time. 官1eremay be positive釦 dnegative錨 pec岱 inthis interaction. Some mention 

immune enhancing e妊ec脂 ofrelaxation and imagery techniques 1・2) and exercise3＞.αhers 

deal with high incidence of cancer and poor prognosisぉsociatedwith certain psychological 

factors in cancer patients and so on4ふ6>. Existence of psycho-neuro－泊tmuneinteraction 

seems to be doubt]白 s,but the mechanism would be complex. It hぉ tendedto be expl必ned

by involvement of恥 hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal(HP A) axis. But this model seems to be 

lacking important componen包. Since psychosocial events must be“recognized”and 

サudged”inorder that our consciousness feels them stressful, it seems that the model should 

include the cerebral cortex and limbic system. There might be a missing link between 

psychosocial events and body abnormal function of the HP A凶♂．

Previous組泊1alstudies demonstrated alteration of immune functions following selective 

destruction of brain structur岱 suchぉ thehypothalamus, cerebral cortex, and limbic 

system8・9-12>. Recently, Wik and coworkers’honorable study demonstrated state-dependent 

correlation between cellular immune functions and the regional cerebral blood flow in normal 

human su吋ectsby using 150-H20・PET13>. Since the brain of cancer patients might be 

already affected by various causes, suchぉ psychological,therapeutic and paraneoplぉtic

factors, manifesting deα・eぉedregional glucose metabolism in the limbic system and the 

prefrontal cortexぉ demonstratedin our previous study, the result similar to that of Wik and 

coworkers’study could not be guaranteed14>. It would be worthwhile examining comparable 

relationship加 patientswith cancer. Since psychological factors have been said to influence 

on prognosis of patients, research in this direction might give a useful information in 

explaining how the psychological factors determine physical conditions. 百1eauthors 

investigated血erelationship between NKA, regional glucose metabolism and psychological 

scores in the brain of cancer patients. 
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Materials and Methods 

Subjec句 were8 cane釘 patients(mean age + J.ーs.d.,65 +J.ー13,ranging 40 to 80, one 

woman and seven men) at v剖ousstages. They were admitted to the Hospi凶 ofInstitute of 

Development, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku University. 首位 brain加a&eswere free from 

focal signs in MRI or CT. 官iestudy protocol wぉ approvedby the Ethics Committee for 

Clinical Research of Tohoku University and informed consent was obtained from each 

patient. 

FOO was prepared using an automated synthesis system，加dqualityぉsur叩 αt岱脂

were performed. Patien包 refrainedfrom eating and drinking for剖 least5 hours before the 

PET exar凶nation. 官ieblood glucose level wぉ measuredbefore the injection of FOO. 

After injection of FOO, p剖ientswere requested to wait for 30 min, sitting quietly on a 

comfortable ch剖r. PET examinations were performed using a SET2400W scanner 

(Shimadzu Inc., Kyoto, Japan) wi血 thetransaxial sp剖ialresolution of 4 millimeter. ’The 

axial field of view of由CSC釦 neris 200・millimeter-longwhich was long enough to cover the 

whole brain加onescan. 百iebrain was scanned about 60 min after i吋ection(for 4 m泊）路 a

p制 ofwhole-body scan. Transmission scans were performed using a 68Gef8Ga external 

rotating line source for tissue attenuation correction after emission scan15>. 

PET images were reconst印刷 usinga filtered-back projection (FBP）匂ori白mand 

were dead time-and decay-corrected. 百1erewas no significant patient movement or mis-

positioning between transmission scan and emission scan. After reconstruction, brain 

images of出cpatients were e本tractedfrom the whole body images. 百1eextracted brain 

images were spatially normalized by line訂 andnon-linear transformations to min泊rize

anatomical variation出nongpatients, while preserving the regional metabolic activity using 

Statistical Pararn紺 icMapping software package (SPM96)16・11>. Statistics w錨 appliedon 

these image data剖 pixel・by-pixelbasis. In the following analysis, all the pixel data were 

normalized to the group mean of the whole brain count of each patient (ANCOVAふ

Location of specific regions in由ecancぽ patientgroup was represen旬din x, y, z coordinates 

組 dwere identified in the stereotaxic coordinate human brain atlぉ18).

Psychological sta加sof each patient was evaluated using Zung’s sns19・21> and Taylor’s 

MAS22・23) in Japanese trarislation21・23>. 

NKAwお meru句uredas follows. 百1ewhole blood sample of 5 ml was taken from each 

patient just prior to i吋ectionof FOO. 百四sesamples were meru引iredat Sumitomo Metal 

Bio-Science Inc. Laboratory {51Cr Free Floating Method k・562cell line kit W錨 usedwith 

N3zs1c向 presentedby An悶s~amJapan）・

Results 

Half of patients ( 4 out of 8) manifested decreased NKA comp紅 edwith normal ranges 

(13-51: Iめoratoryspec白cdata). Mean score of MAS in c組側 patien句 was19.4＋は1,

and SDS 35.6＋メ・6.9. M伺 nMAS was moderately elevated compared with normal 
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distribution m伺 suredwi白白eJapanese version (14. 3＋介7.8)23>. Two patients WぽC

U旬：gorizedぉ highly.anxious (grade I），出ree.pa伽包 asmoderately anxious (grade II）組d

three pati切匂（onefemale and two males）ぉ凶Idlyanxious (wi白hnormal range). For 

SDS, general dis凶）Utionwas identical to that of normal group (35＋作12)21）.αtly血ree

patien包 belongedto血cneurotic range ( 49＋斤10),・suggesting血atthey were possibly in mild 

mood disturbances. 

Positive co汀elationwas detected between NKAand MAS scores (r= 0. 96, p< 0. 001 by 

Pearson co汀elationtest). No correlation wぉ observed between patient age and 

psychological scores and between patient age and NKA. 

According to SPM r凶 ults,NKA correlated positively with rCMRglu in the left visual 

association cortex, left primary motor and premotor cortices, and right anterior cingulate 

gyrus. 百ieNKA also correlated with the left p凶narysensorimotor cortex and left posterior 

p訂ie凶 cortexbut they did not survive Bonferroni correction (extent threshold:p<Oの， because

of their small pixel cluster siz岱. NKA correlated negatively in出cright b錨 olateral

prefrontal co巾 x,right prefrontal cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and inferoanterior temporal 

cortex (Figure 1 and Table 1 ). 

Discussion 

Links between psychosocial even包 andimmune response have been studied well24・25>. 

However, roles of cortical and limbic systems in psycho-immune responses have not been 

studied well yet. 百tisresponse could be understood bぉedon血efundamental framework 

as follows: 

1) psychosocial behavior, 

2) regional change in the brain, and 

3) physiological changes (autonomic, endocrine and immune). 

While there訂eenormous number of studies dealing with one or two dimensions 

introduced here, few study has been done taking all of the three dimensions into account 

because of its complexity. Afunctional brain imaging study might enable it. 

Previous animal studies demons甘atedaltered immune functions following destruction of 

brain s甘ucturessuch ぉ cerebralcortex, limbic system and brain stem8-12>. Previous 

lesioning studies on the anterior hypothalamic area induced immune dysfunction泊 mice.

Lesioning of the posterior hypothalamus gave rise to various resul隠. Some studies 

suggested that destruction of the limbic structure induced enhancement of immune functions8-

12）組d血atlesioning of the cerebral cortex induced decreぉed泊imunefunction10-12＞.百ie

purpose of these l岱 ionings知dieswere to clariちrthe role of specific brain regions泊 the

immune modulating interaction. S加ilarpu叩osecould be accomplished in human non-

invasively by using PET technique. 
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A recent work done by Wik and coworkers13) demonstrated correlation between the 

regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and NKA and Concanavalin-A (Con A) response of 

lymphocytes in normal human ~ubjects. 百lis may be only one study available on由istopic. 

’They, after carefully excluding subjec包 withmoderate to high anxiety, demonstrated白剖

NKAcorrelated negatively with rCBF in the secondary somatosensory co口.exwhereas Con-A 

response correlated positively with rCBF bilaterally in the visual association, motor, sensory 

cortices, thalamus, putamen, and left hippocampus. Purpose of血epresent study wasめ see

江 acomparable甘endcan be detected in cancer patients. Naturally, patients built up 

moderate degree of anxiety or depression. To see a cert司neffect of emotional load on the 

immune consequences, anxious patients were not necess紅白yto be excluded. Curiously, 

our results looked opposing to th剖 ofNKAin Wik’s study but seemed to be泊 accordance

with that of Con-A study. Inte中印刷ionof this discrepancy is still uncle訂．

In the present s知dy,at least it seemed由剖組xiety,NKA and metabolism in the 

cingulate and primary cortices correlated to each other. It seems to be relatively easy to explain 

the effec包 ofimagery and exe~cise by possible close contact between immune cells and the 

visual and sensorimotor cortices, as demonstrated in the present study (Figure 1 and Table 1 ). 

However, anatomical connection between the two is unclear, and further interpretation is still 

difficult. 

Combined with the results of lesioning studies on anin叫s,the present result seems to 

demonstrate an antagonistic relationship between the cortical (including anterior cingulate 

gyrus) and limbic (including pre合ontal cortex) systems concerning immunological 

consequences. In future, it could be expected that this approach will elucidate functional 

neuroan剖omyof immune enhancing eff ec包 accompaniedby relaxation, imagery and 

biofeedback techniques1・2）飢dexercise3) as well as psycho-biological mechanism of poor 

prognosis in cancer patients associated with certain psychological factors4-6>. 

Conclusion 

In spite of the small sample size, this observation might provide further support for the 

pr凶 enceof interactions between the brain and immune system. ’The cerebral cortex and 

limbic system may take some important roles in psycho-neuro-immune-modulation. 

Functional brain mapping technique could produce reasonable results in investigating血is

mteract1on. 
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Table 1. Regions of Linear Correlation to NKA. 

Talairach Coordinates Z score of 
Structure Brodmann’s Hemi- Of statistical peak Statistical 

Area Sphere x y z l!eak 
(positive correlation) 
Visual association cortex 18 L ・32 -80 。 4.12 
Anterior cingulate gyrus 32 R 12 26 40 3.60 
Motor紅白 416 L -45 -14 60 3.69 

(negative correlation) 

Basolateral pre合ontalcortex 47 R 36 46 -10 4.72 

Prefrontal cortex 10 R 22 64 -2 4.41 

Orbitofrontal cortex 11 L -16 40 -16 3.86 

Anterior temporal cortex 20 L ・26 12 -44 3.59 
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Figure 1. Regions Correlating with Natural Killer Cell Activity (NKA).A: positive correlation and B: negative 

correlation.Regions of si伊 出c組 tcorrelation, denoted by black, are superimposed on MRI templates. (pixel 

height threshold p<0.005, extent threshold p<0.4 (43 voxel minimum). 
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Emotion Concerned with a Person: Factor Analysis Using Subject’s 

Self Evaluation and PET. 
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Institute for Neuroanatomy, Heinrich-Heine-Universi帆 P.O.Box10100スD・40001Duesseldorf, Gem闘が

Introduction 

AI白oughmemory and emotion訂cclosely related and intertwined in our daily 恒久

they are usually separately studied on simple models based on由eanimal models in previous 

studies. Human brain imaging is expected to reveal the neurobiological correlates of human 

memory組 demotion. However, so far, there seems to be no established model of human 

memory and emotion which can be compared with brain activity. Normal adults can 

verbally desαibe their states of memory and emotion with various terms. Many terms are 

used to discribe s加 ilarstates of memory and emotion, but each term expresses specific 

nu釦 ce. We need to choose appropriate terms to construct a model of memory and emotion 

without a priori hypothsis. Here we propose new a approach to ex甘actessential factors 

from these旬rmsusing factor analysis on phisyological data In this study, rCBF image was 

obtained during the normal subject wぉ retrievingmemory concerening a spec出cperson 

(target person), using posi甘onemission tomography (PE1). The subject ev副総dhis states 

of memory and emotion concerning the target person using the questionnaire with 23 items 

with five grade rating, after the PET scan. We made correlation map for each item, and 

principal component analysis (PC刈 was performed for 23 items using correlateion 

coefficients of all voxels in the whole brain. 
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Nine right handed normal male volunteers (age 18-21) particip蹴 din出isstudy. 

Handedness was assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory•>. None had any sign or 

history of psyconeurological disease. Written informed consent was obtained from each 

SU吋ect泊 accordancewith the guidelin凶 approvedby Tohoku University and the Helsinki 
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Declaration of Human Rights, 1975. 百ieprotocol wぉ approvedby the local ethics 

committee of the Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer, Tohoku University. 

Personal memory retrieval tasks 

Each subject performed six tasks in each of which re甘ievalof memory about a 

specific p町son(target person) w錨 required. 百ietarget person wぉ specifiedbefore each 

凶 kamong the people with v制仰 ofrelationships with the su句ects(a comic character, a 

social fi忠1re,his recent friend, his old friend, one of his siblings, and his father). A single 

word or a sentence which describes a person, such as“honest”，＂tall”， or“runs fぉt”， was

visually presented, in each trial. 百iesubjects were required to determine whether the 

desαiption of each presented word or sentence suites the target person. 百iesubjects 

performed 40 trials during 120 sec in each task. 

rCBF measurement 

百iePET scans were performed with a SET-2400W PET scanner (Shimadzu, Kyoto, 

Japan) in three-dimensional mode. 百四 physicalcharacteristics of this scanner have been 

described previously2>. During each personal memory retrieval task, bolus injection of 

200MBq H2 150 was followed by 60sec data aquisition. 

Evaluation of memory/emotion states 

Immediately after each task finished, the subject Wおおkedto complete a 

questionnaire with five grade rating which consists of following 23 items which evaluate his 

st剖eof memory and emotion concerned with the person. 

1) I have memory for this person. 

2) I have knowl~dge of this person. 

3) I can visually imagine this person. 

4) I like this per~on. 

5) I hate this person. 

6) I was influen~d by this person. 

7) I influenced this person. 

8) I feel famili訂iiy(intimacy) with this person. 

9) I have loving memory for this person. 

10) I have joyful memory for this person. 

11) I have sad memory for this person. 

12) I have fearful memory for this person. 

13) I have exper剖ingmemory for this person. 

14) I feel love when I think of this person. 

15) I feel joy when I think of this person. 
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16) I feel sad when I think of this person. 

1乃 Ifeel fear when I think of this person. 

18) I feel anger when I think of this person. 

19) I feel love when I am with this person. 

20) I feel joy when I am with this person. 

21) I feel sad when I am with白isperson. 

22) I feel fear when I am with this person. 

23) I feel ang釘 whenI am with this person. 

以鵬analysis

百1ePET images were anatomically normalized to the standard brain of the Human 

Brain Atl俗 3>using the Automated Image Registration4> and Elastic transformation5>. All PET 

加ageswere proportionally scaled into the global mean cerebral blood flow of 50ml/dVmin. 

Using all 54 normalized images, correlation coefficient wぉ calculatedfor each voxel for each 

item, to make correlation map. Among some items, their correlation maps resemble each 

other, and these items may share some common memory/emotion factor(s). Correlation 

coeficients were Z transformed (Z=log((l +r)/(1・r))/2),and resulting Zr maps (vectors with 

approximately 2x 105 valu凶（血cnumber of voxels)) were used to calculate covariance matrix 

(23x23). Eigenvalues and eigenvectors were calculated using the covariance matrix. 

Calculation of correlation map and PCA were performed on MATLAB 4. 2 (Math works Inc., 

Sherborn, Mass., USA). Cumulative proportion reached 80% by the third principal 

component, and first three principal components were considered笛 effective. Pricipal 

component score (PCS) map was calculated仕omZr map and the eigenvector for each 

d釧 veprincipal component (inverse Z transformation was performed to ob凶 correlation

coefficient like characters). 

Results and discussion 

For three principal components, items are listed from those with larger absolute 

factor loading until sum of square of the loadings exceeds 0. 8 (Table 1 ), and PCS map is 

shown (Figure). 

In the first principal component, large positive loadings were seen for the items 

evaluating a positive impression and memory for the target person. We refer this principal 

component as“Positive Emotion" factor. 百1isfactor was ぉsociatedwith high activity in the 

bilateral anterolateral prefrontal cortex and the right occipitotemporal region, and low activity 

in the bilateral anterolateral temporal cortex, superior p訂tof amygdala, lateral orbitofrontal 

cortex, and sensorimotor cortex. 

In the second principal component, large negative loadings were seen for the items 

evaluating a negative impr岱 sionand memory for the旬rgetperson. We refer this principal 

component as“Negative emotion" factor. 百1isfactor wぉ associatedwith high activity in 
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the bilateral anteromedial句mporal co巾：x, inferior、part.of amygdala and the left 

occipitotemporal region. 

In the third principal component, large positive loadings were seen for the items 

evaluating a knowledge and visual imagenability of the target person, and-large negative 

loadings were seen for the items evaluating.memories bearing negative emotion. We refer 

血isprincipal component 錨＇~Nonemotional Memory" factor. 百tisfactor W舗おsociated

wi血highactivity in the left inferior temporal cortex, which is .in cotrast to the highぉtiviザin

the right inferior temporal cortex associated with “Positive Emotion" and “Negative Emotion”． 

Application of the factor analysis to PET data and psychological meru匂urements

seems to be a powe泊iiapproach for the study of human memory and emotion. 
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Table 1. Items with large absolute value of factor loadings for three principal component. 

item loading I feel anger when I think of this 0.33 

first principal component person 

I feel love when I am with this person 0.36 I feel anger when I am with this 0.33 

I have loving memory for this person 0.33 person 

I feel love when I think of this person 0.31 I feel sad when I think of this person 0.33 

I have knowledge of this person 0.29 I have experating memory for this 0.29 

I feel joy when I am with this person 0.25 person 

I have memory for this person 0.25 I hate this person 0.23 

I can visually imagine this person 0.24 I like this person -0.19 

I like this person 0.23 third principal component 

I have joyful memory for this person 0.22 I have knowledge of this person 0.48 

I have sad memory for this person 0.21 I have experating memory for this ・0.44

I feel joy when I think of this person 0.20 person 

I was influenced by this person 0.19 Iαn visually imagine this person 0.38 

second principal component I have sad memory for this person -0.35 

I feel fear when I am withithis person 0.38 I have fea品』lmemory for this person -0.27 

I feel sad when I剖nwith this person 0.36 I feel familiarity with this person -0.25 
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Figure PCS maps 

first principal component 

second principal component 

出irdp1incipal component 

Figure 1. PCS maps are到 perimposedonto the mean normalized MRis of all四 bjects. Positive correlation is 

shown in凶組dnegative correlation is shown in blue. The left side of the brain is shown in the right side of 

the figure. 
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IV. 8. Clinical Application of SPM and PET to Localize 
Epileptogenic Foci in Temporal Lobe Epilepsy 

Na/aザ'imaT., Shamoto H.ヘShiraneR., Itoh M. * *, and Yoshimoto T. 

Introduction 

D句par仰 entof Neurosurgery, Tohoku Universi砂Schoolof Medicine 

Depar.抑制ofNeurosurgery, Kohnan Hospital* 

Cycloか・onand Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University** 

Positron emission tomography using 18F-fluoro-deoxyglucose (FOO) has been 

widely applied to epileptic patients to localize epileptogenic foci for presurgical evaluation, 

and to investigate the pa血ophysiologyaround the lesion. Numerous studies have confirmed 

a 60 to 90 % incidence of interictal hypometabolism in patien包 oftemporal lobe epilepsy1>. 

Because PET images have been analyzed usually by visual inspection or semi叩 iantitative

method applying regions of interest (ROis) on血esuspected areぉ， thesemethods are likely to 

be a百ectedby the operator bias. 

’The Statistical Parametric Mapping (The Wellcome Department of Cognitive 

Neurology, London, SPM 99) hぉ recentlyestablished as a tool for detection of regional brain 

activations or physiological abnormalities in the analysis of brain images obtained by PET, 

SPECT or fMRI2・3>. In this article we report白ereliability of SPM釦 dPET to localize 

functional brain abnormalities in epileptic patients. 

Method 

Subjects and method 

Nine patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and 24 healthy normal volunteers 

participated in this study. PET sc組 W 錨 carriedout using Shimadzu HEADTOl¥ffi-V 

scanner in 3・Ddata acquisition mode at 45 minutes after intravenous i吋ectionof 37 MBq in 

average of FOO. The subjects lay comfortably in the scanner bed and all studies were 

performed with their ey凶 closein a dim room and minimal auditory stimulation. 百四

studies of epileptic patien包 wereundergone in interictal condition. PET images were 

analyzed with SPM 99 implemented on Matlab (Ma血works,Natick, M笛 s.,U SA)2・3>. At 

first PET images obtained from subjec也 wereanatomically normalized to the standard 

template brain in the standard stereotaxic space defined by Talairach and Toumoux4＞.官1is

process was undergone using linear and non-linear 仕 組sformationalgori出m. 百1e

仕組sformedPET images were smoothed with a Gaussian tlter kernel of 15 * 15 * 13 mm 
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同 HM PET images were fomp制 b伽 eenfrom one p術 nt組 dfrom 24 healthy 

volunteers using the ’compare group’statistics with the threshold剖 p<0.001,uncorrected for 

也cmultiple comparisons and p<0.05, with voxel・basedco汀・ection. Subsequently, the 

regions with decreased relative glucose consumption were displayed錨 thelWP加 ag岱（glass

brain) and ov町 theTl-weighted MR蜘 plateimages included in SPM99. ’The precision 

and reliability of this method w錨 assessedboth by visual inspection of the original PET 

images and SPM analysis. 

Results 

In eight of nine patients, deα・eased glucose metabolism was detected by visual 

inspection only in the temporal lobe. Statistical analysis using SPM99 with a threshold at 

p<0.001, uncorrected for the mμltiple comparisons, localized the lesions also, which matched 

出eregion detected by visual inspection. On the other hand, the lesion was much smaller 

than visual inspected area with a threshold set at P<0.05, with voxel・basedco汀・ection.

All the normaliz.ed images of 8 p剖ientswere checked visually. Normalization 

using linear and nonlinear algorithm could transform all the PET images to a standard image 

adequately in spite of focal abnormalities. In one patient SPM analysis successfully revealed 

focal lesion in lateral portion of the temporal lobe, which was not detected by visual 

mspect10n. 

Case presentation 

In case 1 magnetic resonance (MR) imaging showed the left hippocampal a甘ophy.

Electrocorticography (ECoG) indicated the epileptogenic spikes in the left temporal釦 dfrontal 

lobes. FOO PET image demonstrated evident glucose hypometabolism spreading over the 

whole left temporal and parietal; lobes (fig. lA). ’The normalization process transformed the 

raw PET image to油nostadequate brain image (fig. lB). SPM analysis also revealed the 

glucose hypometabolism in the left temporal and parietal lobes (fig. lC). 

In case 2白cscalp EEG suggested白剖 epilepticfocus is located in the mesial 

temporal lobe. However, FOO PET image scanned at interictal condition did not reveal 

叩parentfocal lesion (fig. 2A). ’The normalization wぉ succ岱 sful(fig. 28）組dSPM 

analysis could localize a focal lesion in the lateral portion of the temporal lobe (fig. 2C). 

Discussion 

Functional neuroimaging to me笛 urecerebral blood flow and metabolism is reported 

to be most effective non-invasive technique for localization of epileptogenic foci. Previous 

studies have shown a 60・90% incidence of glucose hypometabolism by FOG PET in the 

epilepめgenicarea suspected by EEG study1＞.’These metabolic disturbances訂eoften larger 

血釦 are錨 provedp剖hologicallyby surgical procedures or than the lesions detected by 11C-
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flumazenil倒的 PET,uptake of which wぉ出oughto be correla旬dwith regional neuronal 

loss. 官iesefindings implied functional disturbances around the focus, which was the 

source of epileptic d包charge5>. Visual inspection and ROI method have been often applied to 

detect hypometabolic regions on PET images. However, these methods are subjective and 

not sufficient to be used for small or subtle l岱 ions. In this study we applied a statistical 

imaging analysis and compared its validity with the conventional methods. 

百1eresults revealed th剖 In8 of 9 temporal lobe epilepsy cases, the SPM analyses 

clearly delineated hypometabolic regions of glucose which was comparable with the visual 

ins pee姐on. However, In 1 case, SPM disclosed a sign出canthypometabolic region in the 

lateral portion of the temporal lobe, which was not picked up by visual inspection. 

Al出oughthe number of cぉesin this study is still small，出eSPM analysis proved to 

be potentially useful for detection of abnormal regions, which might be missed or not 

conclusive by visual inspection due to its subtlety. We stress the robust and objectiveness of 

this SPM analysis which is essential for presurgical examinations of epilepsy treatment. 

It is repor旬d血atsome temporal lobe epilepsy patien也 withsuspected foci in mesial 

portion of由ctemporal lobe showed marked hypometabolism in the lateral portion of the 

temporal lobe6>. 百tisphenomenon was expl垣間dby either trans-synaptic effects by 

disturbed efferent pathways due to reduced viable cells in the focus in mesial temporal lobe or 

due to a reduced number of efferent fibers to the temporal neocortex from the hippocampal 

formation6>. In cぉe2SPM組 alysisdemonstrated this pathophysiological abnormalityぉ a

spotty hypometabolic area in the lateral temporal lobe. 

’The anatomical normalization in SPM bぉically employs linear ( aff泊e)

transformation which assumes regional similarity between the target and the template images. 

Substantial caution is required to apply this technique to the images where regional 

abnormality is expected. Previous studies indicated that only linear transformation without 

nonlinear algorithm should be applied to this situation. Some authors suggested that the 

anatomical transformation should be first applied to MR images (patient『sto the蜘 pl蹴）組d

the obta泊edtransformation matrices could be used for PET images afterw訂d,with MRI and 

PET images co・regis低redbeforehand. However, normalization of PET images only was 

found almost adequate in this study with relatively mild functional abnormalities. Technical 

simplicity is important for clinical evaluation. 
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6) L紅白J.C., Siegel G.J., Abou-Khalil B.W., Hood T.W., Gilman S., McKeever P.E., Hichwa R.D., 

H山 hinsG.D.,Neurology 40 (1990) 1420-1426. 

総続働

Fig. lA. Fig. IB. 

SPM{T23} 

Fig. lC. 

Fig. 1. Case 1. (A) FDG P町 imagesdelineated apparent hypometabolism spreading over the tempo叫姐d

parietal lobes. (8) The normalized image generated by SPM reveals almost adecpate brain shape. (C) The 

民gionswith decr明記drelative glucose consumption detected by SPM analysis are di叩layedover th巴Tl・weighted

MR template images (left）岨das the MIP images (glass brain) included in SPM99 (right）.百1eregions almost 

correspond to the area ident出回 byvisual inspection of the original PET image. 
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Fig. 2. Case 2. (A) FDG PET images scanned al interictal condition does not reveal apparent hypometabolic 

陀 gion. (B) The normalized image generated by SPM shows adequate brain shape. （。Thefocal hypometabolic 

lesion in the lateral portion of the right temporal lobe detected by SPM is displayed ov巴rthe Tl・weightedMR 

template images (left）組das也eMIP images (right). 
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IV. 9. Effects of Stereotactic Pallidal Surgery on Regional 
Cerebral Glucose Metabolism in Advanced Parkinson’s Disease 

Na.向jimaT., Nimura T.へAndoT. *, Shirane R，均maguchiK. * *, Itoh M. * *, 
and Yoshimoto T. 

Depar.的rentof Neurosurgery, Tohoku University School of Medicine 

Depar.加rentof Neurosurgery, Miyagi National Ho.・spital*
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi砂＊＊

Introduction 

Stereotactic pallidotomy has been establishedぉ analternative甘eatmentfor advanced 

Parkinson’s disease (PD)14>. Although it包 effectivefor relieving球inesia,悦 mor釦 d

rigidity, hぉ alsosome risks of adverse e百ectsuch as dysfunction of higher brain functions, 

and bulbar palsy. In this study we evaluated changes泊regionalcerebral glucose metabolic 

r剖e(rCMRGlu) in PD patients using posi甘onemission tomography (PE1ツbeforeand afte 

stereotactic pallidotomy. Correlations between rCMRGlu and clinical ouにomesfollowing 

the pallidotomy were also investigated. 

Subjects and methods 

Subjects 

百treePD patients and 24 healthy volunteers participated in the study. ’The clinical 

characteristics of the patien也 areshown in Table 1. By Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging 

evident cortical or subcortical atrophy was not found both in patients and volunteers. All 

patien包 hadquantitative PET 1 to 2 weeks prior to the pallidotomy組 dpost-operative study 

W錨 undergoneafter血coperation. 官ieprotocol wぉ approvedby Clinical Committee of 

Radioisotope Use of this institution and all subjec包 gavetheir written informed consent for 

the study. 

Positron emission tomography 

’The 1乍 fluorodeoxyglucose (F閃） PET was performed using Shimadzu 

HEADTOME-V scanner in 2-D data acquisition mode. A transmission scan wぉ performed

for attenuation correction of annihilation photons using a rotating 68Ge/68Ga line source. 

百四subjects lay comfortably h白cscanner bed and all studies were performed with their eyes 

close in a dim room and minimal auditory st泊mlation. 185 MBq in average of FOO was 

injected intravenously and 16 arterial blood samples W悶 obtainedfor 50 minutes after the 
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甘acerinjection. Radioactivity 1 of the plasma w錨 countedwith a well-type g却 wacoun旬rto 

ob旬ina FOO input function.1 Cerebral glucose metabolic rate was calculated using the 

autoradiographical method scaned for 10 minutes beginning 40 minutes after i吋ection. 百四

lumped constant wぉ 0.42and the rate constants wereぉ follows:kl=0.102, k2=0.130, 

k3=0.062, k4=0.0068. 

Image analysis 

To analyze focal metabolic changes between pre－組dpost-operative conditions, we 

叩plieda voxel・basedstatistical analysis using the Statistical Parametric陥 pping(SPM99, 

Wellcomede阿国entof Cognitive Neurology, London) implemented on Matlab (Mathwo水s,

Natick, Mass., USA)5・6>. We defined the hypometabolic regions by comparing PET images 

of each p剖ientover the Student's t-distribution obtained from 24 healthy normal volunteers 

adopting由cstatistical significance threshold at p<O. 001 without correction for multiple 

compansons. 

Results 

Case] 

Pre-operative PET study disclosed hypometabolic region mainly spreading over the 

prefron凶 cortexco汀espondingto Brodmann 紅白 9and 10 (F泡． lA). ’This patient 

underwent implantation of stimulator elec仕odesin the bilateral globus pallidus interna 

Clinical performanceぉsessedwith Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) 

revealed substantial improvement; from 51/100 at pre-operative state to 34n6 in stimulator-on 

condition. Two weeks after the operation, FDG PET in stimulating condition was 

performed. SPM analysis demonstrated a more intense and larger hypometabolic region in 

由cprefron凶紅白（Fig.lB). 百1ispatient’s higher brain function assessed with WAIS-R 

and WMS-R revealed not-negligible deterioration after the operation. 

Case2 

Pre-operative PET study of出iscase disclosed significant hypometabolic region over 

Brodmann紅白 39and 40 which were considered to be strongly linked with association 

functions (Fig. 2A). This patient underwent left posteroventral pallidotomy (PVP). After 

血coperation drug induced dyskinesia mainly in left side remarkably improved. But WAIS-

R and WMS-R disclosed some imp討rmentof intelligence ぉ wellぉ thebulbar palsy. SPM 

analysis demonstrated a newly developed hypometabolic region in bilateral prefrontal cortex; 

Bro伽 annarea 9 (Fig. 2B ). 

Case3 

In cぉe3, PET study prior to the right PVP revealed no significant hypometabolic 
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region (Fig. 3A）.’The PVP could release the patient from severe wearing-off，北inesiaand 

gait disturbance. However, impairment of general intelligence on WAIS-R and WMS-R 

appeared. Post-operative PET study demons甘atedglucose hypometabolism in the right 

pre合ontalcortex (Fig. 38). 

Discussion 

PET hぉ been established as 由c most useful method to evaluate the 

pa血ophysiologicalmechanism and quantitative evaluation of Parkinson’s disease7). 18F-

tluorodeoxyglucose was applied to measurement of glucose metabolism in cerebral cortex and 

other deeply located structures such as globus pallidum, putamen and thalamus. 

Previous PET study described that PD is associated with increぉedglucose 

metabolism in the thalamus and lentif orm nucleus and decreases in the lateral仕ontal,

P訂acentral,inferior parietal and parietooccipital areas. 百1ismetabolic profile has been 

showed to correlate with the diseぉcprogressionお measuredby the Hoehn and Yahr score8). 

Post-operative evaluation using FOO PET demonstrated th剖 metabolicdecreases in the 

thalamus ipsilateral to surgery site with increぉesin motor, premotor and supplement motor 

cortex (SMA) were correlated with白eimprovement of post-operative motor performance of 

the limb contralateral to pallidotomy. Furthermore post-operative hypometabolism in 

ipsilateral lentiform nucleus and the thalamus hぉ beenreported to have covaried with 

increases of glucose metabolism in bilateral SMA9）.’These findings are consistent with the 

basic concept involvement of the basal ganglia-tha加no・corticalcircui甘yand the theory出at

the pallidotomy effects result from artificial disruption of uncontrolled pallidal inhibitory 

output to the ventrolateral thalamus which consequently causes a reduced thalamocortical 

input and depressed cortical activityη． 

Previous report described that there wぉ agreater risk of adverse effects such as 

cognitive and bulbar dysfunction after the pallidotomy, especially when employed to the 

bilateral targe包10). From our cぉes,unilateral pallidotomy seems to have an enough potential 

to deteriorate higher brain function. FOO PET studies after the operation revealed the 

appe訂anceof hypometabolic region in the prefrontal cortex bilaterally in case 1 and 2，組d

ipsilaterally in case 3. 百1esemetabolic reductions are a p剖hophysiologicalproof of the 

clinical adverse eff ec也 andpr岱 umablyresulted from a functional disconnection of basal 

ganglia-thalamo・corticalcircuitry as mentioned above. 

We stress that the unilateral as wellぉ thebilateral pallidotomy have a potential 

danger of deterioration of higher brain functions and this adverse effect can be functionally 

assessed by FDG PET. 
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Table 1. Parkinson’s disease patients undergoing stereotactic pallidotomy. 

patient J age (yr) I sex duration (yr) surgery Hoehn and Yahr sta e 
re o e ost o e re o e ost o e 

38 F 15 IBlt.…lationl 
3/5 3/4 51/100 34176 

2 50 M 35 Lt. PVP 3/3 3/3 32/55 19/32 
3 68 M 18 Rt. PVP 3/4 4/4 46/96 43/63 
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IV. 10. A case of Autoimmune-related Pancreatitis-Usefulness of 
Fluorodeoxyglucose Positron Em1ss1on Tomography for the 

Evaluation of the Effect of Steroid Therapy -

Takasu A., Satoh kリ SatohA.,Asakura T., Nagasaki, Y., Shimosegawa T., andltoh M. * 

Depar伽 ento/Ga幼・・oenterology,Tohoku University School of Medicine 

Cyclotron Radioisotope Cen館r,Tohoku University寧

A 73・year-oldmale patient was hospitalized because of repeating abdominal pain. 

Imaging studies showed diffusely enlarged pancreぉ， strictureat the distal portion of the 

common bile duct and diffuse narrowing of the main pancreatic duct. Laboratory data 

showed an increase in serum pancreatic enzymes, gammaglobuline, and some positive 

autoantibodies. Autoimmune pancreatitis was highly suspected. Before steroid therapy, 

18F-fluorodeoxyglucose posi甘onemission tomography (FOO PEηshowed a diffuse釦 d

intense accumulation of the radioactivity in血epancreぉ. After starting steroid therapy, an 

enlargement of白epancreぉ wぉ加provedremarkably on CT, accomp釦 iedby an 

improvement of laboratory data and no accumulation of FOO was recognized on PET. It 

was considered由atFDG PET showed an enhanced glucose metabolism in the inflammatory 

cells infiltrating to the panαcぉ beforetherapy and its improvement after steroid therapy. 

We concluded血atFOO PET may be useful for evaluating the effect of steroid therapy in this 

disease. 

Introduction 

Autoimmune pancreatitis is a relatively new entity and is characterized for its 

remarkable improvement by steroid therapy. We report a patient with this disease in whom 

the e百ectof steroid therapy was evaluated by FDG PET. 

Case report 

A 73・year-oldmale patient developed repeating abdominal p必nin early January 

1999, and was admitted to another hospital. Pancreatic cancer was suspected on the basis of 

the radiographic findings，由剖 isdiffusely swelling of the pancreぉ andstricture of common 

bile duct. He wぉ admittedto our hospital for further examinations on April 1st. 百四

patient had a history of diabetes since he was 66 years old and he hぉ beenleft without 

甘eatmentfor more血組 twoy伺 rsbecause control was good. He had no history of alcohol 
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consumption and no family history of pan，α・eatic diseases. 

α1 physical examination, no同morwas palpable in the abdomen, and no superficial 

lymphonodes were palpable. 

百1elaboratory data 1 on ・the admission ~bowed evidence of cholestatic liver 

dysfunction，，釦d el~ation of pancre柑C C町 me, f，側面gblood sugar anq CA19-9. 

Furthermore, gammaglobuline wぉ remarkablyincrease.d (2. 65 g/dl) and_ immunoglobulin G 

was also elevated (2936 m凶）． Antinuclear組曲ody(ANA) was positive and the p瓜tern

wぉ di庄use. Anti carbo凶C 釦 hydrおかII(CA-11) antibody was also positive. 

Antimitochondorial組 曲ody（刷A)was .negative. Pancreatic exocrine function test s帥 as

PFD test and fecal chymotrypsin t岱 twas shown to be almost normal. (Table). 

Ultrasonography showed diffuse enlargement of the pancreas with a slight 

hypoechoic pattern. Particularly，由chead of the pancreas seemed like a mass (Fig. 1 a, b ). 

CT scans revealed diffuse enlargement of the pancreas without cyst or calcification (Fig.2 a.b). 

Endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERC) showed stricture of the distal common bile 

duct (Fig. 3のandMR cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) showed irregularly narrowing of 

the main pancreatic duct (Fig. 3b ). Autoimmune panαeatitis wぉ highlysuspected from 

these findings. FOO PET demonstrated a remarkably high and diffuse accumulation in the 

pan ereぉ whichcould not deny pancreatic cancer (Fig. 4 a, b ). Although operation wぉ

recommended, the patient and his family were unwilling and against it. Furthermore, he 

showed no sympぬm after admission and laboratory data including the enzymes of the 

pancreas and the bile duct system and CAI 9・9returned to normal during the course, and 

diabet岱 controlwas improved by diet therapy, so we decided to get him discharged. 

While being followed as an outpatient, the pancreas remained diffusely enlarged on 

ultrぉonographyand pancreatic enzymes such as serum amylase and lipぉerepe剖edelevation 

while he had no symptoms. On the other hand, diabetes control got worse gradually. 

Thus the patient wぉ admittedto our hospital again on October 8th in 1999 for the con甘olof 

diabetes and for receiving diagnostic therapy of autoimmune pancreatitis by corticosteroid. 

Predonisolone at an泊itialdose of 30 mg/day was administrered orally for one week, and the 

dose W錨 graduallyreduced. 百1epancreas swelling r岱 olvedby 6 weeks after starting 

steroid恥 rapyon ultrasonogr叩hy(Fig. 1のandon口（Fig.2 c, d), and the s甘ictureof the 

common bile duct wぉ alsoimproved on ER CP (Fig. 3c ). Along with it, the laboratory data 

such as elevated gammaglobuline and immunoglobuline G returned to normal and the 

elevation of pancreatic enzymes and cholestatic liver dysfunction wぉ alsoimproved. 

Antinucl館組tibodyshowed negative (Table). FOO accumulation wぉ notrecogn国 don 

PET performed 8 weeks after S凶 tingsteroid血erapy(Fig. 4c）・ However,ERCP showed 

th剖 themain pancreatic duct remained diffusely narrowed (Fig. 3d). 
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Discussion 

Since Yoshida et aI1>. proposed the concept of autoimmune pancreatitis, numbers of 

authors have reported about血isdisease so the concept hぉ beenincreasingly permeating 

recently. It is characterized by no symptoms or mild sympめms,diffuse swelling of the 

pancreぉ， diffuse釦 diπegul訂 narrowingof the pancreatitic duct, cholestatic liver dysfunction 

caused by constriction of the common bile duct in the panαeぉ， hyperimmunoglobulinemia,

eosinophilia, posi抑制－nuclearantibody (ANA) and CんIIantibody, histologi叫 ly偽 rotic

change with lymphocyte infiltraion in the pancreas, and effective steroid therapy1・2>. In our 

cぉe,though histological diagnosis had not been made, it fulfilled all the other criteria of this 

disease. So we postul剖.ean autoimmune mechanism as the etiology of this patient’s 

pancreatitis. 

Some experiments have suggested白atthis pancreatitis is mediated by a cellular 

autoimmune mechanism3・4>. It has been reported that HI.A-DR antigens were expr岱 sedon 

the epithelial cells of the pancreatic duct, and the pancreas was infiltrated by activated Cひ4or 

CD・8positive T lymphocytes, which caused the segmental narrowing of the pancre剖icduct3>. 

Carbonic anhydrase-11 (CA-II）組dlactoff erinは istingon the exocrine cells have been 

considered to be possible target antigens5). 

FDG PET has been thought as useful modality for distinguishing malignant tumors 

from benign diseぉe6・1>. However FDG sometimes accumulates加 inflammatorysites which 

causes false positive8・9>. Recently, Nakamoto et al. has reported that FOO up旬kein the 

pancreas with this diseぉewasぉ highas pancreatic cancer lesion, therefore the differentiation 

from cancer is difficult and care must be paid10>. It may be the results of enhanced glucose 

metabolism in massive lymphocytes or fibroblぉtinfiltrating to由epanαeas. FDG PET 

performed after starting steroid therapy revealed no accumulation. It may be because the 

lymphocyte infil仕組onwas improved or activation of these inflammatory cells was released 

by steroid therapy. 

In our cぉe,the main pancre剖icduct remained diffusely narrowed on ERP, even 

after the swelling of白ep釦 αeasimproved on CT and hypergammaglobulinemia improved by 

steroid therapy. Moreover, diabetes was worsened even after steroid therapy, although 

many authors have reported that diabetes in this disease improved by steroid therapy2・3}_ 

Recently, Tanaka et al. investigated the mechanism of developing diabetes in autoimmune 

p組 creatitis. ’Theyhave found th剖 thenumber of the islet is deer伺 sedby replacement with 

massive fibrotic tissue and lymphocyte infiltration in the pancreas in diabetes ぉsociatedwith 

this disease, and some mechanisms of islet regeneration by steroid therapy may participate in 

the improvement of diabetes11). But details訂cstill unknown. Concerning our case, the 

reason why diabetes hぉ notbeen improved by steroid may be because more血anfive ye紅 S

have passed since he developed diabetes, so the fibrotic change in the pancreas involving 

islets may have been advanced and irreversible. Or, diabetes in this case may not have been 

路 sociatedwith autoimmune pancreatitis. 
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In conclusion, although FOO PET may reveal high accumulation in the entire 

pancreas or focal intense uptake in patients with autoimmune pancreatitis which makes it 

difficult to differentiate from cancer, it may be useful for evaluating the effect of steroid 

therapy. 
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Table 1. Laboratory data befo白血dafter steroid therapy. 

before after 
WBC ア700 8100 ×103 /ml 
eosinophil 6兜 81 ×HY /ml 
T-bil 0.8 0.8 mg/di 
ALP 515 146 IU/I 

γ－GTP 285 51 IU/I 
GOT 35 21 IU/l 
GPf 64 32 IU/I 
serum-amylase 249 112 IU凡
serum-lipase 51 3 IU/I 
T.P 8.7 5.9 g/dl 

γ・Gglob叫ine 2.65 1.08 g/dl 
lg 2936 1197 mg/di 
AMA （・） ． 

ANA （＋） （－｝ 

speckled 
homogeneous 

CA-II組曲叫y （＋） （＋） 
CA19-9 62.8 27.1 Ul凶
Dup姐 2 140 ． Ul凶
FBS 

3“ 146 mg/di 
PFD-test 69.3 67.1 % 
fecal chymo住ypsintest normal n町ma1
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Fig. 1. a, b: Ultrasonography images on the first admission, showing sausage-like enlargement of the pancreas. 

Particularly, the head of the p姐 α・easseen犯dlike a mass. c: Ultrasonography image after starting steroid therapy 

revealing improvement of enlargement of the pancreas. 
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一一Fig. 2. a, b: Pretreatment CT scans, showing di飴1seenlargem巴ntof the p佃 α凶 s. c,d: CT sc佃 safter 

starting steroid therapy, demonstrating remarkable improvement of enlargement of the pancreas. 

Fig. 3. a,b: Pretreatment ERC姐 dMRCP images, showing stricture of the of the common bile duct in the 

p姐 creas組 ddiffuse irregular narrowing of the main pancreatic duct. c,d: ERCP images obtained after starting 

steroid therapy, demonstraing improvement of the common bile duct strictu陀四dremains of narrowing of the 

main panαeatic duct. 

Fig. 4. a, b: Pretreatment FDG PET images, demonstrating diffose and high accumulation in the panαeas, 

which could not deny malignancy. c: FDG PET image after starting steroid therapy, showing no FDG 

accumulation in the pancreas. 
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V. 1. Development of Gamma Ray Monitor Using CdZnTe 
Semiconductor Detector 

R._asolonjatovo4. H. D., SIJ伽 iT., N~mura T. _ 
Tsuda/ca. Y. ・, FujiwaraH. ・, Araki,H. -, MatsuoK.二andNishizawaH.’ 

INTRODUCTION 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiりも

Mitsubishi Electric Corpora加馬勾'1lln

’Th蹴 daysthe C柏市（CZI)se凶 conductordetector is preferably used for X-ray 

and gamma-ray detection, because of its high efficiency, low bias voltage and good energy 

resolution in use at room and higher tempera加res. In this study, we aimed to develop a new 

gamma-ray monitor using a Crlo_5Zn0_5 Te semiconductor detecめr. We甘iedto get the 

gamma-ray mo凶.torwith higher sensitivity th組 thecommercially available Si semiconductor 

gamma-ray monitor and at血csame由neto have a flat energy r岱 ponseto dose-equivalent 

over the photon energy region from 10 keV to 7 MeV. 

EXPERIMENTS 

A Crlo.5Zn0_5 Te detector having lOmmxlOmm size by 2mm thickness was used as a 

sensor. ’The preamplif1ぽ isa low noise preamplifier (Model 850) fabricated by Clear-Pulse 

Co.Ud. 百1ebias voltage of + 24 V was supplied to血cdetector. 官1e副npliftぽ isa line訂

創nplifierORIBC 571witha2μs shaping time. 

In order to get白eenergy r凶 ponseof the czr detector, the measuremen包 were

done using the mono-energetic X-ray beam sources from 10 to 40 ke V and the radioactive 

photon sources of 241 Am (368防 q),57Co (96 kBq), 137Cs (418回 q),60Coσ72凶 q)and 

88Y (439 kBq) having photon energies of 59.54 keVto 1836 keV. 

官1eexperiments using X-ray beam sources were performed at a beam line of the 

Photon Fae阿 ofH抱hEnergy Accelerator Researchαganization (KEK), Ts蜘 ba. ’The

X-ray energy spectra and the absolute values of血cX-ray tluence were measured wi血出cHP 

Ge de・旬ctorand the free-air ionization chamber respectively. In order め investigatethe 

variation of the detection efficiency with the filt釘丸山cpulse height dis凶butionsof血eC罰、

det民伽 coveredwith the Al, Cu, Cd and Pb tl伽 sof various thicknesses were also 

meru写ured.

百1eme笛町ementsusing point sources were ca町iedout at the Hot Laboratory of the 
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Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center (CYRIC), Tohoku U niver吻. By sett泊ga lead shadow 

b訂 of80 mm long and 40mm diameter between the source and the detector, the contribution 

of the room-scattered photons was subtracted from the meぉuredresults. ’The measurements 

using point sources were performed o凶yfor the non-filtered czr, but in the d仕ectionsof 0 

to 90° by rotating the czr detector in order to get its' angular dependence. 百四 137Cs source 

was covered with a 1. 5 mm thick Al foil to absorb the 661. 7 ke V conversion electrons from 

the electron capture reaction. 百ie60Co source was covered with a 1 mm thick Al foil to 

absorb the (3 ray at 318 keV. 

CALCULATIONS 

百iecalculations of由cpulse height spectra of the detector were performed with the 

electron-photon cascade Monte Carlo code EGS41) with taldng into account the carrier 

甘appingeffect2). For the case of our detector the product of the mobility μ and lifetimeτfor 

electron is 3xl0-3 cm2. V1, and for hole 2x10・5cm2.v1. 百1eenergy needed to create an 

electron-hole p位 is4.43 eV3>. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Pulse height spectra 

百ieoutput pulse height spec甘awere meru句uredwith the multi-channel analyz.er. 

百四 noiselevel of the system wぉ about6 ke V. Figure 2 shows the comparison of 

measured and calculated pulse height spec回 of20, 40 keV X-ray beams, 57Co (14.4, 122.1 

and 136.5 keV) and 6°Co (1173 and 1333 keV). For 20 and 40 keV Xィaysources, there 

can be seen a single sharp photopeak. For 57 Co, the pulse height spectra for the above three 

photon energies were calculated and summed up considering their branching ratios. For 

1173 and 1333 ke V photons of 6°Co, no photopeaks can be seen. 百iisis because the charge 

collection efficiency degrades and the energy loss in the detector is dominated by the Compton 

scattering with the increase Of photon energy. 

百1eagreement between the meぉUI吋 andcalculated pulse height spectra is very 

good in general. 

Energy response 

百1eefficiency of the 10xl0x2mm3 C罰、 detectorfor photon energy range from 10 

keV to 1836.01 keVis shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the conversion factor of fluence to dose 

equivalent given by ICRP Publ. 744) is used. 百iemeru写uredand calculated efficiencies were 

obtained by summing the measured and calculated pulse height spec甘aby fixing the cut-off 

energy at 6 keV. But for 241Am the subsidiary peaks from X-ray and the 26.35 keV gamma 

ray were not considered and the pe汰sof 14釦 d136 ke V gamma rays of 57 Co and 30 ke V X-

ray of 137Cs were also excluded from the measured resulお泊白cefficiency estimation.百ie
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agreement between experiment and calculation is generally good, but the s.Iight difference剖

high energy results from the fact由atthe counts h血eexperiment are very high at low energy 

around the cut-off energy fixed to 6 ke V. 百1eefficiency is high for 10 ke V and rather flat 

from 20 ke V to 120 ke V，制drapidly decreases with energy. 

Angular dependence of the 10x10x2 mm3 CZT detector 

Figure 4 shows the angular dependence of the efficiency of the CZT detector using 

radioactive photon sources for 6 ke V cut-off energy. 官1eangular distribution of the 

efficiency is almost constant for 137 Cs, 6°Co and 88Y in the directions of 0 to 90°, but for 

lower energy photons of 241 Arn and 57 Co, the efficiency decreぉesbeyond 60. It means白瓜

this CZT detector hお釦 almostisotropic efficiency in the forward hemisphere. 

Effect of various filters 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the efficiencies for 10, 20 and 40 ke V X-rays with 

various thickness' (in mm) of the filters of Al and Cd. Solid lines are the meぉuredresulお

and the dotted lines the calculated results. 官1ecut-o百energywas also fixed at 6 ke V. 百1e

variation of the pulse height is significant at 10 ke V but is scarce剖 40ke V when using an Al 

filter. 百1eagreement between measurement and calculation is good except for 10 keVin the 

case of Cd. 

Cut-off energy dependence and flat energy response to effective dose 

In order to realize the n剖 energyresponse of CZT to effective dose, we varied the 

cut-off energy of由epulse height spec廿afrom 6 to 1500 ke V and used different filters. For 

low energy below 100 keV, a flat energy response can be obtained with a cut-off energy 

around 6 ke V but for higher energi凶， acut-o妊 energyhigher than hundreds of ke V is 

necess的・’Theflat energy response to effective dose with泊 ±30%（均.6) and within 

±10% (Fig. 7) of 10 keV to 7 MeV photon energies were obtained with using two and three 

detectors having di妊erentdimensions, respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

In this s佃dy，血cpulse height spec甘aand the efficiencies of the CZT detector are 

given by experiment and calculation. 百四 agreementbetween the experiment and the 

calculation is rather good. 百1eV訂iationof the detector response with the cut-of energy叩 d

with various filters was also obtained. 百1e日剖 energyresponse to effective dose within 

±30%組 d±10% of 10 keV to 7 MeV photon energies were obtained. Field measurements 

will be carried out and the efficiency of血edetector will be compared to other semiconductor 

detector. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental剖－upat the hot labora加ryofCYRIC. 
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V. 2. Fast Neutron Profiling with Imaging Plate (4) 
-Neutron Scattering Effects in Fast Neutron Imaging-

Miura T1・p Hiroishi T1・pAoki T1・p Sanami T2・3Nakamura T., BabaMヘandぬmaderaA*

Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Cente，乃 TohokuUniversity* 

INTRODUCTION 

Meぉurementof fast neutron spatial distribution (neutron profiling) is required in 

various fields, i.e., neutron fields characterization and neutron radiography. Fast neutron 

radiography will be effective to the nondestructive inspection of deep parts of bulk objects. 

We continued a study on the neutron profile measurement using a comb泊ationof an 

凶 agingplate (IP) and a polyethylene or polypropylene (CH2) filmぉ aconverter of fast 

neutrons1・2），組dapplied the device to the neutron field characterization2) and fast neutron 

radiography for an accelerator-based neutron source3). In our study, the performance of出e

technique was evaluated by radiography method by using mono-energetic neutrons with 

various energy from 1 MeV to 15 MeV, and test samples with multiple steps. By optimizing 

experimental conditions2・3), we obtained fairly clean images. Nevertheless, there still 

remained problems of 1) deformation and 2) insufficient con trぉtof images which should be 

eliminated for further improvement of the technique. 明1isyear we have traced the problem. 

Method and Problems 

The profiling meru写uremen句 werecarried out剖 theTohoku University 4. 5 MV 

Dynamitron f低ility. Fast neu佐onsof 1・15Me V from the neutron production target were 

first collimated by a 15 cm-long copper collimator and entered into CH2-IP through a step 

type sample. 官1estep type samples were used for恥 convenienceto inspect血equality of 

the profile and made of stainless steel (SUS) and acrylic resign with 1αn wide steps. 百ie

S副nplewas placed in close contact with CH2-IP. 

In our experiments for fast neutrons of 1・15Me V, the best r岱 ultswere obtained for 

5 Me V neutrons which are produced by the D( d, n) reaction at the D2 gぉ cellwith a platinum 

beam-stop (1 cm-diam and 3 cm-long, 1.2 atom D2 gas) due to low y-ray con回凶tation.

百1ereforemost exper加entswere ca町iedout for 5 MeV neutrons. The distance between the 

target and the CH2-IP was -80 cm, and the neutron flux was -3.5xl04 cm・2s-1at the place of 

the CH2-IP. 
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Employed IP wぉ ofX-ray 1YPf BAS-SR manufactured by FUJI Photo Film Co., LTD.百1e

polypropylene film as a proton converter should be thicker白組曲erecoil proton range to 

avoid sample-protons entering IP-CH2. We employed 0.5 mm-thick one for 5 MeV 

neutrons whose recoil proton range is -0.35 mm. 

官ieneu甘onprofile image was・ obtained by irradiation of CH2-IP for 1-2 hrs. 

Typical projected result in this se知pis shown m Fig. 1. The image reproduces the shape of 

step samples qualitatively. However there remained problems血at1) there was rounding in 

加 ageseven for the flat parts in the steps, and 2) the con甘錨twas not so goodぉ expected

from the neutron transmission ratio. We looked for the reぉonsof the deformation and the 

way for improvement. 

Reduction of Rounding 

In the present imaging, we expect detection of neutrons transmitted the sample 

without any collision. Neutrons detected on CH2-IP after collision in the sample makes 

distortion. In the present case, the rounding was traced to be due to neutrons scattered in the 

S釘nplewhich act as backgrounds overlapping on the transmitted neutrons. 百1eshape of 

rounding is explained by the p錨 s-lengthof scattered neutrons within the sample as shown in 

Fig. 2 which illustrates an exaqlple for a simple sample with only 2-step. By this scheme, 

smaller deformation around the 1}ateral surface in the experimental result is interpreted because 

no scattered neutrons come in from outside. 

τhe effec・胞 ofneutron scattering inside a S出nple白血cfぉtneu甘onradiography wぉ

discussed by Yoshii釦 dKobayashi4 > for a simpler right cylinder sample. ’The present 

interpretation is consistent with their one. In the f凶 tneutron cases, the effect of neutron 

scattering is more serious than in thermal neu廿oncぉesbecause of much l訂gerratios of 

scattenng to capture cross sections. 

As the way to reduce the effects of scattered neutrons, a honeycomb-shaped 

collimator is useful for the C錨cof thermal neutrons5>. In the present case, however, a 

coll加atorin front of血cCH2・IPwill result in worse contrast because it will increase scattered 

neutrons and y-rays in IP. 

Instead, separation of CH2-IP from the sample will be effective for reduction of the 

eぽect. We made simulation of the phenomena using the MCNP code to confirm the above 

argument. Calculations were made for parallel incident neutron flux to the 3・stepacrylic 

sample as a function of distance between the sample and CH2-IP. ’The calculation results are 

shown in Fig. 3. In the case of direct contact (0・cm),the result is si凶larwith the 

observation in above exper加1en凶 results. As the distance increases, the rounding s甘uctures

become smaller. Separation of -3cm is enough to reduce the rounding structures to a 

negligibly small level. 
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Improvement of Contrast (n/y) 

In the pr岱 entCH2・IPconfiguration, the intensity of PSL (Photo S伽 ulated

Luminescence) for the area without CH2 is provided by y-rays alone while those at the訂ea

with a CH2 film are due to bo白 neu甘onsand y-rays.百1erefore,PSL values for CH2・IPand 

bare IP corr岱 pondappro垣matelyto n + y and y yields, respectively. For the reason, the 

con甘ぉtof profile becomes worse with increasing contribution of y-rays. Hence reduction 

of y-to・neutronratio is import組 tto obtain clear profiles. 

Weperfoロnedtwo attempts to improve the contrast. 

1) Shielding by lead-blocks around CH2-IP Wお阿formedin order to decrease 

environmental y-rays. However, the result was even worse than the cぉewithout shielding, 

probably because lead produced a larger number of y-rays by inelぉticreactions with 5 Me V 

neutrons. Therefore, y-rays reduction should be done around neu甘onproduction t訂get

employing collimators with low y-rays emission but good shielding ability for fast neutrons. 

2）百ten,appropriate collimator was looked for. A combination of copper (10 cm 

long) + paraffin (30 cm long) has heavier shielding effect for 5 Me V neutrons由anthe 

paraffin alone. 百ten,we meru匂uredneutron to y-rays ratio on the IP. However, the 

experimental result of (n+y) /y wぉ 4.8for the former and 7.4 for the latter, respectively. 

百iecollimator凶 ingcopper resulted in higher yray ratio than paraffin despite of higher 

shieldin~ e百ectfor both neu甘onsand y-rays. From the results, the inferior contrast in 

previous experiment is supposed to be caused by a copper collimator with higher y-ray 

production cross sections. 

Improved experimental results 

According to血cresults in the above described experiments, the experimental 

geometry was modified as follows to reduce deformation and improve contrast in image; 

1) the sample-CH2-IP dis凶 cewas extended to -20 cm, 

2) the neutron collimator material was changed to paraffin, 

3) source neutrons were collimated more tightly not to illuminate the floor and 

stage of the sample to avoid floor-scattered neutrons from the images. 

Typical result is shown in Fig. 4. 

The s総ptype sample wぉ acombination of SUS step 3 cm (lcm明 idestep) and 

acrylic resign (lcm st叩）. Irradiation t加ewas-2 hr 

CH2-IP wお－1.35xl08n/cm2. 官1eimage became much more uniform and the rounding 

structure became much smaller由anin the previous se知p. Furthermore, the background 

level is also improved markedly owing to tighter neutron collimation. In the case of血is

background level, this method enables to analyze the sample up to 19-20 cm in thickness. 

百terefore,this technique will be useful for nondestructive inspection of bulk 

materials 
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Summary 

We have improved the experimental conditions for the fぉtneu佐onpro tle technique 

using CH2-IP. 

1) Rounding struc同胞 in profiles proved to be c3:used by neutrons scattered in 

the sample, and can be reduced by separating the sample from the CH2-IP. 

2) To improve the contrast, reduction of y-rays fraction is essential. For 

improved contrast, it is important to adopt shielding and collimator materials 

with low y-ray emission for fast neutrons. 

By improving白cexperimental conditions aα氾rdingto the above findings, we 

obtained good pro Iles for fぉtneutrons of 5・15MeV. 官1恒 methodwill be applied to 

neutron filed characterization and radiography. 

However, CH2・IPprofile-detector has essential problems of a) very low sensitivity 

to lower energy neutrons2), En<lMeV, and b) no泊formationon energy deposi臼 whichis 

important for particle selection. We are designing another active type profile-detector to 

complement the CH2・IPdetector. 

1 Present address: Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 
2 Present address: Radiation Science Center, I五ghEnergy Accelerator Research Organization 
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V. 3. Functional Equation for the Fading Correction of Imaging 
Plates II 

Introduction 

OhuchiH., 均:maderaA.・and Nakamura T. 

合ぬa舵Schoolof Pharmaceutical Sciences, T_ohoku Universi肌

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University• 
。ゆ峨Schoolof Engineering, Tohoku Universi砂”

In a previous report1>, we investigated the effects of temperature on the fading of the 

commerci拘 availableimaging plat岱（IPs)BAS-UR after irradiation with 238U alpha-ray and 

6°Co gamma-ray sources. 百1eresults led us to the conclusion that the fading curves could 

be divided into three components and the fading effect could be expressed in the following 

equation, which is the sum of three exponentially-decaying components, called the first, the 

second, and the third in order of half-life: 

(PSL ), I (PSL）。＝Ai・exp（ーln2・t/T1)＋へ ・exp（・ln2・t/T2)

＋~・ exp（ー ln2 ・ t/T3) (1) 

where (PSL），組d(PSL）。 meanthe photo-stimulated luminescence (PSL) of elapsed 

time t and 0 after irradiation, respectively，へ to~ are the component amplitudes, and T1 to 

T3 are the half-lives of each component. 

We allowed some cooling period after irradiation to avoid the effect of the first 

component and determined a two exponentially-decaying components formula for each source 

出atincludes two variables: elapsed time(t) and absolute temperature(K) . 

The PSL calculated by each equation showed good agreement with the results of 

experimen凶 onesbetween 0・40°C,however, the calculated PSL were below the experimental 

values over 40°C. 百1isresults indicates the existence of another component behind the third 

one, called the forth component. Because of the inadequ剖eradioactivity of the 238U and 

6°Co sources, significant PSL to be組 alyzed出cforth component could not be obtained over 

40°C at long elapsed time. 

In this study, our objective is to clarify this point and determine a formula which can 

show a good agreement with the results of experimental ones between 0・60°Cby irradiating 

血eIP with 244Cm alpha-ray source, which hぉ morethan 100 times higher specific 

radioactivity than a 238U source. Determination a formula of the fading effect of a different 
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kind of IP(BAS-MS) after irradiation with 238U alpha-ray source is also剖tempted.

Theoretical analysis 

’The following results were found in a previous study1); 

1）百iecomponent amplitudes are independent of temper伽 re. So that a formula can be 

determined by the half-lives of each component of fading curves. 

2）百iefading curve at 40°C i~ chosen as the reference curve because it typically shows the 

second and third components. The values of the half-lives at each temperature can be 

obtained by multiplying the half-lives at 40°C by the value of r, which is the ratio of the 

elapsed time剖 40°Cto that at each temperature having the same PSL as at 40°C. 

To get the values of r accurately, we improved a method as shown in Fig.l. and 

explained below. 

1. Several values at the elapsed time, e1, ... , en , on the fading curve瓜 40°Care selected as 

the reference point. 

2. Each elapsed time, d l，…， d n , at which the same PSL is given on the different fading 

curve as on the reference curve is determined (in Fig.1, the fading curve瓜 50°Cis 

shown as an example). 

3. The ratios of e to d, r 1 =e/d 1 ' . . . ' r n =en /d n ' are obtained. 

4. The value of r is finally determined by taking the average of the values of r n・ 

Experimental 

百ieIPs used were血ccommercially available IP (F吋iFilm Co.) BAS-UR and 

BAS-MS. A 244Cm and a 238U planchet sourc岱（specificradioactivity of 1,638.5Bq/cm2 

and 10.8Bq/cm2 each) were used. During irradiation and the time elapsed prior to reading, 

出cIP wぉ keptin an aluminium IP cassette inside an incubator having a tempera旬re

controlled to ±1°C. The fading characteristics were meru句uredat temperatures varied by 10°C 

between 0-60°C. 百ieIP wぉ irradiatedwith the 244Cm source for 15minutes and with the 

238U source for 60minutes by putting the source directly on the IP. 

Results 

Functional analysis 

Several fading curves after irradiation with the 244Cm source were obtained in the 

temperature range of 0 -60°C. The fading curve at 60°c at long elapsed time clearly shows 

the existence of the forth component. 百iecorrelation between the values of r and the 

temperature （。C)for exciation with the 244Cm source is shown in Fig. 2, comp訂ingwi白出at

for the 238U and 6°Co sources. 百ier values for each excitation with these three sources are 

almost the same. ’The logarithmic values of r show a single linear relationship to the 

temperature in all cases. 
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Using the half-lives obtained by the method mentioned in theoretical analysis, we 

develop a following formula consists of four terms for correcting four components of fading 

e庄ect.

(PSL )t ./(PSL )0.・k=0.582exp ｛・6.93x1011・t• exp（ー8.11X 103 /K)} 

+0.378exp ｛・5.59x1010・t• exp（ー8.93×103/K)}

+0.038exp ｛・1.59x1011・t• exp(-9 .85×103/K)} 

+0.002exp {-6.75X109・t• exp(-9.97×103/K)} (2) 

The PSL calculated from Eq.(2) is comp訂edwith the expぽimen凶 resultsin Fig. 3. 

官1ey訂ein quite good agreement泊 thetemperature range of 0・60°C. 百1ereis no 

disagreement over 40°C which was shown in由ecomparison of the PSL for the 238U and 

6°Co sources calculated from equations and the experimental results. 

Correspondence to the hヲmperaturechange 

To ascertain whether our formula can give the proper calculated PSL which 

co汀espondsto the temperature change between the time elapsed, a following experiment wぉ

done. After irradiation with the 244Cm source, the IP was left inside the incubator kept at 

30°C during a certain period , then it was moved into another incubator kept at 50°C. 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the calculated PSL from Eq. (2) and the αperimen凶

results when the temperature has changed approximately 100 hours after irradiation. In 

con甘astto this, the fading curves at 30°C and 50°C without the temperature change are also 

shown in Fig. 4. 百四 calculatedPSL shows a good co汀espondenceto the tempera知re

change and is consistent with the experimental results well. 

Formula for 。d俳rentldnd of IP 

Although it is well known白紙 thefading effect depends on the type of IP, our 

investigation sugges白血剖adi旺erentkind of IP such笛 BAS-MS,which is a highly sensitive 

and waterproof IP, shows the same temperature dependence as BAS-UR. 百1en,

determination a formula of the fading c妊ectafter irradiation with the 238U source using BAS-

MS was attempted and a following formula was obtained. 

(PSL) t ,k /(PSL) 0・k= 0.355exp ｛ー7.74x1012・t• exp（ー9.21x103/K)}

+0.210exp ｛・6.08x1013・t• exp(-1.12×104/K) } 

+0.435exp｛ー4.00x1014・t・exp（ー1.24×104/K)} (3) 

’The comparison of the PSL calculated from Eq.(3) and the experimen凶 results

shows good agreement in the temperature range of 0・50°C,however, the former values are 
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百lisdisagreement is considered to come from the ~ack of the forth below the latter at 60°C. 

term in Eq.(3）めco町・ectthe forth component. 

Discussion 

百ieactivation energies of血efirst, second , third, and forth component, Ea, Eb, Ee, 

and Ed are ob組曲edfrom・ Arrhenius’equation. ’Th~. values・ for 238U , 244Cm, and 6°Co 

, It seems that there is no quite a difference of the values among 

However, it is clearly shown that the activation energy becomes higher 

sources are listed in Table 1~ 

these three sources. 

as the component proceeds. 

While several attemp匂 toexplain the mechanism of fading have been done, it still 

百iefading pf the PSL density (PSUmm2) of the IP might be induced by 

由cdispersion of the stored energy through recombination of electron centers with甘apped

hole cent釘2>. It also might b~ due to the F(Br) centers shallowly甘apped剖 impuritiesor 

出cBaFBr:Eu2+ crysta13>. Our results imply that thermal excitation of 

electrons from F centers must be substantially concerned in the mechanism of fading. 

remains unclear. 

dislocations in 
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Table 1. Activation energies of the first, seco叫 thi叫組dforth component; Ea, Eb, E.c，組d国 obtainedby 

using Arrhenius’equation. 23au 6oCo 244Cm mu 

Kind of IP BAS-UR BAS-UR BAS-UR BAS-MS 

E_(eV) 0.70 0.79 

え（eV) 0.96 0.93 0.77 0.96 

Ec(eV) 0.96 0.93 0.85 I.07 

Ed(eV) 0.86 
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V. 4. Training for Safehandling of Radiation and Radioisotopes 
and X・RayMachines for Beginners in Tohoku University 

Nakamura T.,Baba Y.，均maderaA., and Miyata T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

Training for saf ehandling of radiation and radioisotopes for beginners h錨 been

conducted twice a year from 1977 in Tohoku University. 百四 contentsof lectures and 

practices are shown in Table 1. In 1999 the training was performed for 495 persons. 百 c

departments to which they belong are given in Table 2. 

Training for saf ehandling of X-ray machines and electron microscopes began from 

the end of 1983. 百1etraining is scheduled to be held twice a year at the same time as the 

safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes. Only lectures訂cgiven and not practices. 百四

contents of the lectures and the distributions of trainees are shown in Tables 3 and 4, 

respective I y. 

Training for safehandling of synchrotron radiation began from the end of 1995. 

百1econten匂 ofthe lectures are the same as safehandling of radiation and radioisotop岱 for

beginners and not practices. In 1999 the trai凶ngwas performed for 48 persons. 

Table 1. Contents of lectures組 dpractices for safe handling of radiation and radioisotopes in 1999. 

l..ec加配s(one day) 

Radiation physics and measurements 1.5 (h) 

Chemistry of radioisotopes 1.0 

Radiological protection ordinance 1.5 

日Iec臼ofradiation on man 1.0 

Safehandling of radioisotopes 1.5 

Practices (one day' 
Treatment of unsealed radioactive solution 
Measurements of surface contamination釦ddecontamination 
Measurements of gam皿aray三叩dbeta rays 

ω一
ω一
初
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Table 2. Distribution of trainees for safehandling of radiation組 dradioisotopes in 1999. 

Depar凶 ent Staff Student Total 

Medicine 17 116 133 

Den ti剖ry 8 14 22 

Pharmacy 。 47 47 

Science 。 73 73 

:Engineering 1 68 69 

Agriαlture 1 86 87 

Research Institutes 4 so 54 

’The others 2 8 10 

Total 33 462 495 

Table 3. Contents of lectures for safeh姐 dlingof X-ray machines組 delectron microscopes in 1999. 

Safehandling of X-ray machines 

Radiological protection ordinance 

VI'R for safehandling of radiation釦 dradioisotooes 

日一

ω一
ω

Table 4. Distribution of trainees for safehandling of X-ray machines and electron microscopes in 1999. 

Department Staff Student Total 

Medicine 2 。 2 

Science 2 30 32 

Engineering 。 91 91 

Research Institutes 14 95 109 

The others 。 1 1 

Total 18 217 お5

Table 5. Distribution of trainees for synchrotron radiation in 1999. 

Department Staff Student Total 

Dentistry 1 。 1 

Science 。 11 11 

Engineering 。 9 9 

Agriαl刷路 。 1 1 

Research Institutes 3 23 26 

Total 4 44 48 
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V. 5. Radiation Protection and Management 

Miyata T., 均maderaA.,Nakamura T. and陥 tanabeN.* 

Cyclotron ll1Ul Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University 

.Ii零"111Radiation Protection Co・，Ltd.* 

(1) Unsealed radionuclides used in the center 

’The kinds and activities of unsealed radionuclides handled in the center in 1999紅 C

shown in Table 1. The table includes the isotopes produced by the cyclotron, purchased 

from the Japan Isotope Associ利onand took over from ano伽 ・RIinstitu陥

(2) Individual monitoring 

百1eexposure doses of the workers in the center in 1999 is given in Table 2. 百1ey

were less than the permissible doses. 

(3) Monitoring of the workplace 

Radiation dose rates inside and outside of the controlled areas were monitored 

periodically andぉ needed. 百1eywere below the legal permissible levels. Surface 

contamination levels of the floqrs inside the con甘olled紅白swere measured by sme訂 method

and with survey me旬rsperiodically and as needed. ’They also cleared under the legal 

re忠tlationlevels. 

( 4) Wastes management 

百1eradioactive w錨 tesdelivered to the Japan Radioisotope A5sociation in 1999訂C

shown in Table 3. 百1econcentration of radioisotopes in the air released after filtration台om

出estack was monitored with stack gas monitors. 百1elevels were less than the legal 

re思llationlevels. ’The radioactive water was storaged at the tanks at least for 3 days and then 

released to the sewerage after : confin凶ngthat the concentration was less th叩 permissible

levels. 

百1e仕eatedvolume of radioactive wぉteof organic scin凶latorwas 624 1 by the 

incinerator made by Fujikogyo Co., Ltd. 
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Table 1. Unsealed radionuclides used in也ecenter in 1999. 

a)Cyclotron Building(kBq) 

group 1,2 group 3 group4 

uc 900, 905,200. 000 l8p l, 0 3 8, 5 6 0' 40 0. 000 

111 In 1,429,030.000 

total 0.000 total 902,334,230.000 total 1,038,560,400. 000 

~ b )RI Bui I di ng（~Bq) 

group 1,2 group 3 group 4 

90Sr 192.000 32p 1,012,535.040 3H 84,811.348 

22Na 27,555.200 3Ss 55,586.120 14C 13,092.600 

6oco 3,029.050 s6Rb 57,540.820 18p 465, 117,400.000 

6sGe 92,434.000 

427,018.400 

137Cs 30,397.910 

total 580, 626.560 total 1, 125,661. 980 total 465,215,303. 948 

c)Research Bui ldin2(kBq) 

group 1,2 group 3 group4 

uc 740,000.000 18p l, 776,000.000 

150 45,066,000.000 

total 0.000 total 45, 806,000.000 total l, 776,000.000 

Table 2. Occupational radiation exposures at由eαnterin 1999. 

Dose range (mSv) Number of individuals 

No measurable e却osure 48 

Measurable e却osureless than 1. 0 6 
1.0 to 3.1 4 

Total persons monitored 58 

Table 3. Radioactive wastes delivered to the Japan Radioisotope Association in 1999. 

Wastes Container 
Number 

solids 

Combustible TYJ見 I 50 ldrum 16 
Combustible Type I 50 ldrum 12 
Incombustibles 50 I drum 

5 

Annimal ca詑錨民S 50 I drum 
10 

Filters 11 /unit 。
liquids 

恥！g，副c!!g出E 25 I PE bottle 8 
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Type I: Cloth釦dPaper made of natural cellulose. 

. Type II: Co時b1:1stibJePl路tics such as Polyethylene and 
Polypropylene. 
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Ren Iwata, Kazunori Sato, Hiroshi Fukuda, Tasuo Ido 
European Journal of Nuclear Medicine 26 (1999) 751-757. 

15 . Alteration of neurotensin receptors in MPTP-treated mice 
Hiroaki Ta吋i,TsutomuAr必ci,Kazuo Fujihara, Haruo Nagasawa, Yasuto ltoyama 
Peptides 20 (1999) 803・807.

16. Increases in [3H]FK-506 and [3H]L-NG-Nitro・ArginineBinding in the Rat Brain After 
Nigrostriatal Dopaminergic Denervation 
T.Ar叫ci,H. Ta町i,K. Fujihara, H. Kato, Y. ltoyama 
Metabolic Brain Disease 14, 21-31(1999). 

1 7. Alterations of second messenger systems in the rat brain after 6・hydroxydopamin
lesions of the medial forebrain bundle 
Tsutomu Araki, Hiro紘iTa吋i,Hiroyuki Kato, Michinao Mizug北i,y路 utoltoyama 
European Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences 8 (1999) 261・267.
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VII. Members of Committees (as of Jan. 1, 2000) 

General 

(Chairm釦） Hikonojo αihara (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hぉhimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Akira Takahashi (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Tadashi Yamada (Graduate School, Division of Dentistry) 

Yasushi Ohizumi (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Ka臼unori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Teruo Miyazawa (Draduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Reimon Hanada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Minoru Issiki (Institute for Advanced Materials Processing) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Institute for Development, Aging and Cancer) 

Jirohta Kasagi (Laboratory of Nuclear Science) 

Syogo Yamada (University Hospital) 

Manabu Fuiioka (CYRIC) 

Ta臼uo Ido (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Mぉatoshi ltoh (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Akira Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Tadao Saitou (Draduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Makoto Watanabe 侭esear由Im血配ofS佃此恥臨阻古田lts)

Michiharu Katoh (Institute for Chemical Reaction Science) 

Research Program 

(Ch羽rman) Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Take mi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

A制ra Takahashi (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

K沼凶1iko Yanai (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Hidetada Sasaki (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 
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Re耐10n 11anada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Institute for Development, Aging and Canαr) 

Manabu Fujioka (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Cyclotron 

(Ch泊rman) Manabu F吋ioka (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Takemi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Toshio Kobayashi (Graduate School of Science) 

Satoru Kunii (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

Kazushige Maeda (Graduate School of Science) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Akira Hasegawa (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Reimon Hanada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Minoru lssiki (Institute for Advanced Materials Processing) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Mぉatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Astuki Terakawa (CYRIC) 

Radiation Protection and Training of Safe Handling 

(Chairman) Tadぉhi Yamada (Graduate School, Division of Dentis町）

Yoshiaki F吋ii (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Yoshihiko Uehara (School of Medicine) 

Yoshihiro Tak泊 (University Hospital) 

Yasushi Yamazoe (Grad回 teSchool, Division of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiyasu Yamaguchi (Graduate School of Agricu加ralScience) 

Mぉayuki Hasegawa (Institute for Materials Res伺 rch)

Hiroshi Fukuda (Ins帥 tefor Development, Aging and C組 問）
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Manめu Fujioka (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Enginee巾 g)

A制ra Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Tanetoshi Koyama (Institute for Chemical Reaction Science) 

Life Science 

(Ch泊rman) Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

K位 uo Yamamoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Yas凶1ito ltoyama (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Kazuie Iinuma (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Syogo Yamada (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Reizo Shirane (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Mぉahiko Yamamoto (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Michinao Mizugaki (University Hospi凶）

Makoto Wa旬nabe (Graduate School, Division of Dentistry) 

Yasushi Yamazoe (Graduate School, Division of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Eng泊ee：巾1g)

Satoshi Yoko阻 (Graduate School of Agricultural Science) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Institute for Development, Aging and Cancer) 

Kazuo Kubota (Institute for Development, Aging and Cancer) 

Shin Maruoka (College of Medical Sciences) 

Manabu Fuiioka (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Kei-ichiro Yamaguchi (CYRIC) 

Yoshihito Funaki (CYRIC) 

Prevention of Radiation Hazards 

(Chairman) Takashi Nakamura (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Takemi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

Ken Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Manabu Fujioka (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo ldo (CYRIC) 

Akira Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Iwao Suzuki (CYRIC) 

Takamoto Miyata (CYRIC) 
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VIII. PERSONNEL 



VIII. Personnel （ぉ ofJ加 .1, 2000) 

Director Hikonojo Orihara 

Division of Accelerator 
Manabu Fujioka 

Osamu Hash町10tol> 

Tsutomu Shinozuka 

Akiyoshi Yamazaki 

Mぉahiro F吋ita

Shizuo Kan6> 

Shizuo Chiba6> 

Yasushi Ohmiya6> 

Naoto Takahashi6> 

Division of Instrumentations 
Hikon吋oαihara

Keizo Ishii2> 

Astuki Terakawa 

Toshiyuki Misu 

Sho・ichi Watanuki 

Tsutomu Ichikawa 

Division of Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry 
Tatsuo Ido 

Ren Iwata2> 

Yoshihito Funaki 

Mas油iro Yu-ki 

Ak訂i Kagaya 

Hideo Takahashi 

Yo・ichi Ishikawa?> 

Division of Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine 
Masatoshi ltoh 

Kei・ichiro Ymaguchi 

Kazuhiko Y anai4 > 

Kaoru Ozaki 
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Takぉhi Rikimaru 

陥 sayasu Miyake 

Division of Radiation Protection and Safety Control 
陥 morn Baba 

Takぉhi Nakamura2) 

Akira Y amadera 

Takamoto Miyata 

Noboru Wa旬nabe7>

Graduate Student and Researcher 
Yasumori Kanai (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsuyoshi Hoshino (Graduate School of Science) 

Takero Baba (Graduate School of Science) 

Te臼u Sonoda (Graduate School of Science) 

Takehiko Suzuki (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Suzuki (Graduate School of Science) 

K沼 uaki Kumagai (Graduate School of Science) 

Yasuo Saito (Graduate School of Science) 

Yu-ji Kikuchi (Graduate School of Science) 

Takeo Uekusa (Graduate School of Science) 

Shi吋i Nagata (G叫 iateSd悶 lIlvEionof刊mm沼血~s儲lrS)

Syozou 

Ryo 

Ken taro 

Kumagai 

Sachiko 

Manabu 

Furumoto (G叫 aeSd悶 l~ion ofPtmm=a血:aIS侃 lCfS)

Kos aka (1α抽aeSchooiDiv蜘 lOfPlmm:a血:aIS但 lCfS)

Wakayama (Gr油 ereSchool ~icn of Pham寵混血詞S但 lCfS)

Toshihiko (Gr油 creSd悶 lDiv蜘 iofPI国1lBll血王将儲lCfS)

Tanaka （α泊ia!eSchoolDiv蜘 tofPlmr臨混血:aIS頃 lrS)

Tashiro (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Md. MEHEDI MASUD (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

L鉱 mi Singh (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Tadahiro Kurosawa (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Yoshihiro Nakane (Graduate School of Enginee：巾ig)

h但chiya Sぉaki (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Miho Shidahara (Graduate School of Enginee出港）

Rぉolo吋aぬVODaniel (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Hiroshi Sugita (Graduate School of Engineering) 

h伽sahara Kinno (Gradua飽 Schoolof Engineering) 

Sayaka Satoh (Gradua飽 Schoolof Engineering) 

Torno ya Munomiya (Graduate School of Eng面白血g)
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Hiroshi Iwase (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Tomoyuki Shiomi (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Hiroshi Yash面m (Graduate School of Enginee白ig)

Hisaki Satoh (Graduate School of Eng也ee巾ig)

S戸1吋i Takagi (R郎関rchぽ）

Yo Maki旬 (Res伺 rchぽ）

Office Staff 
lwao Suzuki 

Yukinori Mitobe 

Kyoko Fujisawa 

Junko Ma飴UDO

Fumiko Mayama 

Mitsuko Endo 

Yu-ko Y担nashita

Keietsu Ai:zawa 

Kietu Takahashi 

Yuri Okumura 

Noriko Suzuki 

K泊1iko Abe 

Toshiyuki Wa回nabe7>

1) Grad.late School of Science 

2) Gradlate School of Engin悶 ng

3) Institute for Mat町ialsR白白陀h

4) Gradlate School, Division of Medcine 

5) Institute for Development, Aging and Cancer 

6) SUMI-JU Aα沼:leratorService Ltd 

7) Japan Radiation Protection Co., Ltd 
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